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CMP Upgrade 2020/21
Subject SA7
CMP Upgrade
This CMP Upgrade lists the changes to the Syllabus objectives, Core Reading and the ActEd
material since last year that might realistically affect your chance of success in the exam. It is
produced so that you can manually amend your 2020 CMP to make it suitable for study for the
2021 exams. It includes replacement pages and additional pages where appropriate.
Alternatively, you can buy a full set of up-to-date Course Notes / CMP at a significantly reduced
price if you have previously bought the full-price Course Notes / CMP in this subject. Please see
our 2021 Student Brochure for more details.

This CMP Upgrade contains:


all significant changes to the Syllabus objectives and Core Reading.



additional changes to the ActEd Course Notes and Assignments that will make them
suitable for study for the 2021 exams.
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Changes to the Syllabus objectives
This section contains all the non-trivial changes to the Syllabus objectives.
The syllabus objectives have not changed materially from 2020 to 2021, however, the following
changes have been made:
A change has been made to the wording of syllabus objective 1.2, which previously read:
market regulation (including MIFID, EMIR)
... but now simply reads:
market regulation
The following new syllabus objective has been added to cover environmental, social and
governance topics:
3.1.4

Describe the relevance of environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors to
investment performance and different approaches to incorporate ESG factors.

Later syllabus objectives were renumbered as a result.
A change has been made to the wording of syllabus objective 3.1.7 (previously 3.1.6), which now
reads:
3.1.6

Discuss the psychological aspects, including from behavioural finance, which influence
investor behaviour.
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Changes to the Core Reading
This section contains all the non-trivial changes to the Core Reading.

Chapter 1
Section 4.1
There have been various tweaks to the wording of this chapter, but only those that have a
meaningful impact are included in this upgrade.
The following paragraph has been removed:
Another problem with shallow narratives is that they can result in persuasive but erroneous
rhetoric prevailing over reason and logic. This often applies in the political sphere.
Narratives will be discussed further in Chapter 10.

Section 5
The following bullet has been shortened and now reads simply:


Governmental and regulatory bodies.

Chapter 2
Section 2.1
The following quotation has been removed:
‘An advisor who doesn’t ask questions like these – and who doesn’t show enough interest
in you to sense intuitively what other questions you consider to be the right ones – is not a
good fit’.
Source: The Intelligent Investor, Benjamin Graham (pg 278)

The following section has been completely removed:

Future investigations
Benjamin Graham suggested that the best financial advisors would ask additional
questions, for example:



Why do you feel you need a financial advisor?



What are your long-term goals?



What has been your greatest frustration in dealing with other advisors (including
yourself)?
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Do you have a budget? Do you live within your means? What percentage of your
assets do you spend each year?



When we look back a year from now, what will I need to have accomplished in order for
you to be happy with your progress?



How do you handle conflicts or disagreements?



How did you respond emotionally to the financial crisis in 2008-2009?



What are your worst financial fears? Your greatest financial hopes?



What rate of return on your investments do you consider reasonable?

Graham argued that, ‘the investor's chief problem and even his worst enemy is likely to be
himself’. Consequently, he argued that clients may hire an advisor ‘not to manage money
but to manage [themselves]’. This is due to the psychological challenges around investing.
This is topic is discussed in greater length in Chapter 10.

Section 2.2
Two behavioural themes have been removed:
Conservatism bias and Illusion of control
Two behavioural themes have been added, which are included (along with the ActEd description)
below:


Representativeness

This is sometimes called representative heuristics as it is part of the larger and more general
biases known as heuristics. It is relatively well explained using an example:
The following question was posed to subjects: Linda is 31 years old, single, outspoken, and very
bright. She majored in philosophy. As a student, she was deeply concerned with issues of
discrimination and social justice, and also participated in antinuclear demonstrations.
Which do you think is the most likely?
Option 1: Linda is a bank clerk
Option 2: Linda is a bank clerk and is active in the feminist movement.
Almost 90% of people thought option 2 was most likely. It is clear, however, that it is impossible
for option 2 to be more likely than option 1.
As the amount of detail about an option increases, its likelihood often increases rather than
decreases.
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Herd behaviour

This simply refers to the fact that humans often like to be moving with the crowd rather than
standing against it. People may convince themselves of something that they might not otherwise
believe in order to justify moving with the crowd and identifying with the generally-accepted
belief.

Section 2.5
The following paragraph has been removed:

2.5

Impact on investment performance
The above behaviours contrast with the more objective investment behaviours discussed in
elsewhere in this course. Given this, it might be expected that individual investors
generally underperform their benchmarks. This was the conclusion and was highlighted in
a paper ‘The Behaviour of Individual Investors’ by Barber and Odean at the University of
California who found that most individual investors underperform standard investment
benchmarks.
Reference: https://www.umass.edu/preferen/You%20Must%20Read%20This/BarberOdean%202011.pdf.
One reason highlighted was that they were trading instinctively rather than strategically,
and they were ‘repeating past behaviours that coincided with pleasure while avoiding past
behaviours that generated pain.’

In paragraph 2.6, the following bullet point has been removed:


number of win-wins in the investment policy

Chapter 4
Section 5.1
The following paragraph has been added to the end of this section:
There has also been an increase in investment in bonds where the proceeds are earmarked
for specific environmental or social purposes, known as green bonds and social impact
bonds respectively. There has been rapid growth in the issuance of such bonds, especially
green bonds, although they are currently still concentrated in certain sectors and countries.
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Chapter 7
Section 1
The list of bullets in this section has been increased by the addition of:


Climate change – Subject SP5

Section 2.2
The paragraph on unregulated markets has had the following added to the end:
Markets where ‘market failure’ would affect only a small number of participants may also
remain unregulated; for example trading in artworks and antiques may be conducted
somewhat formally through auction platforms but with little or no regulation of the activity
and its participants.

Section 3.4
At the end of this section, just before the example, the following has been added:
Details are given in the next section. It is complemented by the UK Stewardship Code which
seeks to enhance the quality of engagement between investors and companies to help
improve long-term risk-adjusted returns to shareholders.

A new section has been added after section 3.4, linking to the new material added to Subject SP5
on climate change. It reads as follows:

3.5

Climate change
As introduced in Subject SP5, ‘The regulatory and legislative framework’ chapters, there is
widespread concern among policymakers and financial regulators of the damage that
climate change could cause to the financial system and, conversely, focus on the positive
role that the financial system can play in achieving an orderly transition to a low carbon
economy.
The Bank of England has been vocal about climate risks since 2015, warning repeatedly of
the systemic risks it poses for the economy and financial stability. Concerns about these
systemic risks has catalysed various initiatives around the world. For example, the
European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA) includes climate change
in its stress tests for pension schemes from 2019.
In 2017, the IFoA issued a risk alert highlighting that actuaries are expected to consider
climate risks and communicate their approach.
[Reference: https://www.actuaries.org.uk/system/files/field/document/Risk%20Alert%20%20Climate%20Change%20FINAL.pdf ]
A particular challenge is that the future may look very different to the past, so models that
are calibrated using past data may give misleading results.
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[Source: https://www.unpri.org/esg-issues/environmental-issues/climate-change/inevitablepolicy-response ]

Sustainable finance
Sustainable or ‘green’ finance is a popular topic among policymakers wishing to use
financial markets to help them achieve sustainability and climate change objectives.
In 2018, the European Commission adopted an action plan on sustainable finance that is
driving wide-ranging legislative and regulatory change.
[https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/180308-action-plan-sustainable-growth_en]
The plan groups its actions under three objectives:
1.

Reorient capital flows towards sustainable investment in order to achieve
sustainable and inclusive growth

2.

Manage financial risks stemming from climate change, resource depletion,
environmental degradation and social issues

3.

Foster transparency and long-termism in financial and economic activity.

Other countries including Canada and Australia have also launched sustainable finance
programmes.

Other measures
Concerns about the systemic risks has catalysed various initiatives around the world,
including the global Taskforce on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) and a
network of central banks and supervisors called the Network for Greening the Financial
System (NGFS).
The TCFD was set up to improve the transparency around climate risks and hence enable
markets to price them more accurately.
The NGFS is a group of central banks and supervisors voluntarily sharing best practice and
contribute to the development of environment and climate risk management in the financial
sector and to mobilise mainstream finance to support the transition toward a sustainable
economy.

Section 5
There is a long list of EU regulations, immediately prior to the section ‘European Market
Infrastructure Regulation’. It begins with a description of MIFID. All of this material has been
moved to an Appendix at the end of the chapter, reinforcing the fact that it is not directly
examinable.
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Section 6
The final bullet in this section, which read ‘ethical or social limitations’, has been expanded into
the following two bullets:


minimum environmental, social and governance (ESG) standards that must be met
by investee companies or projects



ethical limitations, such as a prohibition on investment in companies that
manufacture controversial weapons.

At the very end of this section, an additional bullet has been added, making the final bullet list
look as follows:
The purpose of such restrictions can be seen as fourfold:



to protect the ultimate beneficiaries from gross incompetence or mis-management by
fund managers.



to encourage confidence in investment schemes and the benefits they secure.



to promote the accumulation of investible funds



to promote the allocation of funds towards sustainable investments.

Section 7
The section which used to read:
IFRS is close to UK GAAP – both are based on similar frameworks of principles – but there
are a number of differences which may impact on earnings and net assets, including the
revaluation of assets and liabilities to reflect the concept of ‘fair value’ (broadly, market
value). In particular, for institutions trading in investments, IFRS 9 requires:

... has been shortened to:
For institutions trading in investments, the IFRS standard 9 requires:

Chapter 8
Section 3.2
The following paragraph has been deleted:
Since the early 1970s the world has moved away from Bretton Woods to a system where
paper money does not have any intrinsic value. Since then, stock markets and economies
have been increasingly volatile, seeing larger stock market booms and busts.
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Section 4
At the very end of section 4, a new paragraph has been added:
Environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors affect financial performance. A
number of studies have attempted to study empirically the link between ESG factors,
corporate financial performance and investment performance.
These are included in Chapter 11.

Chapter 9
Section 2
At the start of this section, the first two bullets have been shortened and made into one:


Correlation does not imply causation. Simply because two things occur together
does not mean either one has influenced or caused the other.

This means that, for example using a historically high correlation between a particular
market movement and the growth in the economy as an indicator that the market returns
have actually been ‘caused’ by the growth in the economy, is a flawed methodology. The
consumption of chicken in the US shows a remarkably high correlation over many years to
the amount of crude oil that the US imports each year. However, spotting that imports of
oil have risen, and betting on a rise in chicken consumption would seem to be foolish.
For example, statistical evidence might show that noise from roosters and sunrise is
highly correlated, but saying roosters cause sunrise would be erroneous.

Just because there are often lots of firemen in the vicinity of a major fire, doesn’t mean
that firemen are the cause of most fires.

Section 7
At the very end of Section 7, there is a paragraph which describes social proof. This has been
rewritten and replaced by the following:
The main biases in committee decision-making:



Groupthink

Groupthink refers to the common situation where a particular view in a group is accepted
by a majority or by a powerful minority, and others in the group then feel pressure to
agree with the opinion. Freedom to suggest an alternative view may be supressed by
condemnation or ridicule.
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Chapter 10
There have been numerous small changes to this chapter. The chapter has been included at the
end of this document in its entirety.

Chapter 11
There have been numerous changes to this chapter. In particular, the addition of material on ESG
to complement the new syllabus objective. The chapter has been included at the end of this
document in its entirety.
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Changes to the ActEd material
This section contains all the non-trivial changes to the ActEd text.
There only significant changes to the ActEd text are with reference to the material on historical
performance and current economic situation contained in Chapter 9.

ActEd Course Notes
Chapter 9
Replacement pages are included at the end of this document.
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Changes to the X Assignments
Assignment X1
A part of this question has been rewritten due to a change in core reading. The question part now
reads as follows:

X1.1

(ii)

For each of the behavioural issues below, explain what it means and give a suggestion
about why the individual may be experiencing these biases.
(a)

naive diversification

(b)

inertia

(c)

endowment bias

(d)

herd behaviour

(e)

self-control bias.

[10]

The solution to part (d) reads:
(d)

Herd behaviour

People have a social desire to remain part of a crowd or a pack. As such they tend to prefer to
agree with an existing or accepted version of events rather than go out on a limb and criticise it or
suggest an alternative version.
[1]
It is possible that the investor has been speaking to other advisors or other friends and family who
have suggested a certain asset class for the lump sum. Perhaps this has been based on what the
friends and family have done themselves. Rather than do something different and explain to the
friends why a different route was taken, the easiest way is to go with the herd.
[1]
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Assignment X3
An alteration has been made to X3.1 (ii), (iii) and (iv). The question wording and its solution read
as follows:
(i)

Estimate the beta of MEAL’s shares using the security market line, the beta of the
company’s debt using the security market line, and thereby estimate the return that
shareholders might have received if the company had operated over the past 10 years
with no debt rather than 50% debt throughout. State any assumptions you make.
[6]

The managing director is quoted as saying that maintaining a high level of debt has helped the
company behave in a disciplined manner.
(ii)

Explain the meaning of the term ‘trade-off theory’ and describe the potential problems
that could arise for a company such as this if gearing became too high and the company
encountered financial pressures and cashflow difficulties.
[4]

(iii)

Explain why companies that have high gearing may behave in a more disciplined manner
than companies that accumulate cash reserves.
[2]

(iv)

Describe the issues that a company should normally consider when raising new capital, in
terms of the decision about whether to raise debt or equity. Your description should
include features of debt design that can enhance its appeal to capital providers, and
should include comments on current market conditions.
[9]
[Total 21]

Solution
(i)

Estimate beta and calculate return on shares

The beta of the equity shares can be estimated using the security market line.
geared
Ri  R f  eq
(ERP)

[1]

geared
(6%)
14% = 4% + eq

Therefore the beta of the equity shares is 1.67.

[1]

Likewise the beta of the bonds can be estimated as 8% = 4% + debt  6%
Therefore the beta of the debt is 0.67.

[1]

This is quite a high beta for debt, which is normally considered quite low risk. It reflects the fact
that the company is quite highly-geared and therefore the debt contains a lot of systematic
risk.
[½]
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Therefore the ungeared beta of the equity shares would be given by:
ungeared
eq


D
E
geared
debt 
eq
DE
DE

[1]

ungeared
eq


500
500
0.67 
1.67  1.17
500  500
500  500

[1]

This is the systematic risk of the industry (or mix of industries) that the company operates in. [½]
Thus the expected return would be 4% + 1.17 (6%) = 11% pa

[1]

Assumptions
We have assumed that the CAPM applies, including the CAPM assumptions regarding rational,
risk-averse investors and that volatility of return is a proxy for risk.
[½]
We have assumed that the current risk-free rate applied over the entire 10-year period, and that
the market return over this period is reflective of the future.
[½]
Clearly if the previous 10 years had been a period of high inflation, and the risk-free rate was
higher over this period than it is now, then the historical return of 14% would not equate to a
beta of 1.67. Likewise for the market return over the last 10 years.
[1]
We have assumed that the company has been in the same industry over the 10-year period and
that the riskiness of that industry (and hence its beta) has been constant.
[½]
[Maximum 6]
(ii)

Managing director’s statement

Trade-off theory
The trade-off theory is an alternative to Modigliani & Miller, whereby the real agency costs when
a company approaches financial distress begin to offset the tax advantage gained from the debt
interest.
[1]
Problems when a company approaches financial distress
Companies can suffer when they experience financial pressure (which often occurs when
companies have too much debt and cannot make interest payments during market downturns).
The potential problems they face could include:


choosing high-risk investments and projects that benefit shareholders at the expense of
bondholders
[½]



a tendency to fail to exploit promising opportunities or liquidate the entire firm when
they would otherwise have continued to operate
[½]



large amounts of management time being spent discussing options with capital providers
and banks, rather than running the company
[½]



an incentive to provide a less safe work environment for employees, which can result in
compensation claims against the company …
[½]
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… and lead to difficulties recruiting staff who do not want to work for a company that may
be about to go bankrupt
[½]



an incentive to cut back on research and development, advertising and promotional
expenditure and maintenance of working or human capital, which leads to a lack of
innovation



[½]

difficulty retaining customers and suppliers, who may fear that the company is about to
go bust.
[½]

In addition, variability in corporate earnings can affect a firm’s ability to take full advantage of tax
credits and write-offs that accrue as a result of having high levels of debt (companies can only
benefit from a reduced tax charge if they actually pay tax!).
[½]
In extreme cases, management and shareholders may massage the financial reports to make the
company look solvent for a little longer, or pay larger dividends to shareholders when they
suspect that administrators may be about to move in.
[½]
The threat of bankruptcy costs and proceedings (such as court costs and administrative fees, as
well as the cost of assets being sold under firesale conditions to avoid breaching covenants), can
have a negative impact on the company.
[½]
[Maximum 4]
(iii)

Debt and its influence on disciplined behaviour

Managers may accumulate cash reserves so that they can make acquisitions without having rights
issues, which means that they can avoid the scrutiny of shareholders. (A rights issue requires
managers to explain the purpose to shareholders.)
[1]
These cash reserves may be spent wisely, but are often squandered by managers who prefer to
spend it rather than give it back to shareholders.
[½]
By maintaining a high level of debt, a company is forced to behave in a disciplined manner,
because any surplus funds or profits are used up paying the large debt interest payments.

[½]

This avoids cash building up in the company in the first place, and may lead to a more efficientlyrun company.
[½]
[Maximum 2]
(iv)

Decisions on whether to raise equity or debt

Companies find that gearing up to moderate levels does not have a detrimental impact on their
share price, as shareholders ignore moderate levels of affordable debt.
[½]
The company will benefit from the tax advantages of debt.

[½]

At moderate levels of debt, the credit rating of the company will be stable and relatively high,
allowing debt to be raised at low interest rates.
[½]
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‘Moderate’ levels of debt will differ between different sectors ...

[½]

... where, for example stable food retailing companies can accept relatively high levels of debt,
whereas cyclical car manufacturers have to maintain lower levels of debt.
[½]
Above a moderate level, the company becomes perceived as a risky investment, and the share
price may fall and the beta may rise.
[1]
The credit rating will also slip, causing the cost of debt to rise.

[½]

Overall the weighted average cost of capital can begin to rise as gearing increases.

[½]

If the company reaches very high levels of debt, it can suffer from the costs of financial distress,
which will weigh on its business, its customers and suppliers. The share price will suffer a great
deal in these circumstances.
[1]
Debt is term-flexible, and can be designed to suit projects that have a specific time frame. Equity
capital, once issued, tends to be irredeemable.
[½]
Features of debt that can enhance its appeal
There are many aspects of debt finance that can be designed to enhance its appeal to investors,
such as:


options embedded (such as a put option for bondholders)



asset-backed and collateralised



third party guarantees and parent guarantees



strong covenants on the issue of further debt



early repayment penalties and convertible options.
[½ for each example, maximum 2]

Share capital is very marketable, and can usually be issued in large quantities.

[½]

Share capital can be reduced through share buybacks, whereas debt capital (unless there is a
specific option) is difficult to reduce until maturity.
[½]
Debt interest must be paid, and can lead to the wind up of the company in difficult times.

[½]

Debt investors do not have a vote in the running of the company unless covenants are
breached.
[½]
[Maximum 7 for generic real world ideas]
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Current environment
(note that at the time writing the markets are volatile due to coronavirus, and the following
solution does not aim to incorporate these changes.)
Due to Quantitative easing (QE), current interest rates on government debt are extremely low
(correct as at May 2020) …
[½]
... and since corporate debt is issued at a margin over government, corporate debt is also
available at extremely low rates of interest.

[1]

CAPM suggests that in efficient markets, the rates of return on shares and debt will find the
correct level due to secondary market trading (price discovery).

[½]

In these circumstances, there is often little to be gained by changing capital structure to reduce
the cost of capital for a company.
[½]
However, if QE leads to inefficient markets, there may be gains to be made by companies that
choose to adopt high levels of debt.
[½]
This can be achieved quickly using share buybacks to reduce equity capital, raising the cash
through the issue of debt or through retained profits.

[1]

The desire of financial institutions to invest in debt instruments for regulatory purposes will also
encourage the reduction of interest rates in the market, and the issue of bonds by companies. [1]
On the other hand, regulations such as Basel II & III (the Basel Accords), and Solvency II are
encouraging financial companies to issue more equity (tier 1) finance rather than subordinated
debt to boost their capital adequacy levels.
[1]
[Maximum 4 for current market issues]
[Markers give appropriate marks for points that bring in the current market circumstances]
[Maximum 9]

Assignment X3
The subject of X3.2 has been changed from MayLand to BorisLand for obvious reasons.
A new question part has been added: X3.4 (iii). The result of these changes is that X3.1 has
reduced by 5 marks and X3.4 has increased by 5 marks. The new question part and its solution
read as follows:
(iii)

Discuss the difficulties that regulators face when designing a regulatory system for the
insurance sector in a developed country at the present time.
[5]
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Solution
(iii)

Problems that regulators face

Cost control is a challenge, considering both the costs that are incurred by the regulator which
must be financed by either the government or the industry, and the costs of the industry
participants in order to comply with the regulations.
[1]
Regulators must consider the costs and benefits together to ensure that the industry remains
competitive.
[½]
Global arbitrage is a problem, in that insurance companies are welcomed in many jurisdictions. If
regulation is too tough in one, they can move functions elsewhere.
[½]
Moving regulation slowly and in a coordinated way with other global players is important, but
challenging.
[½]
The increasing use of models, and the complexity of these models is a challenge.

[½]

Past performance is not a good guide to the future, yet most models are calibrated using past
data, often from a restricted set of historical periods.
[½]
The ‘black swan’ issues that regulators are there to guard against are rarely captured by the data
used by insurers. Corona virus is a good example of this.
[½]
Recruiting and retaining good staff is a challenge. Models have become complex, and need to be
approved by regulators. This requires expensive skillsets that regulators cannot afford.
[1]
Actions of government can act against the regulators, but cannot be controlled. QE for example
can cause bubbles in markets, which, when they burst, can cause problems for insurance
companies. The regulator cannot regulate against government or central bank action.
[1]
Increasing complexity and riskiness of global markets is an issue. Many large risks, such as cyber
risks and environmental risks, did not exist in the past. It is difficult to regulate against these risks,
yet they may grow to become the largest risks.
[1]
[Markers, award marks for appropriate issues that relate to the real world.]
[Maximum 5]
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Assignment X6
Parts of X6.1 has been rewritten. The new parts and the solution read as follows:
X6.1

You work as an investment consultant to some pension clients. Part of the service involves
helping the trustees select managers and helping them negotiate mandates with their chosen
manager.
A fund manager that has been short-listed, has proposed to manage a fund on one of two
possible fee structures. The charging structures proposed for the fund are as follows:


a flat fee of 40 basis points per annum, calculated annually and based on the fund’s endyear value.



a flat fee of 10 basis points and a performance fee of 15% of any quarterly
outperformance of the benchmark index. A high water mark will operate on the
performance fee element which states that a performance fee is only applicable if the
cumulative outperformance of the fund from the base date is greater than its previous
highest level.

(i)

Explain the relative merits of the two fee structures

[3]

The manager has provided some past performance data as shown:
Period

Benchmark return

Fund return

Difference

Q1 2017

5%

8%

3%

Q2 2017

5%

5%

0%

Q3 2017

−2%

0%

2%

Q4 2017

8%

12%

4%

Q1 2018

0%

−2%

−2%

Q2 2018

−5%

−4%

1%

Q3 2018

8%

4%

−4%

Q4 2018

−5%

−10%

−5%

Q1 2019

10%

10%

0%

Q2 2019

5%

5%

0%

Q3 2019

10%

10%

0%

Q4 2019

2%

2%

0%

3.417%

3.333%

−0.0833%

Mean quarterly
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(a)

Calculate the tracking error and the information ratio based on the information
above.
[5]

(b)

Calculate the Value at Risk using the fund returns, and express it as an annual
figure using a one-sided 2% tail.
[3]

(c)

Using the benchmark as a market return, using the fact that the beta can be
calculated as 1.33 and assuming that the risk-free return is zero, calculate the riskadjusted performance of the fund using the Treynor and Jensen measures.
[3]
[Total in part 11]

Solution
(i)

Relative merits of fee structures

The first structure gives a relatively high basic fee, which will act as a drag on performance over
the longer term. This will impact performance whether it is a positive relative performance or an
underperformance.
[½]
The second structure has a much smaller annual charge, which will have a beneficial impact over
time. However, it deducts a high performance related fee, which will become costly when the
manager outperforms the benchmark index.
[½]
The high water mark will ensure that the performance fee stops if there is a sudden period of
underperformance. It will not start again until this underperformance has been fully recovered by
the manager.
[½]
The first structure has the advantage that it will not encourage too much risk-taking by the
manager relative to the benchmark.

[½]

The second structure could encourage risk-taking to earn a performance fee ...

[½]

... and it may result in the manager being demoralised if the relative performance falls to a level
where the manager does not believe that it can be recouped.
[1]
[Maximum 3]
(ii)(a)

Tracking error and information ratio

The tracking error is the annualised standard deviation of the relative returns.

This can be calculated using the formula

ie

 xi  x 2
N 1

for the sample of quarterly data.

0.7492%
 2.61%
11

[½]

[½]

[1½]

The quarterly standard deviation can be converted to an annual standard deviation using the
‘root of t’ rule to give 2.61%  4  5.2% .

[1]

This is a relatively high tracking error, indicating an actively managed fund.

[½]
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The information ratio is given by the formula

ie

mean annual relative return
tracking error

[½]

0.0833%  4
  0.064
5.2%

[1]
[Maximum 5]

(ii)(b)

Value at Risk (VaR)

The VaR of the fund is defined as the maximum annual loss over the one-year time period with a
certain degree of confidence (namely 2% tail).
[½]
We need to calculate the standard deviation of fund returns, and express it as an annual rate
using the standard deviation formula above. xi will be the quarterly fund returns and x is

 6.5%
3.333%. This gives  quarterly
fund

[1]

quarterly
 4  13%
This equates to an annual volatility of  yearly
fund   fund

[½]

1
The VaR is the mean annual return 2.054   yearly
fund , using  (0.98)  2.054

[½]

4  3.333%  2.054  13%  13.4%

[1]

[NB, using a more precise method  (1.08)  (1.05)...(1.02)  3   1 for the annual return gives 13.2%
1

which does not alter the result meaningfully, and is perfectly acceptable.]

[Maximum 3]
(ii)(c)

Risk-adjusted returns

Treynor

Treynor measure =

R fund  R f

 fund



4  3.333%  0%
 10 using annual returns.
1.33

[Markers give only one mark is the result has used quarterly data

[1½]

3.333%  0%
]
1.33

Jensen





Benchmark return Rbench  R f   Rm  R f  0%  1.33  (3.417%  4  0%)  18.2%

[1]

The Jensen outperformance is therefore R fund  Rbench  4  3.333%  18.2%  4.8%

[1]
[Maximum 3]
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Other tuition services
In addition to the CMP you might find the following services helpful with your study.

5.1

Study material
We also offer the following study material in Subject SA7:


Flashcards



Mock Exam and AMP (Additional Mock Pack).

For further details on ActEd’s study materials, please refer to the 2021 Student Brochure, which is
available from the ActEd website at www.ActEd.co.uk.

5.2

Tutorials
We offer the following (face-to-face and/or online) tutorials in Subject SA7:


a set of Regular Tutorials (lasting three full days)



a Block Tutorial (lasting three full days)



an Online Classroom.

For further details on ActEd’s tutorials, please refer to our latest Tuition Bulletin, which is available
from the ActEd website at www.ActEd.co.uk.

5.3

Marking
You can have your attempts at any of our assignments or mock exams marked by ActEd. When
marking your scripts, we aim to provide specific advice to improve your chances of success in the
exam and to return your scripts as quickly as possible.
For further details on ActEd’s marking services, please refer to the 2021 Student Brochure, which
is available from the ActEd website at www.ActEd.co.uk.

5.4

Feedback on the study material
ActEd is always pleased to get feedback from students about any aspect of our study
programmes. Please let us know if you have any specific comments (eg about certain sections of
the notes or particular questions) or general suggestions about how we can improve the study
material. We will incorporate as many of your suggestions as we can when we update the course
material each year.
If you have any comments on this course please send them by email to SA7@BPP.com.
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Historical analysis of investment returns
Students should have an overview of recent historical returns and are encouraged to review
publications such as The Financial Times, Investors Chronicle and The Economist:
Intelligence Unit ‘Country Reports’ for the UK, US, China, Japan, Germany and France
(which are available on the IFoA’s website (https://www.actuaries.org.uk/learn-anddevelop/research-and-knowledge/library-services)).

It is useful to have a reasonable recollection of the development of the major markets in recent
times, even if the specific events are not known in detail. The following gives an account of the
major markets over the last 20 years, which may be of interest.

5.1

UK and US markets
The following chart shows, in very rough terms, how the UK equity market has performed since
2001. There is only one plotted point per year, so a lot of the detail is missing, but for the
purposes of SA7 it is the big picture that matters. In particular, the data points are at the end of
each year, and the coronavirus pandemic fears have not been captured, but the market is
currently stabilising above 6,000 at the date of writing.

The Actuarial Education Company
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As you can see, there are similarities (but also differences!) between the FTSE100 and returns on
the US market, again, ignoring the very recent impact of the virus:

Period to 2000 (prior to graph)
During this period the UK market performed very well, in line with the performance of the US
market at the time. The main driving forces behind the market were the IT bubble and falling
inflation. The IT bubble pushed shares strongly upwards on expectations of monstrous profits in a
brave new world. Inflation (for example in the UK) fell from around 5% pa in 1995 to 2.5% pa in
1999. At the same time, long interest rates were falling, partly due to lower and stable inflation,
and partly due to the introduction of a European common currency, which had the effect of
driving all bond yields down to the lowest common denominator. At the start of this period many
economies in Europe (including the UK) had budget surpluses – ie the government spent less than
it received in taxation.
The effect of this on pension schemes was mixed. Most schemes (particularly in the UK and the
US) had asset portfolios that were very close to a peer group average, and which contained a high
proportion of equities. The effect of falling interest rates was offset by strong equity growth, and
surpluses were common. Indeed this was a time when contribution holidays to remove surplus
were still commonplace.
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2000 to 2002
This was an eventful period when equity markets fell and interest rates remained low. The main
causes were the bursting of the IT bubble and the loss of confidence that followed. In addition,
the events of 9/11 and the introduction of international tensions in Afghanistan played a major
role, along with some accounting scandals in the US that lead to the demise of some large
companies. Central banks pushed interest rates as low as possible to fend off recession.
European growth rates at this time were very poor, but the UK and US escaped with only
modestly lower growth. During this time the UK public spending increased considerably, and the
budget moved into significant deficit. Because of the higher level of growth in the UK than in
Europe, the UK budget deficit remained lower than that of Germany and France.
The impact of these market movements was quite profound. Pension scheme deficits appeared,
and were put in the spotlight due to new accounting standards. This caused many to try to sell
equities and buy bonds, which further aggravated the situation. Life insurance companies found
that solvency was under pressure, and were forced to sell equities to maintain solvency. The
combination of accounting standards, the Myners report (which suggested that a move away
from peer group matching and towards liability or bond-based matching would be good) and
chaotic stock markets led to a number of important changes, and started the trend towards more
liability driven investment approaches.
2003 to 2006
During this period the market advanced steadily, almost reaching its earlier highs. Despite further
terrorist uncertainty and the war in Iraq, economic growth was robust and equity markets grew in
confidence. Falling equity risk premiums around the world lead to increasing equity prices.
Short-term interest rates remained extremely low which boosted economic growth but also
fuelled the increase in house prices, particularly in the UK, US and some European countries (such
as Spain). Strong growth in some emerging economies such as China and India began to cause
shortages in commodities, which in turn began the rise in commodity prices. The budget deficit in
the UK grew to more than 3% of GDP. The true extent of the deficit was however being hidden by
a bank lending bubble which was building up in preparation for a crash. Fortunately, due to the
demand for bonds from the pension industry, the issuance of bonds was easily absorbed by
institutions and yields remained low. Retrospectively, it is possible to see that this period was
fuelled by easy credit, low interest rates, and low corporate bond yield premiums. This was the
bubble that was about to burst.
During this period, the pensions industry saw a continued move towards de-risking company
balance sheets, which often involved either closing schemes or following an LDI approach. Some
companies used improved profitability to repair the deficits in their company schemes. Deficits
were also improving due to strong equity performances and some companies were keen to lock in
the existing deficit before any unexpected problems arose.
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2007 to 2010
The sub-prime crisis began to affect sentiment in the US and subsequently in the UK. House price
falls in the US (and elsewhere) affected consumer confidence and left the more aggressive banks
with a lot of potentially poor quality mortgages, which were not covered by the value of the
houses. Due to securitisation and structured lending, these problems affected everyone, and an
air of mistrust began to envelop the banking sector. This culminated in the nationalisation of
Northern Rock in the UK and problems with Bear Stearns and Lehman brothers in the US, and led
banks to reduce substantially the amount of credit that they were willing (or able) to extend to
consumers. During this period of uncertainty, equity prices fell substantially and volatility
increased significantly in the equity market. Commodity-based companies were initially the
exception to this, as the surge of commodity prices continued and oil prices rose above $140 per
barrel but then fell again to around $100 per barrel. Commodity prices then fell back to previous
levels. Bond yields remained low. Central banks reduced short-term interest rates to almost zero,
and the UK and US began aggressive quantitative easing.
2011 to 2016
As the economy faltered, corporation tax revenues from banks fell and unemployment rose (again
a function of the bank bubble bursting). The budget deficits of major countries rose enormously,
leaving the UK in a worse position than many other European countries. However, due to the
demand from pension funds, the continued belief that inflation was under control, and the Bank
of England’s policy of quantitative easing, yields on bonds continued to decline.
The Eurozone crisis began to take centre stage. Greece, Cyprus, Ireland and Portugal all required
European and IMF bail outs from funds provided by Germany, France and to a lesser extent, the
UK. The US has seen its government bond credit rating reduced but this had little effect on bond
prices.
During this latter period, equity volatility continued to fuel the drive towards de-risking, closing
schemes and LDI. Due to the fact that the problems were most acute in the UK and the US, where
borrowing levels were much higher than elsewhere, and where house prices had risen far further
than elsewhere, the pound remained at a lower level than historically, and the US dollar also
struggled (but to a lesser extent). This underlined the advantage for institutions of having a
diversified asset portfolio.
From 2013, quantitative easing was scaled back in the US, and subsequently reversed − in the UK
no more QE was carried out for quite a few years until the BREXIT vote in 2016, when it was
restarted very modestly. QE in the European Union continued at higher levels throughout. The
outstanding gilt holdings by the UK central bank reached high levels (over £430bn in 2016). The
UK central bank governor indicated that he did not foresee the gilt holdings ever being unwound.
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2017 onwards
Greek deficit worries and austerity came back to the fore. The UK deficit, which was meant to be
eliminated in the 5-year term of government (ending 2015), has only been reduced to a forecast
£40bn for 2019/20. The reason for this is that, although the population of the UK has surged,
which leads to an increase in GDP, this has not been matched by an increase in tax revenues.
Government costs have only been modestly reduced compared to other countries in the
Eurozone. Following the coronavirus pandemic, the tax revenue for many governments will fall,
and company subsidies and loans to allow them to survive the pandemic will increase spending
considerably, so the deficit and the amount of bond issuance will rise sharply. The UK central bank
has said it will do whatever is required in terms of QE to allow the government to pay for the
pandemic and has engaged in considerably more bond buying in the early months of 2020
bringing the total to around £625bn at the time of writing.
BREXIT has had little impact on markets, and is still being negotiated at the time of writing.
Sentiment in markets is being driven by the political changes that are occurring in the US, China
and around Europe, including potential trade friction. The virus is currently a major issue, but this
may subside as the months pass.

5.2

Europe
The European banks were affected by the credit crunch problems and some large German, Swiss
and French banks were forced to write off large sums of money and resort to government aid.
Although this had an effect on the economies, it was not as great an effect as it was in the UK and
US where the banking systems represent a larger proportion of the economy. The major
European economies are affected by uncertainty in the US and Chinese markets, because these
are large export markets for them. The Eurozone dealt with the government deficit problems of
many of its nations, but was then faced with a human migration problem with knock-on political
ramifications. The ECB embarked on quantitative easing to ease the problems in the banking
sector.

Question
A UK pension scheme wishes to hedge exposure to the Euro. What instruments might it use, how
would it set up the overlay and how would it maintain the overlay on an ongoing basis?

Solution
What instruments would it use?
Typically currency forwards, but currency futures are also used. Swaps are a possibility, but since
they are harder and more expensive to set up, and do not achieve anything that forwards cannot
achieve, they are less common.

The Actuarial Education Company
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How would it set up the overlay?
If the European equity portfolio has a market value of 200m Euros, then it would sell 200m Euros
into sterling using a forward contract, for settlement in (say) a year’s time. By doing this, if the
Euro falls against sterling, the value of the portfolio of equities falls in sterling terms, but the value
of the forward currency contract rises correspondingly.
How would it maintain the overlay on an ongoing basis?
When the forward currency contract nears its term, the fund would not wish to have to raise
200m Euros to settle the contract. It would therefore cancel the contract by buying 200m Euros
at the ruling rate, for settlement on the same date as the forward contract expires. On the day of
the forward currency expiry, the bank would both receive 200m Euros from the newest deal, and
pay 200m Euros in respect of the original deal. Therefore the only net movements are in sterling,
releasing the profit or loss from the two trades. The fund would then Euro hedge the exposure
again by taking out a new forward currency contract to sell 200m Euros in another year’s time.
As the value of the European equities changed on a day to day basis, the amount of Euros sold
would have to be reviewed and rebalanced if necessary. Dividends would also have to be taken
into account.
Credit risk with the investment banks offering the forward contracts would have to be
continuously monitored.
Portfolio management reports would have to be carefully reviewed to ensure that the
appropriate net exposure is being reported to management and the fund manager himself.

Because many European countries operate their pension schemes in a very different way (more
like an insurance contract), they are not affected by equity volatility in the same way as those in
the US and the UK. LDI has not had the same popularity in Europe as it has in the UK. On the
other hand, European companies did not benefit from the equity market returns over the 80s and
90s, as UK companies did. The coronavirus pandemic has had major impacts on the governments
of Italy and Spain in particular, and the economic and social costs may be much higher in these
areas, where government debt is already at high levels.

5.3

Japan
In many ways, the difficulties experienced by Japan since the early 1990s are similar to what the
UK and US experienced during the banking crisis. (History never repeats itself, but it sometimes
rhymes!) Asset prices were very high, and banks extended loans secured on those assets until
eventually the bubble burst. The banking sector was very weak for more than a decade in Japan,
and the government increased spending to help push the economy out of recession. The Central
Bank of Japan also resorted to quantitative easing during this time to inject cash into the
economy.
It is interesting to search on the internet for a long-term chart of the Nikkei index, which shows
how the Japanese market has performed since the 1980s.
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Japanese interest rates and inflation have been very low for a long time. Deflation was a problem
at times over the last two decades.
UK pension schemes that have invested in Japan have had a difficult time over the last 30 years,
although in currency terms the Yen has been strong. The Japanese economy benefits from its
position in the world and its relationship with some developing economies in the East. Japanese
bond yields have been very low (almost zero) for almost two decades because of the low or
negative inflation, and QE.
The economy was badly impacted by the tsunami in early 2011. The cost of rebuilding was
estimated to be around $50bn, which was financed by more government debt. In line with other
markets, in particular the US equity market, the Japanese market has been strong in recent years,
and QE has played its part in this.
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Current market yields
In some circumstances you may be required to demonstrate your knowledge of current market
yields. The following table contains the most important items, updated as at May 2019, but you
should keep an eye open for any major changes in these. The table contains some empty cells for
you to use to add the up-to-date yields as you get close to the exam. In SA7 it is rarely essential to
know the yields and PEs to the second decimal place, but a broad idea to within a half percent is
recommended.
May-20

Short-interest rate
Equity market PE

Review nearer exam!

UK

US

Japan

Europe

0.10%

0.1%

0.0%

0.0%

US

Japan

Europe

13

Equity market dividend yield

5.0%

2.2%

2.7%

4.3%

10 year bond yield

0.4%

0.6%

-0.1%

-0.6% (*)

10 year Index-linked real yield

-2.5%

Ultra-long gilt yield

0.5%

Ultra-long index-linked real yield

-2.2%

Inflation (CPI )

1.5%

Property rental yield

UK

4% to 6%

Corporate spread over gilt "AA"

0.7%

Corporate spread over gilts "A"

1.3%

VIX index

32% (**)

Crude oil

$30

(*) The German yield has been used here, and yields vary across European markets
(**) It has been as high as 85% and as low as 11% in the 52 weeks to May 2020

Most of these can be obtained from the back few pages of the weekend FT, and commercial
property rental yields can be found on the internet. The sections that are shaded are less
important from an exam perspective. Anything that becomes topical, or changes a great deal in
the 18 months prior to the exam, is more important, even if it is not on the table above.
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Investment psychology and
trading
Syllabus objectives
3.1

Assess the principal approaches and techniques in investment portfolio
management.
3.1.1

Discuss active management approaches, both within and across asset
classes, and over different time horizons.

3.1.7

Discuss the psychological aspects, including from behavioural finance, which
influence investor behaviour.
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Introduction
‘Intelligent investment is more a matter of mental approach than it is of technique. A sound
mental approach toward stock fluctuations is the touchstone of all successful investment
under present-day conditions.’
– Benjamin Graham
There are many approaches that can be taken to consider and study investment
psychology. Subject SP5 introduced the concepts. The approach taken in this chapter is
one of many potential approaches – other approaches would be equally valid. The aim of
the material is to create an elementary framework that could be used to judge the
comparative advantage or otherwise of an investment manager from a psychological
perspective. Making judgments regarding the psychological side of investment is an
important skill for a Chief Investment Officer (CIO).
The main requirements for a framework to assess comparative advantage in investment
psychology are that it is based on an adequately powerful narrative and that it is practical.
Ideally it also provides a basis for making quantitative assessments.
Language can be a barrier in creating a useful framework. The meaning of many words in
English has become distorted over time; some have even come to have their opposite
meaning and many have several irreconcilable meanings. For example, the word ‘nice’ is
derived from the Latin ‘nescius’ meaning ‘ignorant’ – a meaning that has been considerably
altered. Similar problems exist with many English words used in psychology that we would
need when creating a framework for assessing investment psychology, eg words like
‘thought’, ‘thinking’ and being ‘rational’ which are used in economics in a variety of ways
and with a variety of meanings.
The chapter uses Greek terms to try to limit some of the problems arising from English
words with multiple and contradictory meanings.

0.1

Educational material covering investment psychology
The vast majority of those who are good investors spend their time making money rather
than writing investment books. The main exception is the work of Benjamin Graham. This
is true to a greater degree about investment psychology. Those who are good at it mostly
apply it to make money rather than to educate others.
There is no commonly agreed approach to applying investment psychology; instead there
are a variety of books, mostly written by traders, each mostly advocating their own
approach, without any consensus of opinion regarding best practice. Perhaps the closest
book to having common high regard in the area is ‘Reminiscences of a Stock Operator’ by
Edwin Lefèvre, although this does not provide a direct methodology for making
assessments about investment psychology.
Educating on investment psychology involves the discussion of Ego, which involves
making judgments regarding very subjective perspectives, where individual readers’ views
may conflict. Psychology can also be somewhat abstract.

0.2

Structure of the chapter
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a background in investment psychology including
a model that enables simple judgments to be made to assess an investor from the
perspective of investment psychology.
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The conclusion of the chapter is that for an investor who wishes to compete in the markets,
the investment narrative created and used will be a key factor in their development of a
competitive advantage. The investor’s discipline and drive are also important but
potentially secondary in importance to their narrative, although the elements are related.
The chapter highlights factors that are important to consider when creating and assessing
an investment narrative, along with the factors that are likely to contribute to better
investment analysis within the investor’s narrative.
This chapter is structured into the following sections:



a simple model of the human mind



human psychological behaviour



a framework for using investment psychology



applying the psychological model to assessing deficiencies with the narrative of the
Efficient Markets Hypothesis



applying the investment psychology framework – examples



methods to quantitatively assess investment psychology



comparison of the viewpoints of a consensus vs a competitive investor



characteristics of astute investment managers.

The appendix contains further, non-examinable materials about:

0.3



books on investment



tests to quantitatively assess investment psychology.

ActEd text
We have not added much text around this chapter, as the concepts are relatively clearly
explained, and there are plenty of examples as the Core Reading progresses. It is also a chapter
where different people will interpret the psychology in different ways, and therefore it is difficult
to place just one explanation on the subjective issues being discussed.
We hope you find the chapter interesting. Make sure you note down the key words and concepts
as you go along so that you can use them in an exam or assignment question which requires
them.
The appendix is included for information, but is not examinable.
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A simple model of the human mind
To create a framework for using investment psychology, a model for human psychological
behaviour is necessary. The model outlined below is one of many potential models that
could be used. The model was chosen to be simple, but also adequate to enable
meaningful judgments to be made regarding the investment psychology of an investor.

1.1

The Psyche
The model uses the Greek word Psyche to refer to the full human mind in its widest sense.
It is a very broad term. Psyche is usually translated as ‘mind’ but also as ‘soul’, and can be
translated in other ways too. We will use a model of the Psyche as being made up of three
parts – using a Greek name for each: Nous, Logos and Pyr.

1.2

Nous, Logos and Pyr
Nous is translated into English in a variety of ways – as ‘mind’, ‘thought’, ‘forethought’,
‘imagination’, ‘intuition’, ‘reflection’ and the ‘mind’s eye’ amongst others. We will use it to
mean the way in which the individual views or perceives the world.
Logos is translated as ‘logic’ or ‘rational thinking’. It refers to the type of rational logic that
could be understood by all. The function of Logos is to condition the mental picture created
by Nous.
Pyr is translated as ‘fire’, ‘fire in the belly’, ‘animal spirits’, or ‘impulse’. It refers to the light
and energy used by the Psyche.
The split of the Psyche into three parts can be thought of as Nous being analogous to
narrative (heart), Logos being analogous to analysis (head) and Pyr being analogous to
drive or energy applied to each (guts). To a competitive investor, Nous would be
considered the most powerful part of the Psyche, as the narrative is considered more
important than analyses because it sets the ideas, parameters and limits of any analysis
that may be carried out.

1.3

Ego and rationalisations
In ordinary conversation, the word ‘ego’ is generally used to mean an individual’s degree of
self-regard. In investment psychology, the concept of Ego is defined differently.
The concept of Ego used here is a filter through which an individual sees the world.
Again in ordinary conversation, individuals can sometimes be distinguished as having a
‘big ego’ or a ‘small ego’, but in investment psychology, the distinction is drawn between
‘healthy’ and ‘unhealthy’ Ego.
An individual with a ‘healthy’ Ego tends to see the world as it really is, and constructively
tries to engage with the world. An individual with an ‘unhealthy’ Ego will use varying
degrees of self-deception to excuse or justify their actions to make themselves feel better
about the world.
If an individual has a ‘big ego’, they have higher self-regard, a greater sense of self, then
they are more liable to ego-defence mechanisms being activated in order to protect their
high self regard. But it is possible to have a high self-regard and a healthy ego – although it
is less likely to happen in practice.
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When an individual makes a judgment based partly on the way they are and partly on the
way the world is, this is referred to as a rationalisation.
The influence of Ego isn’t normally an issue for very factual issues, like defining  to five
decimal places, although in situations where facts don’t support an individual’s preferred
point of view, their Ego may cause them to ignore or deliberately misrepresent those facts
so as to satisfy their Ego.
The effect of the Ego can be seen in this hypothetical reaction to failing an actuarial exam.
Suppose that a student discovered that their name was not on the pass list for an actuarial
exam. In response, the student’s Ego might distort reality to avoid the full brunt of the
negative news by deciding that the exam had been unfair or that they were unlucky, rather
than accepting the most likely reality that they did not do well enough to pass. The more
emotional the student felt at the time of failing or the higher their expectation of passing, the
greater the likelihood and severity of any rationalisations that they might make in response
to failing. In these cases, the rationalisations would be called Ego-defence mechanisms.
More severe Ego-defence mechanisms involve projection – whereby the response to failing
comes in the form of focusing on perceived deficiencies elsewhere rather any focus on the
failing; for example, if the student put most blame on the examining body for not passing
the exam.
An individual’s Ego can defend them from realities that they don’t like and only the
individual can open their eyes to these realities.
In the above example, the student’s Ego reaction might be considered healthy if it helped
them deal with the shock of not passing, but then lets the reality of the situation become
apparent shortly afterwards so they could take appropriate action to pass next time. It
would be considered unhealthy if the student was projecting or if the student maintained an
Ego defence mechanism perspective. Learning would be mostly impossible for this student
if they believed that they already understood and mastered the education materials and that
the problem lay elsewhere.

1.4

Being rational, rationalisations and Logos
Rationality is considered to be a spectrum rather than an absolute. At one end of the
spectrum is Logos: dispassionate, neutral reasoning which in theory could be understood
by all, while at the other end would be factually incorrect rationalisations, heavily distorted
by Ego. In between there are a wide range of rationalisations - some are close to Logos,
with very little Ego distorting them, and some are closer to being factually incorrect or have
much more Ego distorting them. The quality of the rationalisations will also be influenced
by the degree of Nous applied and the level of effort (Pyr) applied in creating them.

One of the most important parts of this chapter is understanding and being able to analyse
situations using the key concepts defined in the text.
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As a summary so far we have:
Rationalisations

These are logic processes by which humans can use reasoning
to deduce something from other information that they have
available. It can be pure scientific logic (Logos) or can be
influenced by the persons feelings towards a subject (Ego).

Ego defence mechanism

A method of deflecting blame or responsibility for something
by projecting fault onto another person or entity. This is
usually done to protect the individual’s ego.

Nous

The way in which an individual perceives the world. This can
determine the way that facts and data are interpreted even
before any analysis, logic or ego begins to work on the
problem.

Pyr

This is the emotional input or ‘fire’ that can drive people
towards a certain belief or interpretation of events.

Psyche

This is the human mind in the broadest sense and includes all
aspects of the mind including the concepts above.

Logos

Rational and logical thinking.

The aim of investment psychology is to create a methodology to evaluate rationalisations
regarding investments from a psychological perspective. In this model, this is done in two
ways, firstly and mainly by assessing the narrative to determine the use of Nous (positive)
and Ego (probably negative), and secondly by assessing the analysis to determine the
degree to which Logos was used. The level of Pyr also needs to be considered. As
mentioned in Chapter 1, the narrative dominates and limits the analysis, hence the greater
significance of assessing Nous and Ego.
If we return to the example in Chapter 1 about the physicist conducting an experiment in a
vacuum we could now say that any calculations or analysis carried out based on that
experiment would be regarded as rationalisations. If the physicist had a relatively realistic
view of the limitations of the results – due to it being carried out in a vacuum – then the
rationalisations would be considered to rank higher (ie be more appropriate) than if the
physicist had an overly high opinion of the usefulness of the results without properly
considering the importance of the vacuum.

Here the idea that the experiment is carried out in a vacuum is treated as a negative because the
results of the experiment are intended to be used in the outside world (which is not a vacuum).
This is not to be confused with an experiment carried out in a vacuum to ensure that nothing else
interferes with the results. In the latter circumstances the vacuum would be treated as a positive
aspect of the experiment.
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Having a proportionate degree of humility regarding the usefulness of the results would be
considered more positive from a psychological perspective. This would be indicative of a
healthier Ego and a more realistic narrative, with a greater degree of Nous having been
applied to consider possible limitations. Better rationalisations are considered to come
from better application of Logos and/or from better application of Nous, and/or from
applying a healthier Ego.

1.5

Challenges engaging the Psyche
For an individual to engage each part of their Psyche - namely Nous, Logos and Pyr - entails
a number of challenges:

Challenges engaging Nous
Engaging Nous to create a better mental picture of the world is difficult because it involves
openness and a degree of uncertainty, vulnerability and doubt – essentially the existing
world view may be shown to be deficient which is an uncomfortable conclusion for many
people. Patience is also required as creating a better mental picture is likely to take time.
Engaging Nous is regarded as an inward process, involving contemplation and reflection,
possibly a degree of disengaging from the world. The individual’s Ego is likely to be
fighting against this: the individual’s Ego wants to feel good and is usually trying to create
beneficial outcomes from engagement with the world.
Engaging Nous is relatively uncommon and difficult. This was highlighted in a
psychological study entitled ‘Just think: The challenges of the disengaged mind’ (Source:
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/345/6192/75). The study found that most people studied
did not like to be left alone with their own thoughts. In fact, many of the people studied,
particularly men, chose to give themselves mild electric shocks rather than be deprived of
external sensory stimuli to their Ego. In the model, this is because an individual’s Nous is a
threat to their Ego-defence mechanisms because becoming open risks showing the
individual that reality had been hidden by the Ego-defence mechanisms, which could be
destabilising or distressing.

Challenges engaging Logos
Engaging Logos to condition an individual’s Nous is challenging because it requires
discipline, effort and rigour. It requires concentration and is aided by an environment that
has a degree of stability, safety and an absence of distractions. Again, the individual’s Ego
is likely to be fighting against the individual because the Ego may prefer an idealised, easier
and less realistic picture of the world. The Ego would therefore prefer that less than the full
degree of discipline, effort and rigour is required. In this case, the individual will mostly be
applying rationalisations, eg different types of excuses, rather than Logos. These
rationalisations may make sense to the Ego but from the perspectives of outsiders who
have engaged their Logos they will appear somewhat irrational.
An individual’s capacity to apply Logos is limited by the extent to which they have applied
Nous.
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Challenges engaging Pyr
Using Pyr is challenging because, using the analogy of a fire, it needs igniting, good fuel
and good air to create a good fire. A good fire also needs to be stoked regularly to keep the
flame going to maintain the energy coming from it. However, from the Ego’s perspective,
Pyr is dangerous, just like fire, and if not managed properly, it can burn or smoulder and
create smoke. The Ego is typically inclined to be risk-averse and therefore reluctant to
engaging Pyr fully.
When the individual’s Nous or Logos are not engaged resulting in an unrealistic mental
picture of the world and a somewhat irrational understanding of it, then the individual’s Pyr,
is likely to cause problems, because any impulse-driven behaviour may have unexpected or
undesirable consequences. This can entail the individual needing to manage or suppress
their Pyr.

1.6

Example
The above model of the Psyche can be illustrated using an example:
Suppose a wealth investor has decided to invest a significant proportion of her wealth into a
rapidly growing internet company. She has recently inherited a large sum of money and
currently has a net worth of about £3,000,000. Her current salary is £50,000. She strongly
believes that the investment will be a success and her confidence is based on having
watched a television documentary about the business. She hopes the investment will mean
she can retire with a large pension.
She decides to buy £1,000,000 worth of shares in the internet company, 100,000 shares at
£10 per share, and expects the shares will be worth considerably more in the next few
years. When she buys the shares she sets a stop loss, on the advice of her stockbroker,
where she will sell the shares, at £8 per share, which would be 20% below the current price.
She thinks that a 20% fall would be highly unlikely and that normal fluctuations in the share
price are unlikely to trigger it.
Six months later the share price is trading at £8.25 per share. The investor is now worried
that random fluctuations might result in the share price trading at £8 per share, resulting in
the execution of her sell order and resulting in a loss of £200,000 (four times her salary) and
the loss of the upside potential that she sees existing in the shares. Consequently, she
decides to move her stop loss to £7 per share, which she considers will remove the risk of
being stopped out before the shares recover to much higher levels.
One month later in response to a poor earnings report, the share price trades down to £7.10
per share. Again, the investor is worried about creating a loss and removing what she sees
as significant upside potential. She reduces the stop loss to £5 per share to avoid having
the fright that she considers she felt after seeing the reaction to the earnings report. She
thinks that it is very unlikely that the share price will trade at £5 per share and feels that she
can sleep easier with this new stop loss.
The following year, the company’s earnings have increased substantially, but the general
stock market declined considerably resulting in the share price trading close to £5 per
share. The investor considers that the general decline in the stock market is probably
overdone and is worried that it might stop her out of her investment, which she now is more
confident about because the company’s earnings are improving. She decides to move her
stop loss to £3 per share. The following month, due to a flash crash in the share price, she
is stopped out of her investment with a loss of £700,000.
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Assessing the investment psychology of the investor
The following comments could be made regarding the investor’s psychology in the above
example. (Other reasonable comments could also be made.)
The investor could be regarded as having an overly simplistic narrative for investing. It
appears quite weak, shallow and probably naïve, and without any obvious comparative
advantage – there is little evidence that her idea was unique or considered from several
angles – in fact it was probably seen by many others watching the same documentary. Very
little meaningful Nous was applied by the investor. This dominates and limits the quality of
the outcome that the investor was likely to achieve. The narrative used might be regarded
as that of an ‘amateur investor’ rather than a ‘professional investor’.
The investor’s use of their Logos was also limited in a number of ways. Firstly, by the poor
narrative which limited the mental space for the investor to apply Logos. The mental space
might be argued to be naïve and shallow. Secondly, in response to the initial decline in the
share prices, the investor’s Logos became more like an Ego-defence mechanism, as the
investor probably went into denial that the investment was failing, and her Ego began
distorting her view of the investment to avoid the pain of potentially realising that she was
wrong and that she was not only not succeeding but actually failing. Thirdly, failing to allow
reality to assert itself (that the investment has gone wrong) necessitated further denial and
further rationalisation to facilitate the denial.
The investor has failed from the start to discipline her emotions causing poor use of Logos.
The investor’s Pyr, her impulse to invest, arises in her Psyche through her Nous and Logos.
The investor’s Nous and Logos seem problematic, meaning that the investor’s impulses
also become problematic. Initially the impulse to invest might be regarded as greedy,
seeing mostly upside with limited consideration of the downside. Her impulses afterwards
may have been fear-based. Her Ego appears to have taken over after the share price falls,
desiring, for example, to see the positives of the improved earnings, but not the reality of
the fall in the stock market. The investor wants to believe only the positive side of her
narrative. Her impulse has not been conditioned by a healthy Ego and arises in an
unhealthy manner. Having a better engagement of Nous and better conditioning by Logos,
would have given a better place for the investor’s impulse to arise. The poor narrative
meant that the impulses thereafter were also problematic – arising as fear of losing and fear
of missing out.
In the example, the investor is likely to have considered each of her decisions as being
rational. But her Ego determined how she considered reality. When investing, an investor’s
Logos needs to be ego-critical to avoid the rationalisations that can arise, as shown in the
example above. The investor’s Logos also needs to be somewhat pessimistic to counter
the Ego’s desire to have an idealised view of the world, to adequately consider the
downsides and fully condition the investor’s narrative.
After losing the £700,000 the investor is likely to also be protected by her Ego again to avoid
experiencing the full reality of the huge loss. Her future potential to learn from the
experience and become a wiser investor would depend on the extent to which she
recognised and removed her Ego-defence mechanisms over time. Ultimately the investor
failed to make disciplined use of her stop loss, which is supposed to be the objective point
where an investor divorces themselves from their emotions and their Ego and admits that
they were wrong.
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A better strategy for the investor might have been to realise that her narrative was weak and
consequently that it had no power, so it would be better to try to conform to someone else’s
existing, more powerful narrative (such as to invest into a broad-based technology
company ETF). Her narrative – the strong belief this internet company would do well – gave
only limited scope to apply Logos. The best application of Logos in this case would
probably have been to dismiss the idea of the investment because the investor had no
obvious competitive advantage over other investors.
Her Logos was responsible for disciplining her impulses (Pyr) and the investor arguably
needed better advice from her stockbroker to avoid fear taking hold of her and the resulting
changes that she made to her stop loss. Her advisor should probably have also advised
against her original investment strategy – because it appeared driven by greed and was
lacking in superior Nous or Logos. Managing fear and greed is essential for any successful
investor, and it is important for a good advisor to help clients with this too.
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Human psychological behaviour
A broad spectrum of psychological behaviours is likely resulting from the different degrees
to which individuals engage their Psyche. At one end of the spectrum, some will attempt to
fully engage their Psyche, attempting to engage both their Nous and Logos to varying
degrees. Another group will only attempt to engage their Logos – trying to create
understanding using the narratives (Nous) of others. The remainder will be made up of
those who do not engage their Nous or Logos but instead use different degrees of
rationalisations to make sense of things for themselves and others that think like them.

2.1

Conforming
‘Most people do not really want freedom, because freedom involves responsibility, and
most people are frightened of responsibility.’
– Freud (Civilization and Its Discontents)
The group who do not engage their Psyche beyond their rationalisations, will passively rely
on the narratives (Nous) and on the analyses (Logos) of others. They can do so by
membership of groups and by conforming to a variety of norms and ‘accepted wisdoms’.
Such norms provide ready-made templates for understanding, coordinating and engaging
with the financial markets and they lower the cognitive load of engaging with the world
(making life simpler). Having a leader (a financial advisor, a television pundit etc) to follow
in such instances makes things easier still.
Limited resources (limited time, limited skill, limited money, and so on) means that
individuals may be selective about when they engage their full Psyche – perhaps only in
areas they enjoy or are good at – and happily conform in other areas. Individuals may also
consciously decide to conform if they know beforehand that they have limited skills; in
those cases, conforming is likely to give them a more comfortable, less volatile outcome.
For example, an investor may determine that they have no special skills at equity analysis
(perhaps because they lack the formal training, cannot devote the necessary time or are
prone to making calculation errors). These individuals may choose to conform by following
a passive strategy, giving them an average market outcome. The cost of this (not being
able to outperform) is considered acceptable in the context of the alternative (a volatile and
probably underperforming outcome).

Cost of conforming
Where individuals do not fully engage their Psyche this will bring costs in terms of the Egodefence mechanisms used instead. These reduce an individual’s capacities for engaging
Nous because they create a closed-mindedness and reduce their capacity for the openness
which is essential to engage Nous. The Ego-defence mechanisms also distort their use of
their Logos.
By conforming and joining a group, an individual will become part of the Group-ego. The
Group-ego is a similar concept to the Ego. Those in the group see things partly the way the
world is and partly the way the group sees them. Consequently, they will be additionally
subject to Group-ego defence mechanisms, rationalisations to aid the group feeling better
rather than the way it would feel if it saw things as they are. These further reduce the
individual’s capacity for engaging Nous and further distort their use of Logos.
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Individuals in groups may find resistance when trying to move discussions away from its
shared narrative.
These ideas are best illustrated by examples.

Example
An investment manager working for a firm with a ‘value’ investment style, whereby they
mostly choose to invest in firms with a low P/E ratio, will have a greater than normal
opposition from colleagues to any investment idea that they might have to invest in a
‘growth’ stock due to the Group-ego of the investment firm.

Conforming through education
The role of education has a significant impact on culture and cultural conformity. Students
in a course emphasising one perspective or theory (for example, that markets are efficient)
will likely take those ideas with them and be resistant to a narrative that markets are
inefficient with opportunities that could be exploited. Conversely students who follow a
course that teaches in-depth security analysis are likely to reject the idea that markets are
efficient because their Group-ego steps in to protect their group’s (the teacher / class’s)
world view and also to justify the time and energy they have spent attending the course.

Benefits of conforming
Whether to conform or not depends on a number of factors, for example, the effort an
individual is willing to make, the circumstances in which they are operating and the
individual’s recognition of their own skills. Where an individual believes that they have no
special advantage and cannot develop one anytime soon, conforming can be beneficial.
The better the narrative to which the individual conforms, the greater the benefits to them.
Conforming is considered by many to be a prudent option due to the circumstances in
which they find themselves. This is particularly true where taking risks and doing
something different from a peer group exposes the individual to disproportionate downside
risks. Conforming becomes a risk-reduction strategy, and there are clear psychological
benefits to doing this for individuals who cannot, or prefer not to, bear the risks of following
a different path. For example, a pension fund trustee may be presented with an unusual
investment strategy, which may over time be in the best interests of the fund, but which is
significantly different from what other pension funds are doing. Adopting this strategy
exposes the trustee to disproportionate downside risk. If the strategy fails, the trustee will
be singled out and face substantial enquiry and personal criticism over the actions taken. If
the strategy succeeds, the benefits may be glanced over by the sponsoring company simply
enjoying lower contributions with only limited reward for the trustee. The trustee is
therefore likely to resist the strategy and prefer to conform to what other comparable
pension funds are doing.
As described earlier, conforming may be the best alternative where the individual
recognises they have neither the skill nor the resources to follow a competitive strategy.
The investment outcome will be less unpredictable than trying to invest without any realistic
understanding of financial markets.
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Herd-like behaviour and market psychology
Herd-like behaviour arises when the group to which an individual belongs to has a
disproportionate impact on their reasoning or their decisions. It arises when there is an
inadequate amount of individual thought to counteract the influence of the group in arriving
at their decisions; ie when individuals are not fully engaging their Psyche because they
conform to a group norm.
Where it is objectively visible that the group norm is beneficial (for example, individuals
seeking higher education ‘because it is the right thing to do’) this will have favourable
outcomes for the group members. Conversely where the arguments defending the group
norms are relatively weak, for example beliefs that ‘house prices always go up’ or ‘internet
companies are always successful’ this can result in misallocations of time and capital and
poor investment outcomes.
Herd-like behaviour is frequently encountered in financial markets, where points of view
become entrenched in large groups of market participants. This may drive sectors or entire
markets to unjustified levels (bubbles) only for these to spectacularly collapse when the
herd’s view is proven incorrect (busts).
Most financial market bubbles and market crashes can be attributed to herd-like behaviour
among participants.
Attempting to contradict the herd – for example, betting against dot-com shares during the
bubble – is not without risks. In particular, it may take a long time for the herd to realise it
has been irrational. In the meantime, the contrarian investor may suffer a prolonged period
of significant underperformance to the point where the commercial side of their business is
threatened due to loss of customers. John Maynard Keynes, a famous economist,
summarised this as:
‘Markets can remain irrational a lot longer than you can remain solvent.’

Aggregated market psychological behaviour
A range of conformist narratives is likely to arise in markets given the large number of
groups participating. At one end, those with little or no financial training typically follow
simplistic, shallow and very basic narratives, eg by following stories and ideas reported in
the media. At the other end, there are those who seek advice from experts, and
consequently behave in a way conforming to the narrative given by their advisors. These
advisors may or may not actually have a superior narrative although it can be argued that if
that advisor has received some relevant training or is subject to a minimum competence
regime then the outcome is likely to be better than if the customer received no advice.
In between, there are others who read and apply some thought to combining various
intermediary narratives, but due to the complexity of fully understanding the financial
markets, most of these narratives are likely to be simplified or show an insufficient
understanding in many areas. The level of skill and diligence required to understand even
small aspects of the financial markets cannot be underestimated!
Knowing what group norms are in place or knowing where market participants are not fully
engaging their Psyche, can be an advantage to the competitive investor, especially since
the large relative size of the herding participants makes them dominant. The herding
behaviour can give rise to mispricings that could be exploited by an investor using superior
Nous or Logos.
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Markets comprise the individuals that make them up – and the vast majority of them are
adhering to weak narratives to adequately understand the market behaviour. The
individuals function by following various norms, rather than having fully engaged minds.
Due to their relative size their behaviour may be dominant.

2.3

Finding the competitive investor’s edge
A competitive investor needs to adapt to their environment like any other individual, which
involves some conformity, but they also need to use their Nous, Logos and Pyr to make
adequate sense of financial markets to trade them well. They therefore need to create their
own narratives, ideally at the boundary of existing group narratives, which might be referred
to as their ‘edge’. The competitive investor needs to be free to think for him or herself.
When doing so, they need to be able to investigate, unpick and create narratives as much as
carry out analyses. They also need discipline in carrying out analyses in their narratives.
In order to develop a unique strategy a competitive investor is likely to require
self-education more than relying on establishment education – principally because the
established ideas and concepts will be known to many other market participants and
therefore provide little or no competitive advantage. It is wrong to assume that an investor
can use a narrative which already exists in order to make outperforming investments. The
investor needs to create their own narrative and have courage to use their own
understanding as regards the workings of financial markets. There is a clear
non-conformist aspect to competitive investing: every competitive investment made implies
the market is wrong and that the investor knows more than others or has performed a
deeper, more accurate analysis than others.
Where a competitive investor struggles to explain their edge (what they are trying to achieve
in the markets and how) clearly and simply, it is likely their edge does not really exist, but is
instead a misunderstanding on their part about some aspect of the market.
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Adding to the concepts mentioned in the previous table, we now have the following concepts that
can be used in a description of human behaviour:
Group ego

the difficulty of moving a narrative away from a popular or
accepted norm, because others in the group will have their egos
hurt, and others in the group will want to avoid hurting egos.

conforming

the tendency for people to conform to an accepted narrative. This
can be enhanced by education, which normally teaches an
established method for analysis.

herd-like behaviour

the tendency for groups to find comfort in adopting a common
belief or a common approach. It revolves around the idea of
strength in numbers, and the benefit that it gives to the egos of
those in the group.
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A framework for using investment psychology
Using the model above, we can construct a theoretical framework for taking an investment
psychology perspective on financial markets:
Due to the challenges involved in using their psychological potential, the majority of
individuals mostly accept a narrative taken from others and apply rationalisations regarding
the market value of securities. As much of the rationalisations are based on collective
thinking, this creates herd-like behaviour. Due to the poor quality of group narratives, they
are likely to create fickle behaviour in market prices and over time can create manias,
booms and busts.
Some individuals can have a comparative advantage over other individuals if they are using
more of their psychological potential. This is not an easy thing to do and is likely to be
challenging, and prone to mistakes. Simply knowing that a market is not rational does not
provide an answer for how to exploit this, or when the market may revert to a more rational
state.
In order for an individual to use any comparative psychological advantage that they have
created for themselves, the individual needs not just to create a better understanding of the
market but also to create a better understanding of the behaviour of others.
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Applying the psychological model to assessing the Efficient
Markets Hypothesis
There is vigorous analysis of the Efficient Markets Hypothesis (EMH), in all its forms, in
academic literature. Some regard that the validity of the EMH is an empirical issue.
However, this is likely to depend on the narrative in which the empirical analysis is carried
out. This section examines issues with the narrative underlying the EMH from the
perspective that might be held by a competitive investor.

4.1

Definition of the EMH
Roughly stated, the EMH claims that asset prices fully reflect all available information. The
consequence being that stocks always trade at their fair price so it is impossible to
consistently pick individual stocks that will ‘beat the market’.

4.2

Deficiencies in the narrative of the EMH
Investors are not rational
Many different types of irrationalities have been studied in the field of behavioural
economics. As discussed earlier in this chapter, the majority of individuals accept a
narrative taken from others and apply rationalisations regarding the market value of
securities. As much of the rationalisations are based on collective thinking, this creates
herd-like behaviour.
The competitive investor would argue that rationalisation is not the same as being ‘rational’.
Although market participants probably rationalise their actions, or even have their actions
rationalised by others, the competitive investor would argue that referring to these actions
as rational is probably misinterpreting Logos for rationalisation.
The competitive investor would conclude that these rationalisations persist because other
participants are not adequately engaging their full Psyche, in that they are not using their
full Nous or Logos.

Asset prices do not reflect all available information
The amount of information to be fully reflected in asset prices by investors is likely to be
enormous. The volume and complexity are likely to be too great to be understood even by
an individual who is using a significant amount of their Psyche. Investors may have limited
use of Nous (due to scarcity of time, skill or resources) and their investment narratives will
consequently be limited. Investors may also have limited use of Logos for similar reasons.
The competitive investor will argue that the resulting dominance of herd-like behaviour will
most likely limit the amount of information that is fully incorporated into market prices.
The EMH argues that only a few well-informed investors are needed to bring the market
price to fair value. In practice however, there are many cases of well-informed and astute
investors who have struggled to materially influence market prices even when (with
hindsight) it was clear that market prices were incorrect.
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For example, a number of investors who made substantial profits from the financial crisis in
2008-2009 were dramatised in the 2015 film ‘The Big Short’ (from the book by Michael Lewis,
of the same name). All of them struggled to remain solvent before the onset of the crisis
itself, while the market was ‘irrational’ because the market remained ‘irrational’ or indeed
became ‘more irrational’ for a considerable period of time (echoing the quote from Keynes
earlier). Most of the investors depicted in the film came close to insolvency before the
crisis began. Furthermore, all of them found it difficult explaining their astute positions to
others – who, it could be argued, adopted a group Nous and refused to engage their Logos
to think adequately about the circumstances. From the perspective of the EMH, none of
these well-informed investors was able to bring the market price to its fair value and make
the market efficient. And when the crisis came, the market didn’t become ‘rational’; it
promptly overshot on the downside as greed was replaced by fear.

The EMH as a Group-ego defence mechanism
Various anomalies in financial markets have been shown to exist, that may invalidate the
EMH. However, because these anomalies typically analyse the EMH within the narrative of
the EMH, the competitive investor would argue they do not present a meaningful challenge;
at most they represent criticisms of the EMH rather than attempts to disprove it.
Instead, a competitive investor would regard the EMH as a Group-ego defence mechanism,
by suggesting it is based on a poor-quality narrative whose main purpose is to make those
who adhere to it feel better and justify their average investment performance (in other
words, justify that they achieved average returns because the market is efficient and it is
not structurally possible to outperform).
Group-ego defence mechanisms, like Ego defence mechanisms can be convoluted and
difficult to argue with, especially if they have been in place and refined over a long period.
As long as the group maintains its defensive narrative, there is no incentive to re-examine
the conclusions, and actions will be repeated based on what their Group-ego telling them.
This is one of the strengths of a narrative as a Group-ego defence mechanism – once a
narrative is maintained, different analyses ‘disproving’ conclusions made within that
narrative will not have a significant impact as long as it is maintained (for psychological
reasons) by the individuals adhering to it.

Investors with market power
A competitive investor could argue that the EMH ignores that some market participants
have market power. For example, Citadel Securities is the largest US equity trader,
responsible for one in five trades in the US equity market (2019). When a market participant
is dealing in sizes much bigger than the rest of the market they can have power to
effectively ‘bully’ other investors. This is equivalent to playing poker with somebody with
100 times more chips than you do – they can still be beaten, but the odds are somewhat in
their favour. Many markets have this feature of players with greater market power than
others, resulting in a potentially unlevel playing field and making it less likely that markets
will reflect all information and trade at their ‘fair values’.
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Creating an investment narrative with a competitive advantage
The EMH would be considered a shallow narrative from a competitive investor’s
perspective. A shallow narrative is an inadequate description of a problem or situation that
contains insufficient depth to facilitate a comprehensive analysis or solution. The
competitive investor would suggest that a much deeper, more powerful (but more difficult)
narrative might be to consider asset prices as being determined by individual investors’ or
groups of investors’ Psyches interacting. The competitive investor would also recognise
that analysing a Psyche is very complicated; that analysing another market participant’s
Psyche is even more complex and that many Psyches interacting, as in the financial
markets, becomes an extremely complex problem.

The benefit that has led to the EMH surviving so many decades is that it lends itself to
mathematical analysis and development. Many other forms of psychological analysis can lead to
results in a qualitative manner, but not quantitative.
However, the competitive investor will attempt to create a narrative and analyse this
problem as far as possible, or at least do so in those areas where the greatest disconnect
between the ‘collective Psyche’ and fair value is perceived.
A substantial part of the creation of the competitive investor’s narrative is likely to be
critically assessing, dismissing and unlearning different (possibly superficial) narratives
and replacing these with deeper narratives. There is likely to be a critical and destructive
element as well as a constructive element to the narrative creation.
An investment narrative from a competitive investor is likely to seek:



a better understanding than average of the behaviour of other investors and have a
strategy to profit from them



a deeper narrative from building up a better understanding by soundly considering a
greater amount of information



a recognition of deficiencies in the current consensus market narrative; that is
recognising problems inherent in any current herd-like behaviour in the market



an allowance for the expected behaviour of investors adhering to the EMH or CAPM
and having a strategy to profit from them



recognition and understanding of the likely behaviour of the bigger players in the
market – especially those that are mostly winning and those that are mostly losing –
and profiting from using this information.

These can be recalled by remembering the acronym C BEND:


Consensus market narratives



Big players



Expected CAPM behaviours



Non-Logos understanding



Deeper narrative.
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Applying the investment psychology framework – examples
This section sets out examples of how an investment psychological framework of the
Psyche, being composed of Nous, Logos and Pyr seeing the world through the filter of the
Ego, could be used in practice.

5.1

Difficulty making trading profits
A derivatives trader has recently been finding their job difficult and their trading
performance has been poor. In the previous six months, they had been making money by
arbitraging between some specific stocks and the related exchange traded funds (ETFs).
Previously, they had found other profitable trading opportunities and had a number of good
trading years since they began trading. However, in recent weeks, their approach has not
been working. Profits fell below trading costs last week and this week the approach is
actually losing money. The trader is finding the job difficult and has decided to talk to the
chief trader. In the conversation, they tell the chief trader that markets have become
efficient, so it is too difficult to make trading profits and arbitrage anymore.

Psychological perspective
When taking a psychological perspective, it is impossible to conclude anything with
certainty. However, we can make some comments that are more probable based on the
framework in previous sections.
We will assume that the chief trader believes the trader originally had a competitive
advantage rather than having been lucky in the past. (Anecdotally lucky investors typically
lose more money from the overconfidence derived from their luck than they made from
being lucky in the first place.)
Since the trader had been making trading profits over a period of time, it is likely that they
have been applying their own Psyche to a considerable degree, both Nous to create the
mental picture in which they were trading and Logos to condition it and apply rational
judgment within the mental picture they had. By doing so it is likely they used their Psyche
to a greater degree than others in the market. But a trader needs to evolve their mental
picture of the market over time to stay competitive and so must continue to apply Nous, not
just Logos, in their approach in order to maintain their trader’s edge.
It may be that this trader has become complacent to some degree. This could result in the
trader only applying Logos, which risks losing their edge, as Logos applied to a ‘stale’
narrative risks becoming increasingly a rationalisation rather than Logos. If their mental
picture becomes complacent, it is likely that the market will catch on to them, they will no
longer possess any special advantage and will start to lose money. Furthermore, if their
mental picture is not wide enough to handle the ups and downs of trading, they risk losing
their confidence and losing heart. People often lose heart when they are faced with
something bad happening that they were not expecting. This points psychologically to the
lack of application (or adaptation) of Nous, which classically speaking comes from the
heart.
When somebody loses heart, they typically fall back on their education or established
norms for support. In this case, the trader’s education was that markets were efficient.
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The trader needs to rediscover that belief that they could be a good trader, to reignite their
fire (Pyr), patiently build up an astute picture of the world where opportunities will show up
for potential profits to be made from trading (Nous) and not forget to discipline this picture
with Logos. The trader mostly needs to rebuild their Nous. They could do so by taking a
break from trading and take a holiday. Traders sometimes stop trading for a day or two
after big losses. In this time, they can have an honest ‘chat’ with themselves to see where
they were going wrong. Having a constructive chat with a superior or a trusted colleague
would also likely help. Exercise and walking to get their heart moving may also help.

5.2

‘Brexit is bad’
A CIO has received a piece of investment research from a stockbroker entitled ‘Brexit is
bad’ arguing that Brexit (the exit of the UK from the European Union) will be bad for the UK
economy. The report suggests that there is little or no chance that Brexit will benefit the UK
economy.

Psychological perspective
The problem with this report is that the narrative (Nous) is likely to be very shallow and
given the definitive nature of it, the logic (Logos) is likely compromised. For one, it is
impossible to be definitive about the future – one can only make a probability-based
assessment while recognising that others’ views might turn out to be correct. For example,
Brexit might be good for the UK economy in the short term due to the likely fall in the value
of sterling and the benefit this creates for exports and for import substitution. In the
psychological framework of this chapter, not enough Nous has been applied, resulting in a
compromised effect on the Logos that can be applied. The mental picture appears very
‘black and white’ and does not have enough shades of grey, nor is it shining enough light
on all the different aspects.
Note that the psychological perspective is not arguing whether the statement is right or
wrong, rather that the narrative is too shallow.

5.3

Learning poorly from the past
An investment manager had been selling short the market during a long bull run in the
market (believing that the market was overvalued throughout). During this time, a period of
over four years, the investment manager’s performance was poor, especially compared to
his peers who did not adopt the short selling strategy. However, following a recent stock
market crash, the investment manager’s performance is now near the top of the investment
manager league table. The investment manager was interviewed about his performance and
commented that he is glad that he stuck to his convictions.

Psychological perspective
The investment manager underperformed for a period of four years. His current perspective
might be influenced by his Ego – he was ultimately proven correct, creating a source of
happiness. However, this may adversely affect his future ability to trade and invest well,
because he may carry with him the belief that in future he will once again be ‘proven correct
in the end’. Related to this would be the negative impact of an unhealthy Ego on the
investor’s capacity to apply Nous and the distortion to their Logos arising from both.
A better perspective that the investment manager could have is that there is still much for
the investment manager to learn.
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Aggregate losses despite winning more times than losing
A trader is making profits about 70% of the time on their trades, but overall has been losing
money consistently. When the Head of Trading analysed their trading performance it was
noticed that the trader was taking many small profits while realising large loses.

Psychological perspective
From the information given, it is difficult to say much about the investor’s Nous, but it is
likely that there are some deficiencies. Psychologically, we know that Nous is usually the
biggest determinant of comparative advantage when investing.
This trader’s problem is most likely to be poorly disciplined Logos. A trader needs to have
good risk management and manage their losses in a disciplined manner. After making a
trading profit, a trader is likely to feel a boost to their Ego. It can be tempting to take profits
too early for this reason and the investor needs to have a disciplined Logos not to do so.
And the opposite is the case for trading losses. They create an Ego injury and the trader’s
Ego is likely to try to avoid them and not try to deal with them.
Given the poor use of Logos and the influence of Ego, the trader’s impulses (Pyr) are not
being adequately conditioned and controlled with the likely negative impact that this
creates.
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Methods to assess investment psychology
In order to make judgments regarding investment psychology, a CIO can aim to qualitatively
assess how well an employee has applied Nous, Logos and Pyr, along with making an
assessment regarding the health of their Ego. Quantitative methodologies, in the form of
psychological tests are also available which can be used to complement the qualitative
judgment of the CIO.
This section gives a brief overview of the usefulness and limitations of psychological tests
that are used to assess investment psychology along with the methods used to judge their
relative merit.
Many such methodologies and tests exist and an example of one particular method is
briefly outlined in the appendix.

6.1

The usefulness and limitations of psychological tests
Psychological tests and questionnaires are designed to be an objective and standardised
measure of a subject’s behaviour. They typically involve observations on a small but
carefully chosen sample of responses or behaviour. They are based on samples and
therefore are imperfect tools; although they are usually statistically tested for reliability and
validity, psychology remains an inexact science, so there will always be a chance of
inaccurate output.

6.2

Judging the merits of psychological tests
A mathematics test would be considered a good test if, when taken by a student, it gave a
reliable measure of their current mathematical ability and that in turn gave a good indication
of the student’s aptitude for mathematics in general.

Reliability and validity of a test
Similarly, a test for assessing investment psychology needs to be ‘reliable’ and ‘valid’. If a
person takes the test this week, and takes the same test next month, they should get a
similar score. This is referred to as ‘reliability’. Further, if they score highly, it should be a
realistic assessment of them having a psychological competitive advantage over others.
This is referred to as ‘validity’. This can be difficult to show, because there is no objective
standard or scale on which to plot competitive advantage. However, a relative assessment
between several test subjects could be made.
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Comparison of the likely viewpoints of a consensus versus a
competitive investor
A comparison of some common differences in perspective (Nous) between a consensus
investor and a competitive investor are outlined below:
Consensus narratives

Competitive narratives

Sees the market price as the combined
wisdom of the market.

Sees the market price as mostly reflecting
the combined ignorance of the market.

Considers that the Efficient Markets
Hypothesis (EMH) holds to at least a
significant degree.

Considers the EMH not to hold, in some or
all areas.

Sees normal behaviour in markets driven
by rational investors – but there are some
behavioural finance issues, biases,
heuristics etc.

Sees other participants as poorly informed
emotional investors. Suspects that many
participants don't have the skill or time to
fully understand the markets.

Recognises that competition exists in
markets but is sceptical about the success
thereof.

Considers the EMH may be a response
from those who tried and failed to
outperform the market.

Sees markets as significantly driven by
randomness.

More inclined to look for causes and
effects.

Sees news as something factual, to be
analysed.

Sees a necessity to dig deeper behind
media narratives – to be sceptical not
cynical.

Markets are a zero-sum game.

Agrees markets are a zero-sum game but
recognises that the winners and losers are
not evenly distributed; aims to be among
the small number of winners.

Emphasis on persistence and stability

Emphasis on vitality – not just the ability to
persist but the ability to start over again.

Considers diversification to be good – that
it reduces risk. May consider risk
reduction to be more valuable than return
enhancement.

More likely to adopt Warren Buffet attitude
who said, ‘Diversification may preserve
wealth but concentration builds wealth.’

As discussed in Chapter 1, investors need to decide whether they believe they have a
competitive advantage (or that they can identify those who do) and hence whether they are
going to compete or whether they will adopt a consensus approach.
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Both approaches are valid and have a necessary place in the investment markets. In
particular, if all investors were consensus investors, there would be nobody to adjust
market prices in response to news. Likewise, if all investors were competitive investors, the
level of energy and effort required would cause most participants to suffer disproportionate
costs.

Question
Why would costs increase if all investors were competitive and not consensus?

Solution
Competitive investors would want to manage investments under their own direction in an active
manner to take advantage of their competitive advantage. This costs money in the real world.
There would be few if any, passive investors. Passive funds can be run without human
intervention and are therefore cheap and low-cost solutions.
No-one would believe in the EMH, and therefore no-one would leave investment decisions to
chance. They would pay for research to engage their Nous and Logos, and they would see the
costs of trading as a worthwhile expense.
Many investors would be motivated to trade more frequently by the Pyr created from making
profits. So trading volumes would rise.
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Characteristics of astute investment managers and traders

8.1

Overview
As discussed above, well developed and applied Nous, Logos and Pyr are three important
qualities of a good investor – both for consensus-style investors and competitive investors.
They need to be able to apply a patience and open-mindedness over a long period of time,
be disciplined and logical in carrying out their investment processes and have a significant
drive. For competitive investors their narrative needs to be their own and needs to be
continually recalibrated to reflect the feedback that they receive from the market. Their
narrative also needs to be one that is aiming at an actively critical understanding rather than
one merely looking to improve a passive understanding.
Poor investment managers typically suffer from Ego or tiredness issues, and/or not fully
recognising what is required to do investment analysis well. They are more likely ruled by
emotion (Pyr) than thought (Nous) and reason (Logos). Their narratives can be shallow,
whereby they try to ‘solve’ complex events in an overly simplistic way without adequate
thought or using a sufficient degree of disciplined logical and rational analyses of their
ideas.
One viewpoint is that investment management and trading are mostly young person’s
games or for those with lots of ‘fire in their bellies’ (Pyr). While these participants can be
very energetic, that energy can blind them to the probability of continuing to invest and
trade beyond the point where they have a competitive advantage. Not allowing success or
failure to go to your head is also a continual challenge. It is easy to lose a competitive
advantage; investment and trading well are finely tuned arts.
When evaluating an investment manager, researcher or trader, certain behavioural aspects
may be apparent when distinguishing those more likely to be successful and those more
likely to be unsuccessful.
Likely successful

Likely unsuccessful

Understands the implication of opposing
theories (eg competitive investor
understands the EMH).

Does not properly understand rival
theories.

Exercises patience and humility.

Is mostly impatient and overconfident

Considers it essential to have a disciplined
psychological approach to investing.

Wants to try to get rich quickly and without
discipline.

Actively and critically looks at the world
and creates a critical narrative of it in a
sceptical manner.

Creates a cynical narrative of the world.

Sees a necessity to dig deeper behind
media narratives; is sceptical of face
values.

May see news on face value or in the
context of conspiracy theories.
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When creating their own narrative, want
this to be as realistic as possible;
questions existing narratives in a
progressive manner to improve
understanding.

When creating their own narrative, may
suffer from distortions; dismisses existing
narratives in an overly negative way.

Are disciplined with their losses.

Have little discipline with their losses.

Continue to learn to improve their
narratives.

Continue to add unjustified or unverified
ideas to their narratives.

Understands the advantages and
disadvantages of diversification.

Doesn’t have a good understanding of
probability and statistics.

Astute competitive investors
The mind-set of a competitive investor can be very different than the mind-set of the
average person, not least because the competitive investor needs to engage their Psyche to
a much greater extent than average. An astute competitive investor would seek to
demonstrate ‘winner’ behaviour and avoid ‘non-winner’ or ‘loser’ behaviour.

‘Winners’ could be thought of as people who fulfil their contract with the world and with
themselves. The psychologist Eric Berne said that a winner is a person who already knows
what they will do if they lose – in other words, someone who is one step ahead by
considering their opponent’s (ie the market’s) next move and what they would do in
response to it. He also said that a winner is a person who doesn’t talk about what they
would do if they win – that is, a person who doesn’t count their money before they have
actually realised their gains. Berne gives the following example of ‘winner talk’: ‘I made a
mistake, but it won’t happen again’ and ‘now I know the right way to do it’. Berne said that
winners are not afraid to lose – they are willing to take risks.
Berne defined non-winners as ‘those whose scripts require them to work very hard, not in
hope of winning but just to stay even. They are the ‘at-leasters’’. He gives an example of
‘non-winner talk’ as - ‘Well, at least I didn’t…’ or ‘At least, I have this much to be thankful
for’.
Finally, according to Berne, the key way to spot a loser is that they ‘talk about what they’ll
do if they win and don’t know what they’ll do if they lose’. An example of ‘loser talk’ would
be ‘If at first you don’t succeed, try, try, try, again. Even if you win a few, keep trying, and
you’re bound to lose some in the end, because you can’t win ‘em all’. Another key aspect
of losers is that they are afraid to lose. They have the fear of failure. Berne says that losers
typically cause problems, not just for themselves but for others too.
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Professional investors and amateur investors
The reaction of professional and amateur investors is often very different when presented
with the same information or situation. An ‘amateur investor’ might see a popular stock and
say, ‘that looks like a good company, everybody is using their product, they look like they
will do very well, I think that I should invest in them’. This could be described as
emotionally (Pyr and Ego) seeing the upside and not really considering the downside.
When a professional investor sees the same stock, they will only invest if they have
investigated the downsides first and will have a plan, eg a stop loss level, for what they will
do if the investment does not go the way they planned it. They will apply Logos to
differentiate between a ‘good company’ and a ‘good investment’ – a good company may be
a poor investment if the price paid is too high.
Not all professional investors behave like ‘professional investors’ and not all amateur
investors behave like ‘amateur investors’.
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Appendix
Material in this appendix is for additional background reading and is not examinable.

9.1

Books on investment
General books on investing


‘The Intelligent Investor’ by Benjamin Graham



‘Security Analysis’ by Benjamin Graham and David L Dodd



Berkshire Hathaway CEO Warren Buffett’s annual shareholder letters



‘Common Sense on Mutual Funds’ by John C. Bogle

Books on investment psychology

9.2



‘Reminiscences of a Stock Operator’ by Edwin Lefèvre, published in 1923 is
regarded as one of the best books ever written on stock trading.



‘A Random Walk Down Wall Street’ by Burton G. Malkiel



‘The Little Book of Market Wizards: Lessons from the Greatest Traders’ by Jack
Schwager



‘The New Trading for a Living: Psychology, Discipline, Trading Tools and Systems,
Risk Control, and Trade Management’ by Alexander Elder



‘Technical Analysis of the Financial Markets’ by John J. Murphy



‘The Psychology of Risk: Mastering Market Uncertainty’ by Ari Kiev



‘Trade Like a Stock Market Wizard’ by Mark Minervini

Tests to quantitatively assessing investment psychology
An example of a test used to quantitatively assess investment psychology is briefly outlined
below:

The Know Yourself Test
This test was designed to assess the health or otherwise of an individual’s Ego on the basis
that a healthy Ego should likely aid better application of Nous and Logos and seeing the
world as it is, rather than how the individual is. All else being equal, this should enable
better risk assessments and better assessments regarding the merits of investments
The test contains a number of questions each giving a choice of answers that represent
different Ego perspectives. Each answer is designed to reflect different relative degrees of
health of an individual’s Ego. The answer that corresponds to the healthiest Ego
perspective scores 3. The unhealthiest scores 0. The middle ranking answers score 1 and
2 respectively. The scores are added for all the questions and the total score is considered
a quantitative assessment of the health of the individual’s Ego.
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The theoretical basis behind the questionnaire is that ego-defence mechanisms need to be
validated by an individual in order for them to remain effective. Therefore, given a choice of
alternative perspectives, an individual is more likely to choose the perspective that is the
closest match to their ego-defence mechanism – otherwise it would invalidate it and the
individual would feel the degree of discomfort that the defence mechanism was shielding
them from.
Each answer is set out in a socially acceptable or even admirable way, making each answer
justifiable and excusable by the individual. Other techniques are used to nudge individuals
away from the best answer making it more difficult to game the test. Individuals are
considered to be mostly unaware of their own Ego, making it difficult for them to game the
test to a significant degree.

Sample question
An example of a question in the test is given below:
Which do you agree with most?
A)

There is no freedom without responsibility.

B)

I accept my responsibilities prudently.

C)

It’d be great to have a few less responsibilities so that I could enjoy life more.

D)

I would love to win the lottery and be completely free.

The question is based on the psychologist Eric Fromm’s perspective that we have a
tendency to ‘escape from freedom’. He considered that individuals often find the demands
of real freedom too difficult and they can try to ‘escape’ from it in some way or another,
usually by willingly giving up their freedom if it also means giving up some responsibility.
Answer A is considered the wisest answer and scores a 3. Not being responsible is unlikely
to be a wise or progressive option.
The question aims to nudge relatively responsible individuals to choose answer B, the
second-best answer, which scores a 2. This regards responsibility with a lower degree of
importance than answer A.
Answer C is third best and scores a 1. Answer D is the worst and scores 0.
The design of the question aims to make the first answer seem least attractive to the Ego. It
is set as the extreme and the most unpleasant viewpoint of the four answers available. It is
not really an extreme view. The extreme view in relation to responsibility would be taking
unnecessary responsibility, which is considered to be the characteristic of a neurotic.
Answers B, C and D are set out in a socially acceptable or even socially admirable tone with
the aim to make each easy to choose. These answers are set out in an order that
increasingly tempts the individual with more pleasant viewpoints for their Ego. The
question also aims to appeal to the optimism of the individual’s logical and rational thinking
– rather than their ego-critical and pessimistic Logos. Such optimism is often regarded as
socially admirable and the question uses this to attract the individual to the later answers.
Answers two, three and four also include the word ‘I’ to encourage Ego attachment.
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Test validation
The overall methodology of the test was tested in focus groups and trialled to enable
statistical testing of the results. These indicated moderate-to-strong levels of reliability and
validity. The test was validated by creating an additional test to measure the test taker’s
susceptibility to the biases and heuristics discovered in the field of behavioural finance.
The test showed that those who the test considered to have a healthier Ego were also less
likely to be susceptible to the biases and heuristics. The test has been used by companies
and individuals in the US, Europe, India and Africa.

9.3

Investing proverbs and sayings
Successful investing professionals are disciplined and consistent. They think a great deal
about what they do and how they do it.
– Benjamin Graham (famous investment educator)
The market is seductive and brutal to those who are weak and undisciplined. There is no
alternative to patience and discipline.
– Mark Minervini (famous trader).
It is essential to wait for trades with a good risk / reward ratio. Patience is a virtue for a
trader.
– Alexander Elder (famous investment psychologist)
You must not only learn to live with tension, you must seek it out. You must learn to thrive
on stress.
– Paul Getty (famous investor)
The twin killers of success [in financial markets] are impatience and greed.
– Jim Rohn
In investing, what is comfortable is rarely profitable.
– Robert Arnott
Both poker and investing are games of incomplete information. You have a certain set of
facts and you are looking for situations where you have an edge, whether the edge is
psychological or statistical.
– David Einhorn (a famous investor).
Various market sayings also exist. Some examples are given below:
The trend is your friend.
Buy on rumour, sell on news.
Run your profits, cut your losses.
Respect your stop losses.
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If you’re going to panic, panic first (the film Margin Call from 2011 illustrates this idea very
clearly).
What’s your view rather than your position? (avoid confirmation bias)
The hardest thing to do in trading/investment is to take a loss.
The hardest thing is to do nothing. (recognising a tendency for overtrading)
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Chapter 10 Summary
Psychological concepts
Rationalisations

These are logic processes by which humans can use
reasoning to deduce something from other information that
they have available. It can be pure scientific logic (Logos) or
can be influenced by the persons feelings towards a subject
(Ego)

Ego defence mechanism

A method of deflecting blame or responsibility for something
by projecting fault onto another person or entity. This is
usually done to protect the individual’s ego

Nous

The way in which an individual perceives the world. This can
determine the way that facts and data are interpreted even
before any analysis, logic or ego begins to work on the
problem.

Pyr

This is the emotional input or ‘fire’ that can drive people
towards a certain belief or interpretation of events.

Psyche

This is the human mind in the broadest sense and includes all
aspects of the mind including the concepts above.

Logos

Rational and logic thinking. This is the picture created in the
head by Nous.

Conforming

The tendency for people to avoid the personal responsibility
for their own decision by conforming to widely-held views. It
creates a herd-like behaviour. This can cause ‘aggregated
market psychological behaviour’.

Group ego

The difficulty of moving a narrative away from a popular or
accepted norm, because others in the group will have their
egos hurt, and others in the group will want to avoid hurting
egos.
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Chapter 10 Summary (continued)
Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH)
The EMH is a theory that has gained enormous support on a world-wide basis but is based
on several assumptions that do not include psychological irrational behaviour issues.
Inefficiencies and irrational behaviour exists, allowing people to gain a competitive edge if
they create a deeper investment narrative by seeking:


a better understanding than average of the non-Logos behaviour of other investors
and have a strategy to profit from them



a deeper narrative that facilitates a greater capacity to apply Logos - this is likely to
come from building up a better understanding from soundly considering a greater
amount of information



a recognition of deficiencies in the current consensus market narrative; that is
recognising problems inherent in any current herd-like behaviour in the market



an allowance for the expected behaviour of investors adhering to the EMH or CAPM
and having a strategy to profit from them



recognition and understanding of the likely behaviour of the bigger players in the
market – especially those that are mostly winning and those that are mostly losing –
and profiting from using this information.

Psychology can be used to analyse certain observed behaviours in the investment industry,
including:


a tendency not adapt trading styles that have worked in the past



a tendency to accept shallow narratives if they are emotive or confirm already-held
beliefs



difficulty learning from the past.

An individual’s investment psychology can be assessed using tests, but judging psychology is
not as easy as judging, for example, mathematical ability. Making tests reliable (ie, the same
test sat at a later time period gives the same result) and valid (ie, people that score highly
have a demonstrable advantage over those that score lower) is difficult, and tests tend to be
subjective.
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Chapter 10 Practice Questions
1.1

Explain the following well-known behavioural finance themes in terms of human psychology:
(a)

regret aversion

(b)

hindsight bias

(c)

oversimplification

(d)

middle option

(e)

status quo bias

(f)

framing .
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The solutions start on the next page so that you can
separate the questions and solutions.
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Chapter 10 Solutions
1.1

Explaining behavioural biases
(a)

Regret aversion

Regret aversion describes the tendency for people to avoid making a decision or a change if there
is a high fear of regretting it afterwards. Regret is a powerful emotion, and people prefer to avoid
a decision if there is a high chance of feeling regret.
Regret is often a hurt to a person’s ego as it arrives after the realisation that a previous decision
was incorrect. Ego is a powerful emotion for many people and the ability to avoid the risk of
damaged ego, by avoiding making a change, is often preferable.
Similarly, in a group environment, where a decision to change may be watched by others in the
group, an individual might feel that the group-ego might be damaged if a regrettable decision was
made. Avoiding making the decision makes sure that the group is never placed in a situation
where its ego is at risk of being damaged.
(b)

Hindsight bias

Hindsight bias refers to the fact that many people convince themselves with hindsight, that they
correctly anticipated events, even if the facts suggest that before the event, the event was not
anticipated. Hindsight bias can lead people to become even more overconfident when the next
event has to be anticipated.
This is caused by a lack of engagement of Nous and Logos. Logos requires a certain detachment
to analyse historical events and learn from them. Nous requires the individual to accept mistakes
if they can improve and learn from them. Some people have neither quality.
(c)

Oversimplification

This refers to the fact that complex decisions are often approached by firstly simplifying the
complexity down to a few manageable issues. Once these issues have been selected, a decision
is made based on those issues alone. The decision may then be wrong because the other issues
that were ignored, proved to be important.
Investment decisions require Nous, and complex rationalisations. The best decisions are made
using a deeper narrative. But often people are not able or willing to look for a deeper narrative,
and instead opt for a simple or consensus narrative (for example, past performance is the only
thing you need to consider when selecting a manager). Insufficient Nous can lead to a shallow
simplified narrative.
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Middle option

People, when presented with an ascending list of options to select from, often ignore extremes
and pick an option from the middle of the ascending list. (Descending is just the same.)
The reason this bias is detected is that people feel that selecting an extreme is more dangerous
than selecting something ‘middle of the road’. It is more dangerous because they feel that other
people will select middle options and their selection will seem silly. This hurts their ego, therefore
they prefer to become as much like the others as possible.
(e)

Status quo bias

People (and investors) tend to leave things as they are, rather than make radical changes. This
often happens because people do not have any narrative with which to base an alternative
decision (or investment strategy) on.
This is complete lack of any Nous to derive a narrative for oneself. Without a Nous, it is
impossible to engage the Logos and come up with a unique and personal opinion (or investment
strategy).
(f)

Framing

Framing a question or an option in a certain manner can convince people that a particular answer
or particular decision is highly likely to be correct. An example might be ‘do you think this wellrun, high performing share is worth holding in my portfolio in the coming year?’ The answer is
likely to be yes, rather than no.
Framing can ignite Pyr in a person. Certain key motivational words can make people feel (rather
than rationalise) that a particular decision is a good one. Likewise, to turn someone off a
particular option, it is possible to extinguish Pyr.
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End of Part 4
What next?
1.

Briefly review the key areas of Part 4 and/or re-read the summaries at the end of
Chapters 8 to 10.

2.

Ensure you have attempted some of the Practice Questions at the end of each chapter in
Part 4. If you don’t have time to do them all, you could save the remainder for use as part
of your revision.

3.

Attempt Assignment X4.

Reminder
Face-to-face and Live Online Tutorials – If you haven’t yet booked a tutorial, then maybe now
is the time to do so. Feedback on ActEd tutorials is extremely positive. A student said:
‘I find it a way to figure out how much more of the syllabus I have to cover and
which parts I'm not good enough on yet.’

You can find lots more information in our Tuition Bulletin, which is available on our website
at www.ActEd.co.uk.
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Investment strategy
Syllabus objectives
1.1

Describe the financial markets in the developed and emerging economies,
including:


3.1

the historic behaviour of major asset classes and market indices.

Assess the principal approaches and techniques in investment portfolio
management.
3.1.1

Discuss active management, both within and across asset classes, and over
different time horizons.

3.1.2

Discuss passive management and quasi-passive management including
factor-based approaches.

3.1.3

Discuss investment risk control techniques and risk-based portfolio
construction approaches.

3.1.4

Describe the relevance of environmental, social and governance (ESG)
factors to investment performance and different approaches to
incorporate ESG factors.

3.1.5

Describe how derivative based strategies can be used for risk taking or for
risk mitigation.

3.1.6

Describe how a liability benchmark or replicating portfolio can be used as
part of an investor’s investment strategy.
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Introduction
Investment strategy is defined here as the investment decisions that are longer-term in
nature and that have a ‘big picture’ perspective – as distinct from investment analysis and
trading which can have a more short-term and specific focus.
Investment strategy involves considering the investor’s objectives, their constraints
(eg their liabilities), and the overall governance of any investment policy (eg roles and
responsibilities of any different parties that are involved).
Investment strategy has evolved over time. For example, although the principles of
Redington’s immunisation theory are still relevant today, there is a much greater range of
instruments available for investors (especially derivatives), so that much more direct
matching of assets to liabilities can now be carried out.
All investors make strategic investment decisions. Some do so implicitly without much
thought, while others go to greater lengths to make them. This is true for both individual
and institutional investors. Investors can make their own decisions or hire investment
advisors or specialist consultants to aid in this process.
Like other investment decisions, an investment strategy can be considered to have two
distinct elements:



an objective (quantitative) element and



a subjective (qualitative) element.

The former is a skill and the latter an art. Because of this, the strategy will always contain
approximations and assumptions and therefore always be somewhat imperfect. It is also
important to be aware of the limitations of an investment strategy once it has been defined.
These limitations often arise from the subjective side of the strategy.
As regards the subjective (qualitative) element, there is a competitive perspective and a
non-competitive perspective. The latter takes the view that markets are efficient, while the
former sees markets more like adaptive systems. There are also perspectives that merge
these two perspectives to various degrees.

Non-competitive perspective
The non-competitive perspective usually considers there to be a positive relationship
between (systematic) risk and expected return and that the purpose of investment strategy
is about finding the appropriate balance of risk and reward that fits the circumstances of the
investor.

This refers to the capital asset pricing approach where returns and risk (as measured by standard
deviation) are linked through the capital market line and the security market line. The key
equation referred to above is:
Rportfolio  R f   portfolio (Rm  R f ) which is well-known to all students of these subjects.

Competitive perspective
The competitive approach considers that this ignores many aspects of how markets operate
in practice, and therefore would result in a simplistic approach to setting investment
strategy.
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Question
Outline the problems that would arise in the investment markets if every investor adopted the
non-competitive approach, believing in efficient markets and CAPM.

Solution
There are two functions of the stock market:


the primary function, to allow companies to issue shares and bonds to investors at an
appropriate price



the secondary function, to allow investors to trade with one another to achieve price
discovery and to ensure that all shares and bonds trade at the ‘correct’ price that reflects
the prospects for the future.

Without these two functions capital will not be allocated efficiently and the economy will function
badly if at all.
If everyone adopts the non-competitive approach, believing in efficient markets and only
adjusting portfolios to determine the desired level of systematic risk, then individual shares are
not traded based on their merits and prospects. They are assumed to be correctly priced and
used as a means of taking on risk. So secondary trading does not happen, and price discovery
fails. Eventually everyone ends up with some form of index tracking portfolio. Incorrectly priced
shares would mean inefficient primary markets and poor allocation of capital in the economy.
As an aside, it would of course also lead to a massive reduction in the number of research analysts
and fund managers in the financial markets, which would be very bad for the economy. If we no
longer aim to gain a competitive advantage from our analysis and knowledge, then the financial
markets would not need so many people.

Investment strategy was briefly covered in Chapter 2. This chapter builds on the material
covered in that chapter and will mostly focus on the non-competitive approach to
investment strategy.
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Brief review of material from earlier subjects
This chapter builds on material from earlier subjects, including: knowing the client in CP1
and asset-liability modelling and environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors in
SP5.

Question
List the steps required to build an ALM.

Solution
1.

The key objectives that investment and funding policy should aim to achieve need to be
clarified. These involve objectives such as:


future ongoing funding levels



future solvency levels



future company contribution rates



the level of risk (performance mismatch between assets and liabilities) that is
prepared to be taken.

2.

Suitable assumptions to use in the study need to be agreed.

3.

Data on the liabilities needs to be collected to carry out the projections. For detailed
liability analysis data on individual members is required to build up an accurate
assessment of the future cashflow projections.

4.

The overall nature of the liabilities is considered — an analysis of current funding level,
maturity and cash flow projections under different scenarios is considered.

5.

An analysis would be carried out to identify how the pension fund might progress in the
future if different investment strategies were adopted.

6.

Different asset mixes would then be analysed in more detail to assess the risks (relative to
the liabilities) and the rewards of each alternative under consideration.

7.

The results would be summarised and presented.
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Knowing the investor

2.1

Introduction

Page 5

It’s essential to know the investor - to get a good understanding of their liabilities and their
assets. Knowing the investor’s circumstances is also essential and this also involves
knowing the prominent behavioural and cultural issues influencing the environment in
which the investor is acting. Many of these aspects were covered in Chapters 2 and 3.
For example:



With a defined benefit pension scheme, it is important to have a full and clear
understanding of the scheme’s liabilities, along with other aspects, such as the
covenant of the employer. The management culture of the company and of the
trustee board will also be important as will understanding the personalities of the
key decision makers.

Question
List three methods that could be used to assess the sponsor covenant for a defined benefit (DB)
scheme.

Solution
Speak to a short-term credit rating agency that specialises in trade credits and trade
counterparties. Obtain a rating from them on the sponsoring company.
Look at the credit derivative markets and establish whether there are any CDSs or credit spread
options available on the sponsor’s bonds, or on any other similar company.
Perform an internal analysis using either published data or internal data (if available). This might
include simple accounting ratios such as income cover, current ratio and gearing, and might also
include qualitative analysis such as the prospects for the sector and the competition in the
industry.



With a sovereign wealth fund, it is important to understand the background to the
fund being set up, the goals and aspirations of the fund along with other political
aspects.

Question
List some possible goals or aspirations for a sovereign wealth fund.
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Solution


Equity between the generations by building a wealth pot and avoiding government debt



Maximising returns, and minimising costs of management.



Stabilising the economy, the currency, or some vital commodity price on which the
economy survives.



Saving the environment, or encouraging ethical investment on a global scale.

The agency issue is important as real people will make the decisions and their characters
and behaviours can be a significant influence on the determination of investment strategy
and how it is managed and monitored. The agency issue is discussed further in Chapter 13.

One of the major flaws in model-driven investment strategies is that human decisions have always
driven economic growth and global trade in the past, and are likely to drive them again in the
future. Models cannot predict human decisions, and are therefore always driving strategy based
on previous decisions, and ignoring future decisions (which may be radically different).

2.2

Governance structure
The type of governance structure in an institution is likely to differ across countries and
organisations, depending on local customs and regulations.
There are many parties involved due to the scale and complexity of an institutional
investment programme. Oversight is the responsibility of a trust board, and typically
handled by an investment committee.
The investment committee’s role is an oversight role (usually referred to as the ‘governing
fiduciary’ role). The handling of day-to-day investment responsibilities requires more
hands-on involvement, so is generally delegated to internal staff or external specialists
(usually referred to as the ‘managing fiduciary’ role).
A fiduciary designation is a high-profile role in some parts of the world, eg the USA, but the
concept is international at least among countries whose legal basis derives from the UK.
The fiduciary term is used here because that is the language normally used, but this section
is not actually about fiduciary status.
Delegation of tasks to specialists is often designed to ensure that an appropriate level of
expertise and resource / focus is applied. Where a governing fiduciary is not sufficiently
expert, does not have the resources or the time necessary to properly manage a task,
delegation is generally the most appropriate means of ensuring the task is properly
handled. Delegation requires both due diligence in selecting the chosen provider, and
on-going monitoring.

It is for this reason that trustees are more commonly outsourcing certain parts of their roles to
actuarial advisors (for example, the role of selecting a ‘best in class’ fund manager, or determining
an appropriate strategic asset benchmark to suit the scheme’s liabilities using an ALM), or to fund
managers (for example, designing structured products to meet certain liabilities, or operating
derivative overlays that manage the risk in the scheme).
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Dynamic liability benchmarks are benchmarks that move dynamically in line with the real-time
valuation of the scheme’s liabilities. When these are given to fund managers, the trustee no
longer makes the decisions about which asset classes to invest in or the proportions to have in
each class. This is outsourced to the fund manager.
Because many parties are involved, an appropriate structure of clear delegation can be the
foundation of sound governance. Effective management of the programme therefore
requires a clear understanding of responsibilities.
A simple high-level governance matrix may take the following form:
Broad area

Policy

Strategy

Example

Define objectives
Annual strategic plan
Strategic asset allocation
Active / passive

Investment
Committee

Staff

Decides

Input / assist

Decides

Recommend

Investment
managers

Manager
Selection

Selection of external
money managers

Reviews

Decide

Security
Selection

Passive

Informed

Oversees

Decide

Reviews

Oversees

Implements

Reporting

Performance reporting
Compliance monitoring

The matrix above only includes three of the relevant parties, and some representative areas
of responsibility, so a full matrix would be much more complex than this. A full roles and
responsibilities worksheet may run to several pages, covering other key roles such as the
custodian and consultant(s). Clearly identifying the nature of responsibilities reduces the
likelihood of gaps or overlaps, important functions (such as oversight) being overlooked, or
conflicts / confusion arising.
Because strategic asset allocation policy is generally not revised frequently, and because it
is the most important vehicle for expressing the objectives and risk tolerance of the
programme, strategic asset allocation policy is most commonly retained by the governing
fiduciary as a direct responsibility, with extensive involvement and advice from specialists
such as consultants.

The strategic asset allocation is the stage of a risk budgeting approach where the core allocation
to the various classes is decided. Strategic risk is the risk that this core investment strategy
underperforms the liabilities (usually modelled by determining an asset portfolio that is expected
to move in line with the liability valuation). This step often accounts for the lion’s share of the risk
budget, with active manager risk adding a relatively small amount to the overall risk budget.
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Hence, under a typical governance structure, the investment committee will typically
establish a policy allocation to what might be considered the primary asset classes. For
most asset classes, the return available to investors in general can be expressed through
an appropriately chosen market index.
These decisions allow the mandates that are given to the managers, to whom day-to-day
selection of securities is delegated, to be expressed in terms of index-based benchmarks.
The policy allocation therefore implies a policy benchmark return against which the success
of the implementation of the policy can be measured.

Since mandates and investment agreements are there in order to:


give a legal framework against which to hire, fire and reward the manager



spell out the rules that must be followed, such as ethical, social and environmental rules
as well as self-investment rules



indicate the target returns



indicate the target risk levels



explain what fees can be charged by the fund manager under what circumstances

... an index-based benchmark is an appropriate tool to measure many of these issues.
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3

Setting the investment objective and establishing risk tolerance

3.1

Introduction
Every investment programme has objectives. There is considerable variation, however, in
how specifically these objectives can be expressed in terms of asset classes or market
indices.
For example, one investor may have an objective that is closely related to a specific asset
market. Consider the portfolio of an insurance company held against its annuity business.
The insurer has liabilities to meet that have many of the characteristics of a fixed income
bond (albeit with some uncertainty arising from the mortality experience of the insured
population). Variations in the net financial position of the business are therefore closely
related to the performance of the asset portfolio relative to the bond-like liability.
As another example, defined benefit pension plans have well-defined liabilities to be met,
namely the benefits that have been promised to plan participants. Objectives are therefore
generally expressed in terms of the impact on the net financial position of the plan: the
excess (or shortfall) of asset over (or below) liabilities.
In contrast, other investors may have objectives unrelated to any specific asset class. For
example, consider a sovereign wealth fund receiving contributions each year that are
greater than its outflows. This fund aims to generate additional returns through the
investment of its assets. Though the fund does not have direct liabilities, it will have
aspirational goals for the ultimate use of the fund. The fund can have a long (and
indeterminable) time horizon and, although its aspirational goals for the use of the fund may
share certain characteristics with some asset classes, there is no direct relationship to any
particular form of investment.

3.2

The trade-off between return and risk; risk tolerance
In practice, one of the key elements of a strategic asset allocation policy decision is finding
a balance between the objectives relating to maximising the returns of an investment
portfolio and the objectives relating to limiting the risks.
We discuss below the nature of risk for certain categories of investor. It is worth noting,
however, that risk is generally multi-faceted and there are multiple time horizons at which
risk might be considered. In general, it is easier to make decisions if risk can be expressed
in practical terms rather than as vague proxies of these specific events (such as the
expected path-wise volatility of the return stream).
In setting a policy that correctly captures the risk tolerance of the investor, it can be helpful
to keep in mind:



As mentioned in Chapter 2, the investor’s risk tolerance will be impacted by their
ability to take risk but also their willingness to take risk. Furthermore, the investor’s
belief about their willingness to bear risk is not necessarily an accurate indicator of
how they will respond in practice to periods of poor performance. Risk tolerance
tends to be overstated during periods of relative stability and understated during
periods of turmoil (in other words, investors collectively become more risk averse
during times of stress – this is often called the ‘flight to quality’). This tendency can
contribute to subsequent capitulation and a ‘buy-high, sell-low’ dynamic. It is not
only individual investors who tend to abandon sound strategies after a period of
poor performance; institutions can display similar behaviour.
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This can be accentuated by turnover among the decision-makers. If the individuals
who experience unwelcome outcomes from investment decisions are not the same
individuals who made the decisions in the first place, it can be more likely that they
will abandon a strategy.

So if a decision is made at one date by a certain group of trustees, which results in
adopting a certain amount of risk (perhaps equity or property risk), when the trustee
board is replaced over time, the next set of trustees may then rebel when markets start to
slide. They might demand that the policy is changed immediately, because they are not
happy with the impact of the market fall on their scheme. If this involves selling equities
and property, then the fund will be forced to sell at the poor market prices at the time.
It is harder to do this if the same group of trustees that took the decision to accept risk
are still in charge. Selling the equities and property would be admitting that they got it
wrong.
To mitigate this tendency, clear expectations should be formed around the inevitable rough
patches that any investment strategy will experience. The range of possible outcomes
should be understood and communicated, ideally with an indication of the environment(s)
or circumstances in which the strategy can be expected to perform least well.

Question
Describe what is meant by ‘triggers’ and explain how triggers can be used to develop a plan for
certain unpleasant events.

Solution
Triggers are key events that can cause pre-determined investment actions to be undertaken.
Examples of those actions include hedging more scheme liabilities with swaps and bonds when
interest rates rise to a certain level, or hedging inflation risk with index-linked bonds when
inflation rises to a certain level or hedging inflation risk when Quantitative Easing is restarted (QE
can result in higher inflation).
Triggers can be used to plan a risk management strategy ahead of the risks arising. For example,
if the trustees adopt a strategy that involves equities in the fund, they may put in a trigger that, as
equity markets rise and profits accrue, the fund slowly switches out of equities at certain
prescribed levels of an equity index. The same can be used for ‘unpleasant’ events such as a
market crash or a fall in interest rates when the scheme is not fully duration hedged. A trigger to
sell equities at certain level will ensure that the fund acts on an escape route in the event of a
market crash. Similarly a scheme might move into LDI assets when interest rates fall to certain
levels to reduce the risk of further losses.
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The investor’s circumstances - estimating the liabilities
A key element in assessing an investor’s circumstances is estimating and projecting the
investor’s liabilities. Where the investor has no direct liabilities as such, the investor will
still likely have aspirations and ideas in mind for the monies being invested.
Some investors will have quite defined liabilities and these will be a significant element in
determining the investor’s circumstances – for example, establishing and projecting the
liabilities for a pension fund or an insurance company will usually involve a considerable
actuarial exercise and will be a significant input to decision-making process for their
investment strategy.
Some high net worth individuals will have more assets than their liabilities and have few
specific direct liabilities to consider when assessing their circumstances. However, their
aspirational goals will need to be considered when determining their investment objectives
and their risk tolerance.
The process of estimating and projecting the liabilities will have two elements to it:



a subjective one, involving setting the assumptions for future expected returns and
the expected variation in returns, and



an objective element, involving carrying out the actuarial estimates and projections.

The assumptions will also be used for sensitivity testing key parameters and for scenario
modelling. The main general assumptions will be related to inflation and earnings inflation
and there will be other assumptions needed for the future incidence of particular liabilities.
The outcome of the process will be a projected distribution of the liabilities / the cost of the
investor’s aspirational goals.

4.1

Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) considerations
Environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors were introduced in subject SP5,
Chapter 9.
Refer back to SP5 ‘the regulatory and legislative environment’ chapter for a description of
ESG factors (added to the Subject SP5 course for the 2020/21 session).
Even though the primary function of institutional investment is the generation of investment
returns, the investment process does not exist independently of the wider economy and the
society of which it is part.

In other words, if the investment process is carried out badly or inefficiently, many people and
business in the wider economy and the wider society will lose out. The business that has
promised the pension liabilities will find that these liabilities become more expensive if the assets
are not wisely invested. The people expecting the proceeds of a pension or a life insurance
savings product will find that they get less at the end of the period than they expected.
Companies that are planning to raise finance for investment will find that the market is not
efficient in providing them capital at the right price. If investment policies do not respect peoples’
environmental and ethical wishes, society may find that it is funding the very things that it hopes
to eliminate. Even governments need to raise money to provide the benefits that have been
promised. The process of issuing debt to institutional investors is an important one to ensure that
these benefits can be paid.
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As Peter Drucker wrote:
‘Any institution exists for the sake of society and within a community. It, therefore, has to
have impacts; and one is responsible for one’s impacts. In the society of institutions of the
developed countries, the leadership groups, that is, the managers of the various
institutions, also have to take social responsibility, have to think through the values, the
beliefs, the commitments of their society, and have to assume leadership responsibility
beyond the discharge of the specific and limited mission of their institutions.’
Source: Management: Tasks, Responsibilities, Practices by Peter F Drucker.
There has, in recent years, been an increase in the expectations for institutional investors
with regard to the ‘wider impacts’ of which Drucker speaks. These expectations vary across
sectors of the industry, and differ greatly between different countries. The overall pattern,
however, has been one of more attention being paid to these matters.
For example, as mentioned in an earlier chapter, consideration of ESG factors forms part of
investors’ fiduciary duty to act in the best interests of beneficiaries. In the UK this has been
clarified for pension fund trustees by The Pensions Regulator’s guidance.
Source: https://www.thepensionsregulator.gov.uk/en/document-library/regulatoryguidance/db-investment/investing-to-fund-db
and
https://www.thepensionsregulator.gov.uk/en/trustees/managing-dc-benefits/investmentguide-for-dc-pension-schemesThis says ‘when considering investment decisions/setting investment strategy, you should
take into account all ESG and other factors that are financially material to the performance
of an investment’.
In relation to ‘non-financial factors’, The Pensions Regulator’s guidance continues to say
that ‘trustees may take account of non-financial factors:

4.2



if they have good reason to think that scheme members share a particular view, and



their decision does not risk significant financial detriment to the fund’.

ESG investment policies
ESG considerations may appear in two main forms:



constraining the investible universe to limit or favour those companies which
comply with a given ESG criterion (for example, not investing into companies that
manufacture weapons)



using the investment fund to promote ESG within the companies (ie using voting
power to encourage a company to adopt various ESG considerations in its
operations).

The United Nations-backed Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) defines responsible
investment as ‘a strategy and practice to incorporate environmental, social and governance
(ESG) factors in investment decisions and active ownership’.
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Source:
https://www.unpri.org/pri/an-introduction-to-responsible-investment/what-is-responsibleinvestment.
For the Investment Association’s definition, see:
https://www.theia.org/sites/default/files/2019-11/20191118iaresponsibleinvestmentframework.pdf
There are differing views on the impact of ESG on the portfolio. One perspective is that
applying ESG constraints will lead to a reduction of the potential investment return because
a smaller universe is likely to result in compromised performance compared to an
unconstrained, larger universe.

Investment managers should, in theory, be able to increase returns if they have a larger universe
to search for value. If you believe in the skills of active managers, then limiting their searches to
only those companies that are deemed ethical will reduce that universe and therefore reduce
portfolio returns. This will in turn increase the cost of funding the liabilities. This is a negative
view on ESG.
Another perspective is that selecting companies with strong ESG credentials tilts the
portfolio towards companies which may be more successful in future (or stay in business
for longer) and therefore the ESG constraints act as a filter to identify future profitable
enterprises. See the Appendix for the results of some empirical studies on the impact of
ESG.

So if we believe that good ethical business will survive in the long term, and that less ethical
businesses will fail, it is good to tilt an investment portfolio to ethical companies. It may result in
poor performance in the short term, but should result in holding strong companies in the long
term.
Even if a reduction in performance is anticipated, the investor may conclude that this
reduction is acceptable if they achieve other benefits in the form of knowing they are acting
for a social good. Such situations may arise in investors who are not fully profit motivated
– for example, sovereign wealth funds or particular endowments.

If a company that exploits cheap third world labour produces a higher return on equity than a
company that does not, some investors will feel that the lower return on equity is worthwhile to
achieve the feel-good factor of not having financed third world labour.
In any event, ESG policies should be designed to ensure that financial interests – the
primary purpose of the programme – are not unduly compromised in pursuit of ESG goals.
Accordingly, five questions to be asked when putting together a policy are:



What is the impact on the expected level of investment return?



What are the risks associated with the policy?



How will the policy be implemented?



Does the policy have broad stakeholder acceptance?



Is the policy properly documented?
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In order to determine the impact on returns, we need a benchmark to compare it with. This
would be the portfolio that we ‘would have had’ if we hadn’t imposed the ESG limitations, which
is entirely subjective. In reality few, if any, funds look back at this and try to measure the impact.
One challenge of ESG investing is the availability and quality of ESG information. Another is
identifying the relevance and materiality of the information to investment performance.
Several commercial data providers produce ESG ratings for individual companies, including
Bloomberg, CDP, MSCI, RepRisk, Sustainalytics and Thomson Reuters. However, the
correlation between the different providers’ scores is relatively low (perhaps, in part,
because their scores have different objectives).
Source: Florian Berg, Julian F. Koelbel, and Roberto Rigobon (2019) Aggregate Confusion:
The Divergence of ESG Ratings. MIT Sloan School Working Paper 5822-19
An increasing number of asset managers are developing their own proprietary ESG scores.
Much of the recent empirical ESG research is from data providers and asset managers
seeking to demonstrate that their ESG scoring system successfully captures those ESG
characteristics that contribute to enhanced investment performance.

Such companies will have an incentive to demonstrate that the results of the research are
positive, and that ESG scoring is achieving what investors desire.
Source: Khan et al (2016) and Barclays (2018) both used ESG data from the data provider
MSCI.
Although ESG factors may be viewed as sources of increasing risk, they are also sources of
opportunity. For example, governments around the world are committing to ambitious
goals on climate, energy and sustainable development. Major investment will be needed if
these goals are to be met. Companies and assets that contribute towards the goals may
face a more benign policy and regulatory environment, and potentially benefit from
incentives and subsidies.
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ESG investment approaches
ESG considerations are relevant to all asset classes and at all stages of the investment
process:



Investment objectives – Some investors may have ESG-related objectives, such as
having a positive social or environmental impact through their investments.



Investment beliefs – These include beliefs about the way ESG factors will affect
investment markets and the extent to which different investment management
techniques can capture those effects.



Asset allocation – ESG factors may affect the expected returns and volatility of
those returns over the long-term, so should be considered when parameterising
asset-liability models. Investors may wish to avoid or seek out certain asset classes
for ESG reasons (for example, some may view commodity mining as problematic
from an ESG perspective if it is linked to poor human rights standards).



Manager selection and monitoring – If external asset managers are appointed, then
their ESG beliefs, expertise, policies and processes can form part of the selection
process. Any specific ESG requirements should be documented in the investment
management agreement. Ongoing monitoring can ensure these requirements are
met and that ESG policies and processes are being implemented effectively.



Security selection – Analysis of possible investments can include consideration of
ESG factors (see section 4.4 below).



Portfolio construction and monitoring – The overall ESG characteristics of the
portfolio can be studied using individual metrics such as greenhouse gas emissions
or aggregate ratings covering groups of ESG factors. This can help to manage
aggregate exposures to ESG risks and opportunities.



Exercise of ownership rights – ESG topics are frequently a focus of voting and
engagement activities (see section 4.5 below). Investors may use engagement to
obtain ESG information that can inform their investment decisions and/or to
encourage companies to adopt better ESG practices.



Reporting – There is increasing demand for investors to be more transparent about
their ESG approaches and outcomes. This could include publication of ESG
policies, stewardship reports, voting records, the ESG characteristics of portfolios
and the disclosure requirements of the Taskforce on Climate-related Financial
Disclosures (see Chapter 7).
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If this is listed as:




Beliefs
Objectives
Security Selection






Construction
Reporting
Allocation
Manager Selection




Monitoring
Ownership Rights Exercise

It makes the acronym BOSS CRAMS MORE.

4.4

ESG in investment decisions
Approaches to ESG in security selection and portfolio construction can be grouped into
three broad areas – integration, screening and thematic. These approaches can be applied
with either active or passive management.

Integration
The PRI (remember this is the UN-backed body, Principles for Responsible Investment) defines
ESG integration as ‘the systematic and explicit inclusion of material ESG factors into
investment analysis and investment decisions’. ESG integration alone does not necessarily
prohibit any investments and such strategies could invest in any business, sector or
geography as long as the ESG risks of such investments are identified and taken into
account.
ESG integration is increasingly common in actively managed strategies, particularly for
equities. The methods used vary widely, with some asset managers placing much greater
emphasis on ESG factors than others.
ESG integration is possible in passively managed strategies by tracking an index that
incorporates ESG factors in its construction. For example, the MSCI ESG Universal indices
reweight companies according to their MSCI ESG rating and whether that rating has
increased, decreased or stayed the same over the previous year.

The adoption of such indices can have profound impacts on the investment industry. Inclusion in
such an index means that many tracking funds will buy the shares of the company and support
the price. However, inclusion in the index (or not) may be made on very subjective criteria, giving
those making such determinations a great deal of power.

Screening
Screening uses ESG criteria either to exclude securities from the investment universe
(negative screening) or to define those securities which are included (positive screening).
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Common negative screens are companies associated with controversial weapons, tobacco,
gambling or coal, or companies that are in serious breach of the UN Global Compact
principles.
Source: https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles
Such screens might reflect ethical principles, social norms or a view that certain types of
company represent unacceptable levels of financial risk.
Positive screening may set minimum ESG criteria that must be met for a security to be
eligible for investment. For example, the FTSE4Good indices only include companies with a
FTSE ESG score above a threshold level. Alternatively, the approach may be a ‘best in
class’ one where the investment universe consists of the companies with the highest ESG
ratings in each sector.

The first method will result in the number of companies in the index changing, in a similar way to
an index that includes companies with market capitalisations above a certain level. The second
method will result in a stable number of companies being included in the index, in the same way
as, for example, the FTSE100 includes only the top 100 irrespective of their absolute market
capitalisations.

Thematic
Themed approaches select securities using environmental and/or social themes. Example
themes include renewable energy, resource efficiency, sustainable transport, education,
affordable healthcare and financial inclusion.
Another type of themed approach is investment in bonds where the proceeds are earmarked
for specific environmental or social purposes, known as green bonds and social impact
bonds respectively. There has been rapid growth in the issuance of such bonds, especially
green bonds, although they are currently still concentrated in certain sectors and countries.
The three ESG approaches – integration, screening and thematic – can be applied
individually or in combination. For example, a strategy might invest in securities that fit
certain environmental themes, selecting them from within that universe using fundamental
analysis that integrates ESG and financial criteria, and excluding any companies that
breach the UN Global Compact principles.

4.5

ESG and stewardship
The exercise of ownership rights – also known as active ownership – is often seen as a core
part of responsible investment. Note, however, that voting and engagement can be used to
address questions and concerns relating to corporate strategy, performance, risk
management and capital structure, as well as those relating to ESG topics.
Engagement is a process of dialogue between investors and relevant parties. Most often,
the dialogue is with company management. A common topic for discussion is requests for
additional disclosures about ESG factors, to assist the investor in incorporating them into
the investment process. For example, BlackRock, a large asset manager, has called on
companies to align their reporting with the TCFD (Taskforce on Climate-related Financial

Disclosures is a body set up by the Federation for Small Businesses to give recommendations on
financial reporting) recommendations and the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board
(SASB) disclosure standards.
Source: https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/investor-relations/larry-fink-ceo-letter
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The investor may also encourage the company to address shortcomings in its ESG
approach. For example, it might encourage separation of the chairman and chief executive
roles, enhancing the gender balance of the board and senior management, improving the
accident rate or reducing fossil fuel use.
Investors may also engage with other relevant parties, such as industry bodies, regulators
and policymakers (an activity that is sometimes described as policy advocacy). This is
particularly well-suited to sector-wide and market-wide issues that affect many companies
in similar ways. For example, investors might respond to consultations on ESG disclosure
requirements, corporate governance codes and audit reform, and back calls for stronger
government action and greater policy certainty in relation to climate change.
Note that engagement need not be limited to equity investors. Debt investors also have
opportunities to influence company management, particularly when companies are
refinancing, and all investors have an interest in market-wide topics. Investors in illiquid
assets such as private debt, private equity, property and infrastructure have a strong
incentive to engage since they will want to be sure their long-term risks are appropriately
managed.
Voting rights are an important tool for shareholders to hold company management to
account. It is therefore good practice for equity investors to exercise their votes as far as
practicable, adopting a considered position on each resolution rather than automatically
voting in line with management. They may employ a third party to make voting
recommendations, which may or may not be tailored to the investor’s own voting policy.

For many decades the necessity for large institutions to utilise their voting rights has been a hot
topic. Manager bonuses are one area where shareholders have managed to act in unison to veto
certain schemes in the past. ESG is harder to manage since there is a much greater level of
subjectivity, and large institutions manage funds on behalf of a huge variety of investors.
Ensuring that the principles being promoted by the voting power are acceptable to all
stakeholders is very difficult in reality.
Voting can be a tool to express dissatisfaction with the company’s practices. For example,
an investor might vote against the chair of the remuneration committee if there are
concerns about executive remuneration policy or against the chair of the board if the
company does not appear to be taking climate risks seriously. In some circumstances, a
shareholder may be able to file its own resolution, perhaps requesting that companies
disclose extra information or amend certain business practices.
The term stewardship may be used interchangeably with active ownership to describe the
activities above. Various countries have stewardship codes that set out voluntary
principles of best practice, including the UK, US, Australia, Japan and South Africa. The
International Corporate Governance Network (ICGN) has published a set of Global
Stewardship Principles.

Here is a reminder of some of the key terms introduced in the last section:
Integration

the systematic and explicit inclusion of material ESG factors into
investment analysis and investment decisions

Screening

deriving a system that either excludes some securities or bonds that do
not meet certain criteria, or defining a set of securities that do meet
certain criteria (negative or positive screening)
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Thematic

selecting securities using environmental and/or social themes, such as
fossil fuels, labour laws, ...

Active ownership

the use of voting power to encourage companies to move in a certain
direction

Stewardship

this is another term for active ownership.
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5

Establishing the investible universe open to the investor

5.1

The investible universe narrative
Determining the investible universe open to the investor is key. The narrative created will
be important in determining the power of the investment strategy created.
Most investors will stick to norms such as considering a standard group of asset classes.
The typical ones are:


domestic equities



global equities



domestic government bonds



global investment grade government bonds



domestic corporate bonds



global corporate bonds



domestic property.

Other investors may expand their universe in search of non-traditional assets. This can be
a profitable but dangerous strategy, as investors are often judged against the performance
of their peers. If most similar investors are following the same strategy, and it subsequently
goes wrong, criticism is muted.

One of the key behavioural finance themes that impacts this situation is regret aversion. If losses
are made at the same time as all other investors are making losses, the negative utility is muted.
However, if a decision is made that exposes the investor to making losses when everyone else is
doing fine, then that leads to extreme ‘regret’. This can lead to investors avoiding making the
decision to depart from the norm in the first place.
Indeed, if enough investors are experiencing adverse outcomes at the same time, it is likely
that a collective solution will be found (such as a government rescue). On the other hand, if
a single investor deviates from the peer group their returns could be substantially higher
than others, but also substantially lower if they are wrong. If they are wrong, the single
investor is likely to be heavily criticised and is likely to lose clients.
Most investors therefore follow norms, considering like John Maynard Keynes, that ‘worldly
wisdom teaches that it is better for reputation to fail conventionally than to succeed
unconventionally’. This arguably creates opportunities for those that are willing to explore
beyond the established investment norms, and who can tolerate the criticism if they fail.

5.2

Investment strategy as a non-zero-sum decision
Normally investment decisions are a zero-sum game (ignoring transaction costs). For every
buyer there must be a seller (even in the primary markets, the seller would be the company
itself). As prices move after the transaction, one side will gain an advantage while the other
will suffer a loss or regret. There is no net gain or loss from the transaction. In aggregate
across all investors this will hold.
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However, there will be frequent situations where one group of market participants (for
example, corporations trying to hedge currency exposure) create a natural imbalance in the
market (they all seek to engage in the same side of a trade) which can be exploited by a
speculator willing to take the other side. The overall transaction is still zero-sum, but there
is now a valid transfer of wealth from the hedgers to the speculators (along with a transfer
of risk). Both sides are comfortable with this exchange.

It still applies that there is a buyer for every seller, and that gains and losses are a zero-sum game.
However, if a large group of investors is determined to trade in a particular way (for example
companies selling US dollars forward for sterling to hedge foreign currency profits), then the
market FX price can be pushed to unrealistic and inefficient levels. At these levels, speculators
who are willing to do the opposite trade can be very sure that their trade will result in a profit as
the exchange rates revert to the norm, and the companies will crystallise a loss. If the companies
are happy with this and the speculators are happy with this, then the trade goes ahead.
Different rates of tax or regulations may also create natural excess demand or excess
supply for certain assets at particular times, which can be exploited by traders willing to
take the other side.

For example, if a company can borrow at 100 bp over government securities in one country, but
finds that it needs to pay 150 bp over government bonds in a second country, there exists an
opportunity to borrow in the first currency and swap the proceeds in the swap market into the
second currency. The result for the company is the same, but it can save 50 bp (less costs) in the
process.
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6

Setting investment market assumptions

6.1

Introduction
Assumptions regarding the expected returns from each asset class will need to be
established, along with assumptions regarding the likely future variation in those returns.
For equity returns, one approach to deriving the expected return on equity is based on the
capital asset pricing model:
Cost of equity = Risk-free rate + (Equity risk premium x Beta for stock(s)).
The term ‘least risk interest rate’ is often used in place of ‘risk-free rate’ following the
financial crisis in 2008-2009. This rate should be no higher than the highest rated
government bond yield.
The equity risk premium is typically determined based on historical average excess return
on equities over government bonds. Similarly, the beta is determined by analysing the
historical sensitivity of the return on the stock(s) to the returns on the market as a whole. If
the assumption is in relation to the whole market, then a beta of one is used.

The difficulties in deriving these assumptions are obvious. The beta can be measured by looking
at market returns and risk-free returns over a 5-year, 10-year, 30-year or 80-year time period.
Each one will give a completely different result. Risk-free assets are only risk-free until the
investor realises what the risk is. Government bonds are unlikely to be risk-free, and the yield on
government bonds is different for every term.
This model assumes that the markets are interested only in systematic risk. CAPM was
discussed further in Chapter 10. Despite its shortcomings it is still used in practice, mostly
due to the lack of an easy alternative approach. Other approaches exist that are based on
multi-factor models or Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) along with variants of CAPM
(eg consumption based and multi-currency models).
When setting the expected return on fixed interest securities a number of factors need to be
considered:



the projected investment horizon



the date at which the assumptions are made



the credit quality of the institution issuing the security



the currency of the security



the liquidity of the security.

Local regulations and professional guidance should also be considered.
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This can be recalled as MAD CHIC:

6.2



Marketability



Assumption Date



Currency



Horizon for Investment



Credit risk.

Challenges when setting investment return assumptions
A number of challenges exist when setting investment return assumptions:



challenges with historical data



challenges defining risk



challenges when setting risk assumptions.

Challenges with historical data
The chief input to the setting of return assumption is usually historical data. There is often
not enough of it to be statistically significant (or enough that is homogeneous), making the
process more difficult.
Another significant factor limiting the accuracy of assumptions is that the historical
experience from which models are built can be a poor guide to what may occur in the future.
There are several reasons for this.



Regime Change
Market behaviour is not constant. Regime change may occur for many reasons,
including the reaction of investors themselves to past patterns. A long time series
may be helpful for theoretical statistical analysis but many of the earlier data points
may be irrelevant because the environment in which they occurred is very different
from the current one.
Example: for several decades until the early-1980s, small cap stocks in the USA
produced returns that exceeded those of large cap stocks by more than 3% per
annum. This was a material premium, even given the greater risk associated with
small cap stocks. As more investors became aware of this pattern, small cap
investing became more popular, pushing prices up. The return premium has been
significantly smaller for the subsequent 30 years.



Fluctuations in valuation
A period of strong performance can be the result of an increase in the valuation
placed by the market rather than necessarily the result of fundamentals. (Similarly,
poor performance can be due to a reduction in valuation.)
Continuing excess performance would require ever-increasing valuations, ie a
bubble. Indeed, to the extent that the high or low valuation is expected to revert to
more typical levels, strong past performance can be associated with poor
subsequent performance. The present impact of Quantitative Easing is arguably
resulting in artificially strong investment returns, and therefore should mean
reduced expectations regarding future performance.
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Example: strategies with high fixed income components performed very strongly
over the prolonged period of declining interest rates that started in the early 1980s.
Commenting in 2010 on the sustainability of this performance, Ben Inker of GMO, an
investment manager, noted that, ‘the yield of a treasury note went from 13.7% to
2.4% over the period. To say that a repeat of this performance is unlikely is a
profound understatement. From today’s yields it would be impossible.’



Random variation
Historical experience represents only one of the many possible outcomes that could
have occurred. Even to the extent that the underlying distribution of returns
remained constant over the period in question, historical data is not necessarily an
accurate depiction of the full underlying distribution.
The existence of fat tails (ie a non-normal distribution, as typically occurs in actual
return distributions) would magnify these variations in observed characteristics.

For each asset class a compromise will need to be made between statistical significance
and relevance of historical data, to determine the appropriate length of the dataset used.
Similar considerations also apply to determining correlations between asset classes,
although in this case equivalent data will be required for both asset classes which will
further limit the length of the dataset that can be used.

Question
List some other examples of issues that can lead to historical data becoming irrelevant or
misleading.

Solution
Regime change: Global trade agreements have been steadily increased over a period of many
decades, which has led to increasing internationalisation. Companies that are large enough to
benefit from this globalisation have profited, and those too small or domestically based have
struggled. This has led to significant trade imbalances which threaten the stability of the global
economy, and there are signs that the free trade of the past may become more limited over the
future decades.
Regime change: The world’s population has grown strongly over most of the last 5 decades, which
has led to ever-increasing demand and ever-increasing spending. However, changes to climate
and the environment are limiting human population growth, which may now stabilise. This will
have an impact on demand growth in future decades.
Fluctuation in valuation: residential property in certain major cities has increased consistently and
strongly for many decades. Prices and valuations in many cases have reached levels that are
unaffordable for subsequent generations. At these levels the return on such an investment may
well be limited or negative.
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Challenges defining risk
Setting the risk assumptions is even more difficult as it is often problematic to define risk.
Ideally the investment strategist should aim to strike a balance between creating a good
narrative on risk and having a useful measure of risk, but there can be a trade-off. Having
said that, risk tends to be more stable over time than returns (ie the volatility of an asset
does not change as rapidly as its return does).

Multi-faceted nature of risk
Although the asset allocation decision is generally framed as a trade-off between expected
return and expected risk, there are many forms of risk that might be relevant, and many time
horizons over which it might be measured.
Even though the ultimate objective of most institutional investors is a long-term objective,
in practice several different time horizons are relevant.
For example, an investor may base their analysis of expected risk and return on a ten-year
horizon. In that case, it is not only the position at the end of the ten years that is relevant in
assessing risk, but also the path taken. The ups and downs that are experienced within the
ten-year horizon of the analysis are as much a feature of risk as the final outcome, because
they may require the investor to take action in the meantime (for example, altering pension
fund sponsor funding rates, or to arrange margin payments on a long-term derivative).

Challenges when setting risk assumptions
Limitations of historical data in modelling risk
Although the volatility of a return series is sometimes used as a proxy for the risk of an
investment, the most significant aspects of risk are generally related to what might happen
under adverse investment outcomes rather than unexpected positive outcomes. In other
words, while expected return depends on the full distribution of potential outcomes, risk is
largely focused on the adverse portion of the distribution (sometimes referred to as the ‘left
tail’.) Note that ‘adverse’ does not necessarily mean a negative return – it depends on the
position held by the investor. A seller of call options for example would be adversely
affected by a rise in market prices.
Accurate modelling of the tails of return distributions is notoriously challenging. Typical
return patterns display leptokurtosis (fat tails), meaning that extreme outcomes occur more
frequently than under a normal distribution. Hence, it is generally inappropriate to assume
a normal distribution when modelling the tails of distributions.
Because of its flexibility and ease of use, the normal distribution can be a useful
assumption in many other situations. As emphasised above, the key is to recognise the
limitations of any particular approach.
Example: if returns from a stock market are normally distributed with an annual average
return of 8% and standard deviation of 16% (these being the approximate values for the
S&P500 index since 1970), then the probability of experiencing a one-day return of –7% or
worse would be less than 1 in 1012 (1 in a trillion). However, daily returns worse than –7%
have occurred for the S&P500 on 6 days since 1970 (2 days during the October 1987 market
crash and 4 days during the height of the 2008 financial crisis). This should have been
statistically impossible.
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A second reason that the accurate modelling of the tails of return distributions is difficult is
that, because they relate to only a part of the full distribution, only a small portion of the full
historical dataset is directly relevant. Hence, the comments above concerning the
challenges of using historical data as a guide to the future become particularly pertinent
when considering left tail events: there is very little relevant past data to tell us how markets
may behave even in moderately extreme events.

The two key problems with modelling tails of distributions using historical data are:


the fact that the normal curve is one that is mathematically tractable, and as such is the
most commonly used in practice. There are host of others, but none are more or less
justifiable than any of the others. However, the results of the analysis of extreme tails will
be very dependent on which one is selected.



trying to model the tail is difficult because there are very few historical data points in the
tail; particularly in the extreme tail.

This means that when modelling tails for capital adequacy purposes, the extreme events that the
regulation is trying to protect companies from are the very events that the model is particularly
bad at predicting.

6.3

Case studies on risk
A number of case studies are set out below to highlight the multi-faceted nature of risk:

Long-Term Capital Management: over-leverage combined with
overdependence on a model
Long-Term Capital Management (LTCM) was a hedge fund created in 1994 by John
Meriweather (who had enjoyed a very successful trading career on Wall St.) Among its
founding partners were Robert Merton and Myron Scholes, who were to share the 1997
Nobel Prize in Economics for their work on the valuation of stock options.
The primary strategy that the hedge fund followed was to take highly leveraged fixed
income arbitrage positions, including positions on the spreads between the yields on
less-liquid securities and the yields on the most liquid securities. In 1998, when Russia
unexpectedly defaulted on some of its sovereign debt, those spreads widened more sharply
than the fund’s models had considered possible. Other investors who had taken similar
positions as LTCM were forced to liquidate them in order to cover their losses, further
driving prices down.
LTCM’s size and connections to other institutions made its problems potentially
contagious, sparking fears of a chain reaction that could damage the wider economy.
Despite a bailout by its major creditors (orchestrated by the Federal Reserve Bank of New
York) the fund eventually dissolved in 2000. The positions that LTCM had taken did –
eventually – prove profitable, but the leverage used by the fund meant that it was not in a
position to maintain those positions for long enough to benefit.
In his account of the story of LTCM (titled When Genius Failed) Roger Lowenstein assesses
Robert Merton’s reaction after the event as follows: ‘Though tacitly conceding that the
models had failed, he insisted that the solution was to design ever-more elaborate and
sophisticated models. The notion that relying on any formulaic model posed inescapable
risks eluded him.’
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The South Sea Company: the archetypal stock bubble
There is no shortage of bubbles that could be used to illustrate the dynamics of markets
when extreme momentum takes place. That they have been so common throughout history
highlights that human nature, and the nature of financial markets, provide the raw
conditions that create bubbles (and subsequent crashes).
The broad details of South Sea Company stock are as follows. The South Sea Company
was a British company, formed in 1711 as a public-private partnership to consolidate and
reduce the national debt (due to the on-going War of Spanish Succession). In return the
company was promised a monopoly of all trade to the Spanish colonies in South America.
The monopoly was granted on the expectation of securing widespread trading concessions
from Spain in the peace treaty. The future prospect of trade in these commodity-rich
colonies and the potential profits to be made, attracted investors, who thought this would
be realised when war came to an end.
South Sea Company’s shares rose, which had a knock-on effect on shares of similar trading
companies; wild speculation commenced, and shares rose to spectacular heights. The
bubble period started in earnest in 1720, with the price rising from £100 to around £1000 per
share in a year, an astonishing rise for such a large company. When £1000 per share was
reached selling ensued and the price began to fall; bankruptcies among (leveraged)
investors became prevalent, which increased selling (and short-selling) further. The stock
crashed, ruining a large number of people who had invested late, in many cases with
borrowed money.
This episode established a model that has been repeated in many venues since. Among the
features that combine to make such events possible are:



An apparently plausible rationale for why the opportunity is so attractive (in this
case the potential profits from the opening up of trade with the New World). A
justification can nearly always be found.



The suspension of judgment. Intelligence alone does not protect investors from
being engulfed by a bubble mentality. Sir Isaac Newton – arguably one the most
intelligent men ever to have lived – is reputed to have lost a large sum of money in
the South Sea crash (the equivalent in 2017 money of more than two million
pounds).



The availability of borrowed money to buy into the bubble. In the case of the South
Sea Company, the company itself lent investors money to purchase its own stock!



Euphoria and a fear of missing out. When others make large profits, it becomes
difficult to sit on the sidelines and miss out.

Madoff: when something sounds too good to be true, it probably isn’t true
Madoff Investment Securities represents one of the largest financial frauds in history. The
mechanics of the fraud consisted, in essence, of a Ponzi scheme. A Ponzi scheme (named
after Charles Ponzi, who used it in the 1920s) basically uses inflows from new clients to
generate ‘returns’ for older investors. A constant flow of new money creates the illusion of
returns being generated within the fund.
The fraud ran from 1991 (or earlier) until 2008, when there were no longer sufficient assets
(or new inflows) to meet outflow requests. Total investor losses ran into billions of dollars.
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For investors accustomed to assessing risk using a standard framework – whether the
framework is one based on ‘likelihood of loss’ multiplied by ‘size of potential loss’, or a
model output such as value-at-risk or any other type of model – the Madoff scandal simply
does not fit. Few investors researching potential money managers include a question on
their evaluation scoresheet that asks: ‘what is the probability that this manager is operating
fraudulently?’
Those investors who did have suspicions sufficient to avoid investing were ones who were
able to see beyond the narrow risk considerations that apply in normal circumstances. The
ability (and the propensity) to ask ‘what might we be missing?’ can sometimes be an
essential component of risk management.

Barings Bank: doubling down in the face of losses
Between 1992 and 1995 (when the losses came to light), Nick Leeson, a trader in Barings
Bank's Singapore office, incurred almost £1 billion of losses, enough to bring the 233-year
old bank down.
There was little effective oversight or monitoring of the positions he took: as well as being
the chief trader, he also oversaw operations including the settlement of trades, a dual role
which allowed him to hide losses more easily. These losses were hidden in a fake client
account, allowing the trading office to show a profit. That account was initially set up as an
error account (an account to handle client losses that occurred as a result of a trading
error).
Although the trading that Leeson carried out was believed by his supervisors to be low-risk
arbitrage trading (mainly in derivatives on Japanese markets), the trading in the error
account was not. In his efforts to recoup earlier losses, he traded ever larger positions, but
only made further losses. Eventually, when an earthquake struck Japan in early 1995 and
the Japanese stock market fell sharply, the losses grew so large that they could no longer
be hidden. What had started in 1992 as a £20,000 loss eventually reached more than
£800 million.
One obvious lesson from this episode concerns the lack of effective oversight - or indeed
adequate understanding of the strategies being followed - on the part of the head office.
Also significant, however, is the role that the personal incentives on Leeson himself played
in his behaviour. Although the initial loss would have been unwelcome for the bank, it
would have been bearable. It was clearly not in the bank's interest to try to make up the
losses by doubling down on risky positions. The risk-reward incentives for Leeson himself,
however, were different – a situation compounded by the behavioural tendency of loss
aversion.
The misalignment of incentives between individual traders and the firm employing them is a
persistent feature of many trading environments. The doubling-down behaviour seen at
Barings has been a factor in other large trading losses seen over the years.

These historical events are included in the course for the general issues that they raise, rather
than for the exact details on the events themselves. The general issues are important ones for
any investor.
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Setting assumptions regarding the interaction between asset classes
As well as the expected returns of each asset class, and the risk of each asset class,
another important input to asset allocation modelling is the nature of the interaction
between asset classes.
This interaction is important because:
(a)

it determines how effective diversification is in reducing risk

(b)

it determines how effective certain asset classes are in the hedging of an investor’s
liabilities (notably for investors such as defined benefit pension plans that have
bond-like liability structures).

An investor might invest in US junk bonds because they add a diversifying asset class to their
portfolio, or because they have liabilities in dollars that are likely to be correlated to the
movement in low-quality credit.
The interaction between asset classes is typically described using the correlation measure.
As a general rule, correlation provides a good first-order description of the degree of
interaction between asset classes, but not a full description. It is, in that sense, analogous
to the use of standard deviation as a measure of the risk of an asset class. Correlation
becomes a less reliable metric when the relationship between asset classes is non-linear.
For example, recall ‘flight to quality’, defined earlier as referring to instances when investors
in aggregate become more negative about the market outlook and move money into a safe
haven asset (typically US treasuries, or other assets regarded as ‘safest available’). The
correlation between other ‘unsafe’ asset classes in this scenario typically increases sharply
during such periods, ie their values fall together as money flows out of all asset classes
other than the safe haven asset. This means that the risk-mitigating effect that might be
expected from holding a diversified portfolio in falling markets sometimes proves much less
than anticipated.

The statement ‘money flows out of all asset classes’ can be misleading. Of course, as mentioned
earlier, for every seller there is a buyer, so money does not flow out of or into anything. But if at
one time there are a great many ‘potential’ or ‘keen’ sellers, and very few buyers around, then
the market detects that no trades can be arranged at the current market level. Very few sellers
will actually trade at the high market level, but the market price will be reduced quickly to find the
level at which there are an equal number of willing buyers and sellers. This concept is often
referred to as ‘money flowing out of’ an asset class or market. When markets crash, very few
people sell on the way down, and the best strategy for an institution is usually to do the hard
work in advance of the market crash and not wait until it happens.
The strength of the ‘flight to quality’ instinct among investors was demonstrated in August
2011 when Standard & Poor’s downgraded US government-issued debt from AAA to AA.
Normally, a ratings downgrade means bonds are more risky causing their price to fall.
However, in this case, the price of US Treasury securities rose. The most plausible
explanation for this reaction is that the downgrade verified investor concerns about markets
in general (concerns were already high due to a European debt crisis that was on-going at
the time). In other words, the downgrade ‘proved’ to the market that the global economy
was in trouble, precipitating a ‘flight to quality’. Then, despite the downgrade, US Treasury
securities continued to be perceived as the highest quality asset and as a safe haven in an
uncertain environment – and hence their price rose when the ‘flight to quality’ episode
occurred, even though that episode had been triggered by a drop in their own credit rating.
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Correlation between stocks and bonds
Of special significance to asset allocation decisions is the correlation between stocks and
bonds.
Historically, this correlation has been positive most of the time, but there have been
significant periods of negative correlation. Ilmanen (2003) identified three such periods in
the US since 1926: 1929-1932, 1956-1965 and from 1998 on (as of 2017, the correlation has
remained negative.) This is most likely a reflection of the economic environment during
those periods. According to Ilmanen: ‘Stock-bond correlation tends to be lowest when
inflation and growth are low – deflationary recession – and when equities are weak and
volatile – flight to quality episodes.’
This illustrates that correlation is not a constant characteristic. Ilmanen notes: ‘We
conjecture that an immediate reason for the changing correlation sign is the changing
direction of causality between stock and bond markets. Correlation does not necessarily
imply causality. Yet many investors feel strongly that the causality from bond prices to
stock prices is positive (say, falling bond yields tend to also reduce equity discount rates),
while the causality from stock to bond prices is negative (say, equity weakness can prompt
monetary policy easing and a bond market rally).’
Reference: Ilmanen, A. ‘Stock-Bond Correlations’ The Journal of Fixed Income (September
2003)

Question
Explain possible reasons why the correlation between bonds and shares may be lowest (ie closest
to zero) when inflation and growth are low.

Solution
There will be many possible explanations that fit this question, and it is impossible to say which
one might be more correct than other explanations.
One possible reason is that a low inflation environment is one where bonds might be in demand,
and the yield on bonds might be relatively easy to determine. The inflation risk premium will be
extremely low and bonds might be stable. At the same time low inflation prevents companies
from raising prices to absorb cost rises (which can occur for many other reasons than inflation).
Low growth means that there is little chance of increasing profits through sales growth, so
companies will be in a difficult situation, and cash management will be challenging. This is a
situation where equity investment might be volatile with some companies going bust. The
volatility of equities and the stability of bonds might lead to a low level of statistical correlation.
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Setting the benchmark for the asset class

7.1

Introduction
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Having set assumptions for the expected performance of an asset class, it is necessary to
determine which measure will be used to measure performance. Strategies typically get
benchmarks for measuring performance, but sometimes peer group indices are used, albeit
much less frequently now than in the past.

7.2

Market indices
Market indices provide a picture of the aggregated performance of a collection of securities
and are thus helpful as a broad measure of the investment environment, as the basis for
design of investment tools and products, as a benchmark or yardstick to compare results
against, and for many other analytical purposes.
The opportunity set covered by a market index is generally referred to as the ‘universe’.
The best-known and most widely-used indices have fairly broad universes, although as
indices have proliferated in recent years, it is now possible to find an index to measure
almost anything.

7.3

Overview of dominant equity indices
Many of the indices discussed below will be familiar to students from their study of earlier
courses. For the purposes of Subject SA7 questions, it will be useful to be able to suggest practical
solutions for institutions in specific situations, which may well involve suggesting a notional
portfolio or benchmark that could be used, and justifying why it is suitable.
Because familiarity and wider use tend to reinforce each other, the most widely quoted
indices tend to have been early movers.

Dow Jones
Thus, the most widely quoted stock index in the US is the Dow Jones Industrial Average,
which was launched in 1896. The DJIA is a price-weighted (not capitalisation-weighted)
index of only 30 stocks, and hence is rarely used today as the basis for analytics or
products. Its persistence as the most widely quoted market gauge on mainstream media
demonstrates the power of incumbency in the index business.

S&P 500
The S&P 500 is the globally best-known capitalisation-weighted index of the US stock
market. It consists of 500 of the largest companies and covers around 80% of total
capitalisation. A large array of analytical tools and derivative instruments has been built
from this index.

Russell 2000 and Russell 1000
The dominant US small-cap index is the Russell 2000, which consists of 2000 smaller
stocks. It does not naturally mesh with the S&P 500 because the Russell 2000 is designed
to cover the 1001st largest stock to the 3000th. This inconsistency is generally overlooked
(except among US based institutional investors, a large proportion of whom use the Russell
1000 as a large cap index in preference to the S&P 500).
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FTSE 100
The best-known index of the UK stock market is the FTSE 100, which was created in 1984
jointly by the London Stock Exchange and the Financial Times.

Other equity markets
Each other major stock market around the world has an equivalent domestic market index:



the S&P/TSX in Canada



the DAX in Germany



the Nikkei in Japan and so on.

Global equity indices
The earliest international stock market index was the MSCI World Index, which dates from
1969. For most investors around the world, the primary international index is either an
MSCI index (such as the MSCI All Country World) or a FTSE index (such as the FTSE World
index), depending on which series was able to establish a dominant market position first in
a particular territory.
To the extent that institutional investors continue to reduce the weighting of their home
country and adopt global equity portfolios, the established status quo may be disrupted as
the dominant domestic series in each market and the dominant non-domestic series
compete to become the basis for the preferred global measure.

As companies have become more globally oriented over the last two or three decades, the listing
market for the shares has become less and less relevant. The fact that an oil company such as BP
lists in London is largely due to the history of the company rather than its business distribution.
Selecting shares on the basis of their market has therefore become less justifiable over time and
global portfolios of shares have become more popular.

7.4

Fixed income indices
Although conceptually similar to equity indices, fixed income indices differ in some
important ways.
One important difference relates to credit quality. Debt issued by a major sovereign nation
has very different characteristics from debt issued by a highly leveraged small company.
Hence, speculative (or ‘high-yield’) debt – which it is expected will experience some degree
of default – tends to be treated as a separate asset category from ‘investment-grade’ debt –
on which default rates are expected to be very low.

Question
List the ways that debt markets can be sub-divided for the purposes of indices.
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Solution
Typically debt markets are divided into categories such as:


sovereign and supra-national, quasi-sovereign (such as local authorities) and nonsovereign



secured (and asset-backed), unsecured and subordinate



categories of credit rating by external ratings agencies



term (for example, up to 5 years, 5 to 15 years and over 15 years)



financial companies and non-financial companies

Bonds are also screened by marketability (or investibility) before inclusion in an index.

This distinction means that fixed income indices must differentiate between securities
according to credit quality – which is a subjective rather than objective measure. Even
where a published credit rating exists, different credit rating agencies may give slightly
different ratings to the same bond.
The construction of fixed income indices is also more challenging as a result of the number
of securities: a major corporation might have one or perhaps two classes of equity, but
dozens of different issues of debt with different maturity dates and different coupons.
Trading in the corporation’s debt may be concentrated in a small number of issues, with
others thinly traded with unreliable prices. It is therefore not always obvious which issue to
include in the index, nor at what weighting.

The difficulties of designing and operating a bond index are much greater than the difficulties of
designing and operating an equity index:


different credit rating agencies have different ratings for the same issuer and for the same
issue of debt. Deciding which to use is subjective.



the process of calculating a credit rating for an issuer relies on many subjective and
qualitative decisions, such as the prospects for the sector, the quality of the management
team, the likelihood of a takeover, the emergence of new competition in the market, ...
The ratings are therefore very unreliable (although some studies have indicated that
ratings have over the longer term been a reasonable predictor of default).



many bonds have embedded options, and most index providers simply ignore this feature.
However, it can have a meaningful impact on the price and therefore the credit spread.



in certain rating categories, a single corporate entity can have a large number of bonds
issued, which leads to a high level of specific risk in the index. If the bonds of that one
counterparty experience an event or a change in future prospects, it can have a large
effect on the credit spread for the whole category.



as mentioned in the core reading above, bond liquidity varies enormously, and has an
effect on the price and hence the yield. This is not captured when all of the bonds are
lumped into a single index basket.
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rating agencies are slow to react to changes in the market. The market may know that a
bond’s rating has fallen from AA to A, but the bond is still classed as AA until it is officially
down-rated. This will affect the yield margin for the bonds in the AA basket until the
change is officially made.



It is very politically sensitive for a sovereign issuer to be downgraded. As such, the ratings
agency might feel it is difficult to make that change, even after it believes that a change in
rating is necessary. Rating agencies prepare the market for changes by having a ‘watch
list’.

One of the mostly widely used index series for fixed income securities is the Bloomberg
Barclays series.

7.5

Peer group indices
The performance of a peer group may be used as a metric in the assessment of the
performance of an investment programme, but it is not generally used as the primary
performance metric. It is also normally not seen as a specific objective of an institutional
investment programme.
This was not always the case.
For example, UK pension funds until the 1990s were commonly managed with a primary
objective of ‘outperforming others’. The rationale for this approach was that these funds
were all very similar in their main characteristics, having long time horizons (most pension
plans were open to new entrants, and growing) and similar liabilities. Hence, it was felt that
performing better than others with similar characteristics must be by itself evidence of
success.

For life insurance companies, the rationale was also that new business was sold largely based on
bonus record and past investment performance. If the relative performance of a life company
was poor, it was very likely that it would get limited new business, particularly from the
Independent Financial Advisor (IFA) networks that controlled a lot of the retail investment flows.
If new business dries up, then expenses eat up a larger and larger part of the investment returns
and the situation inevitably leads to the life company being taken over or wound up.
So investment returns and relative returns were (and still are) very important.
Lacking an anchor, however, this approach eventually led to clearly inappropriate
allocations:



Over the course of the 1980s and 1990s, during a prolonged bull market, the average
allocation to equities increased as most investment managers sought to overweight
equities (and hence outperform each other), creating a ratchet effect.



In the mid- to late 1990s, many managers underweighted the US market (which they
considered to be overpriced), dragging down the average allocation and creating a
race to the bottom. It reached the point where the average plan held more money in
a single domestic stock than in the entire US market (the largest in the world). Some
plans had no US investments at all.

In due course, the use of peer groups to define fund-level objectives declined, replaced by
asset-liability modelling and plan-specific asset allocation strategies, using market indices
where appropriate.
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From the perspective of the investment manager (as opposed to the asset owner)
performance relative to peers often remains a key objective of an investment portfolio. This
is because potential customers frequently choose whether to invest with a manager or not
based on how well that manager performs relative to competing managers.

Similar to the explanation above, even in the pension market, new business is influenced heavily
by past performance and past relative performance. Peer group comparisons remain a very
important aspect of the investment business.
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Models and techniques for determining asset allocation
This section looks at models and techniques that can be used to choose the optimum
assets in the investor’s investible universe that best meets the investor’s objectives and
risk tolerance.

8.1

General comments on models
In addition to a clear understanding of the objectives of the investor, the other main element
required in order to set a strategic asset allocation policy is a representation, or model, of
the characteristics of the available asset classes.
Investment markets and the economy are complex adaptive systems, and modelling can at
best capture certain broad features. Many of the biggest and most damaging mistakes of
financial history can be attributed to overconfidence in financial models. Every model has
limitations. Care should be taken, therefore, to ensure that the models are appropriate to
the purpose they are being used for, and that the limitations of the models are understood.
For example, a model of asset class behaviour that is suitable for the purpose of setting
strategic asset allocation policy will not necessarily have any value in the design of
rebalancing policy or tactical asset allocation decisions:
‘In physics, Maxwell’s theory and quantum mechanics allow you to predict the way an
electron spins about its own axis inside a hydrogen atom to an accuracy of 12 decimal
places. Something that accurate isn’t just a model – it’s a law. In economics, by contrast,
there are no laws at all, only models, and you’re immensely lucky if you can predict up from
down.’
Source: Emanuel Derman, ‘Beware of Economists Bearing Greek Symbols’ Harvard
Business Review, October 2005.
Similarly, Warren Buffet warned ‘Beware of geeks bearing formulas’.

Limitations of model optimisation
Strategic asset allocation is, in a sense, a model optimisation exercise in that the investor
would like to use their model to find the best possible asset allocation policy to achieve
their objectives.

The above relates to one of the key stages of risk budgeting, where the sponsor makes a decision
to have a strategic benchmark that is different from the ‘liability benchmark’. The liability
benchmark would theoretically match the liabilities most closely, and therefore would minimise
risk. Departing from this creates strategic risk, which the sponsor is willing to take if it achieves a
higher return. Having decided the level of strategic risk that is acceptable, there are then a great
many possibly strategic benchmarks that would result in the same strategic risk relative to the
liability benchmark, and models can ‘optimise’ the benchmark by choosing the one that
maximises the prospective return and keeps the strategic risk to within the limits set.
This process of optimisation relies on the model accurately predicting the relative returns of each
market, and the correlations between each market.
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‘Best possible’ most often involves a trade-off between risk considerations and return
considerations. There are three key elements in such a trade-off:



a model of the return characteristics of the strategies under consideration



a model of the risk characteristics of the strategies under consideration



a means of balancing the two (which might take the form of a formal utility function
or some other expression of risk tolerance).

However, ‘optimal’ strategies rarely offer a significant advantage (or any advantage at all)
over other ‘almost optimal’ strategies.
Consider the following example:
An investor must choose an allocation between two assets, Asset A (equity) and Asset B
(bond). Asset A has a higher expected return but is a riskier investment. For illustrative
purposes, we will assume normally distributed returns and use the standard deviation of
returns as the measure of risk (although the same dynamics result if other distributions or
other measures of risk are assumed).

Expoected return

The expected return of a combination of the two assets is simply a weighted average of the
individual return expectations. Hence the expected return varies as a function of the
proportion invested into Asset A as follows:
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Figure 11.1
The risk, however, is only a linear combination of the individual risk expectations if the
correlation between the two asset classes is 1. If the correlation is less than 1, then the
benefits of diversification apply. The expected standard deviation of returns for
uncorrelated assets varies roughly as follows:
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Figure 11.2

Expected risk adj return

The third element of the decision is weighting the risk and return characteristics, in effect
assigning a risk-adjusted return expectation to each possible combination of the two
assets. The general shape of that risk-adjusted return expectation will vary as follows:
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Figure 11.3.

In the above diagram, the Y-axis shows the ‘risk-adjusted’ expected returns. It therefore differs
from the first diagram which simply showed the expected absolute return of a portfolio of the
two assets.
The method of combining the risk and the return to achieve the ‘risk-adjusted’ returns is the
subjective aspect that the core reading is describing.
The key concept to note here is that the point that is identified as optimal is also the point at
which the risk-adjusted return expectation curve is flat. In other words, the advantage of an
‘optimal’ strategy over similar strategies either side of this optimum is almost invariably
small.
And when we allow for the fact that the assumptions concerning the characteristics of the
asset classes are imprecise and uncertain, we see that the results obtained from an
optimisation exercise are best used as guidelines only.

Models that maximise errors
If too great a level of confidence is put in the optimisation process then optimisation
becomes equivalent to maximising the impact of errors in the input assumptions.
This means that overreliance on optimisation techniques may not merely give a false sense
of the superiority of a chosen strategy over alternative strategies, it may even – especially
when combined with leverage – drive an investor into trouble. (See, for example,
Section 6.3, the history of Long-Term Capital Management.)
This is a particular danger if there are a large number of asset categories input to the
optimisation process, or if the categories are not clearly distinct from one another.
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Asset-only models versus asset-liability modelling
The models used to aid setting asset allocation decisions can be split into two types:



asset only models



asset-liability models.

Asset-only models only consider the assets, eg mean-variance optimisation mentioned
below. Asset-liability modelling (ALM) considers both the assets and the liabilities together,
including taking account of interactions. ALM is covered in Subject SP5.

Question
Describe the difference between strategic risk and active risk.

Solution
Strategic risk is the risk taken when the strategic benchmark chosen is different from the
benchmark that best matches the liabilities. In other words it is the risk that the strategic
benchmark performs differently from the liabilities.
Active risk is the risk taken by a manager when the shares and bonds selected are not exactly the
same as the ones in the benchmark indices. Active mangers move tactically from the benchmark
they are monitored against in order to enhance returns, and this creates active risk, which is a
second component of the overall risk budget. It is usually smaller than the strategic risk.

Question
Over the last 20 years there has been a marked movement from deciding investment policy based
on economic predictions to using ALMs to drive investment strategy. Describe the reasons why
this has taken place in many territories.

Solution
The main reason, as mentioned above, is that there has been a concerted effort to move the
institutional investment community away from competing against one another and towards using
liabilities to drive investment strategy. Designing a strategy that is likely to meet liabilities is
something that can best be done using a model.
The increase in computing power and the ability to model complex assets and liabilities has also
been a contributing factor. The training and availability of staff that can design and run such
models has improved over the years, making model-driven strategy a possibility.
Regulation has been introduced that encourages the use of models and demands the calculation
of risk relative to liabilities. This requires the use of a model and has therefore moved strategy
towards model-driven strategies. The concept of fiduciary fear, in conjunction with this
regulation, has encouraged people to rely on models rather than personal judgement and
speculation.
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The movements in asset markets in the last 20 years has been such that economic predictions
have been difficult to convert into good investment strategy. Many equity markets have exposed
investors to higher levels of risk, yet given lower returns than bond markets. There have been a
number of extreme negative events in equity markets which have threatened the solvency of
institutions at the time. And QE, which was hard to anticipate, has led to changes in bond prices
that could not be anticipated by economic predictions alone. This has meant that traditional
means of selecting asset categories have given poorer returns over an extended period, giving a
boost to the reputation of model-driven strategies.

Economic scenario generators
An Economic Scenario Generator (unhelpfully also abbreviated ESG) is a model used to
project the values of economic parameters (eg interest rates, inflation, equity prices,
dividends, corporate bond spreads, and other asset prices) into the future using a MonteCarlo process.

Don’t confuse this ESG with the Environmental, Social and Governance policies that were
discussed earlier in this chapter.
Multiple scenarios are constructed for the evolution of these variables through time, which
can then be used as an input into a projection model for the assets and liabilities of an
investor. Importantly, the variables are linked through direct relationships with other
variables within the scenario generation process, creating a correlation or dependency
structure. This approach ensures that the scenarios are realistic representations of a future
economic state. As a stochastic approach is used, there are multiple ‘simulations’,
including some extreme but plausible scenarios.
There are two main types of ESG:



‘real world’



‘risk neutral’ (or ‘market consistent’).

A real world ESG produces realistic probabilities for market variables reaching particular
levels, based on a starting condition.
A market consistent ESG will produce risk neutral probabilities for market variables
reaching particular levels, which is useful for placing a market consistent price on options
or liabilities with embedded options.
In many cases real world and risk neutral models are used simultaneously, for example, to
value liabilities with embedded options and understand asset-liability matching.
Real world ESGs have been in use since the late 1970s and have evolved considerably over
this period, with the earliest models being random walk models that were calibrated to
historic time series data. The Wilkie model from 1984 is an early example of an econometric
model using a ‘cascade’ structure that created more realistic scenarios and correlations
than earlier real world ESGs by incorporating mean reversion characteristics and a volatility
term structure. Subsequent developments have included the development of risk neutral
models that build on option pricing theories and allow options to be priced accurately
within a multi-asset model.
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As models have become more sophisticated they have been able to accommodate a larger
range of asset classes and construct plausible economic scenarios over an extended
period. Additionally, newer models better capture observed economic behaviours such as
fat tails in the distributions of losses, negative skew in some asset class returns (eg credit
defaults) and tail dependency (‘flight to quality’ effects).

Calibration challenges with ESGs
Particular challenges arise in relation to the calibration of an ESG, due to the need to jointly
model multiple market variables over time. Some of the issues with sourcing data for
calibration and selecting the appropriate observation window were described in Section 6.2.
Additional complexities include:



Ensuring the calibration produces sensible results at multiple time horizons. An
example of this is that interest rates may become increasingly positive or negative
over time at the extremes of the distribution, which will not be realistic.



Correlations. Should these be calibrated to capture behaviours over monthly /
annual / multi-year / very long-term periods?



Multiple markets. Adding additional markets results in more interest rate curves to
calibrate. Ensuring these behave in a realistic manner is challenging, since in the
real world cross-currency interest rates are only partially linked through currency
movements and currencies can diverge for periods of time.



Regime changes. Older data may be of little relevance to current market conditions.
Equally, an ESG should generate some simulations that correspond to a regime
change from current market conditions. Exponential weighting of time series data
may lead to unnecessarily low volatility in current market conditions.



Incorporation of ‘fat tails’ for equities and other growth assets (eg hedge funds) and
‘left-tailed’ risk distributions for asset classes with negatively skewed returns
(eg credit losses).



Choice of time period. For some asset classes there is very long time series data
available, whereas for others there will be less data available. Where non-identical
time periods are chosen for different asset classes to calibrate risk or return, there is
scope for inconsistency.



Stability of simulations. Sufficiently many simulations are required to ensure that
the simulation set captures the full range of outcomes generated by the model.
Increasing the number of simulations can assist with this, at the expense of
computational speed.



Nested loops. Where both real world and risk neutral projections are required, the
calculation process can become very slow since options will need to be valued
using a risk neutral method at each time-step and for each real world simulation
(since the options need to be valued in each real world scenario). If for example
there were 5,000 different real world simulations, then a nested loop with say 1,000
risk neutral simulations per scenario would require 5 million simulations per time
step. Various techniques can be used to achieve acceleration, each with pros and
cons.

If you remember the sentence ‘Cold Calls Make Me Really Furious I Think, Said Newton’ then the
first letters will help you remember Calibration, Correlation, Multiple Markets, Regime changes,
Fat-tails, Inconsistent Timeframes, Stability, Nested loops. These are all challenges when using
Economic Scenario Generators.
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Mean-variance optimisation
Various techniques can be used in order to find the optimum asset allocation under the
models mentioned above.
The simplest approach is that of mean-variance optimisation. This is covered in Subject
CM2. It involves determining an efficient frontier of the assets and then using an
indifference curve, based on the investor’s preferences for risk and return to determine the
optimum asset allocation.
This approach is used in practice for selecting bonds for bond portfolios. The approach
suffers from the problem of defining the investment universe in its full form, but when used
for selecting bonds, this is usually not a problem.

8.4

Risk Budgeting
The process of risk budgeting has been discussed in previous subjects such as Subject
CP1 and Subject SP5. This chapter enhances the material contained in those subjects. A
good description of the process and the issues involved is contained in:
The practicalities of budgeting, managing and monitoring investment risk for pension funds
by David Bowie et al. (Institute and Faculty of Actuaries Finance and Investment
Conference 2001).
The term ‘risk budgeting’ has been coined to refer to the process of establishing how much
investment risk should be taken and where it is most efficient to take the risk (in order to
maximise return). Risk budgeting also has a similar definition in the context of enterprise
risk management, where the risk appetite of an enterprise is allocated between business
units or other subsets of the enterprise.
In the investment context, the risk budgeting process is essentially two-fold:
(1)

Deciding how to allocate the maximum permitted overall risk to total fund active risk
and strategic risk.

(2)

Allocating the total fund active risk budget across the component portfolios.

The key focus when setting the strategic asset allocation is the risk tolerance of the
stakeholders in the fund – how much systematic risk they are prepared to take on in the
attempt to enhance long-term returns. The key question on active risk is whether it is
believed that active management generates positive excess returns.
Risk budgeting builds on an asset-liability model that shows the risk and expected return of
different portfolios relative to liabilities over the chosen time horizon. It is, therefore, a
process that can help set asset allocation based on an asset’s risk contribution to the
portfolio as well as on the asset’s expected return. In this regard, it is a direct application of
the Markovitz perspective on portfolio construction.
Risk budgeting calculations can either be carried out using an ESG or using historic data,
although an ESG-based approach is more commonplace.
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The process can be summarised as:
(1)

Define the ‘feasible set’ – the set of asset classes that could be included in the
portfolio. Here the risk budgeter will wish to obtain careful estimates of the
volatilities and covariances of each asset class.

(2)

Choose the initial asset allocation using some risk / return optimisation process, and
with a VaR assessment to determine the risk tolerance.

(3)

Monitor risk exposures (increases and decreases in the values of the positions) and
changes in volatilities and correlations.

(4)

Rebalance the portfolio in response to changes in the short-term conditional
volatility and correlations of the assets. Allocations are altered to keep the overall
portfolio risk at the level defined as tolerable for the investor.

Risk budgeting can help identify alternative investments or revised asset allocations that
might increase the expected return on the portfolio. Because the constraint is that the total
risk of the portfolio must stay at or below a targeted level, increased attention is paid to low
correlation investments. Small allocations to such investments can reduce the total risk of
the portfolio through diversification.

Risk budgeting will be familiar to most students who have studied it in earlier courses.

Limitations of Risk Budgeting
While all models are susceptible to generating results that are spuriously accurate, risk
budgeting is especially so. For many of the sources of risk that are being considered, the
assumptions on which the modelling is based might be:



short data histories



data histories that are not necessarily representative of likely future experience



subjective opinions.

The assumptions regarding the distribution of returns are similarly subject to significant
input error. This is a particular problem where the results are sensitive to small changes in
the input assumptions, as can be the case in a risk budgeting exercise.
Because of these limitations, the output from risk budgeting models should be seen as a
broad guide to the balance of risk within a portfolio structure, and for identifying areas of
clear inefficiency. It is unlikely to be appropriate to move to the optimal portfolio identified
from a risk budgeting analysis once real-world constraints such as transaction costs,
liquidity or fees are allowed for.

Risk Parity
Risk parity is a special case of risk budgeting where a portfolio is constructed such that
equal contributions to overall risk are targeted across each of the components of the
portfolio.
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This approach is arguably pro-cyclical. If equities rise, their volatility usually drops, so risk
parity funds would buy more stocks. If equities fall sharply or crash, volatility will spike, so
risk parity funds will sell. Furthermore, many such funds have relatively short-term
measures of risk, eg the average of the last five years returns. These funds may only be
taking into account a recent bull market and their narrative does not include any significant
market corrections. This exposes them to being substantially misallocated in the event of a
change in market behaviour, due to changes in observed volatility or correlations.

8.5

Lifecycle investment
A lifecycle fund (sometimes also called a target date fund) is a special case of a balanced,
or asset-allocation, fund. Each lifecycle fund will have a specified maturity date (the target
date). The proportion held in various asset classes in the fund is automatically adjusted
during the course of the fund's lifetime; in particular, the proportion of risky assets is
reduced as time passes until the fund eventually (typically) contains 100% fixed income and
cash assets at the target date. The automatic adjustment means that the fund changes from
a position of higher risk to one of lower risk as the investor ages and/or nears retirement.
The precise mix of assets over time will be determined by the fund’s manager according to
research that manager has carried out and the type of customers the manager is serving.
Lifecycle funds are often used as default options for defined contribution pension schemes.
The default fund is the one which is chosen for the member when no specific asset
allocation instructions are given by the member. The lifecycle fund effectively takes over
the ongoing choices around asset allocation for the member, in a way that progressively
matches the assets towards annuity like assets on retirement. In this way, members with
limited financial knowledge can achieve sensible, dynamic asset allocations over the course
of their pre-retirement funding.

8.6

Liability-driven investment (LDI)
The classical actuarial approach of immunisation, whereby bond-like assets and liabilities
can be matched by duration is covered in earlier subjects. More sophisticated alternatives
are now available, the main one being what is commonly referred to as liability-driven
investment (LDI).
LDI portfolios are fixed income portfolios that have similar sensitivity to changes in interest
rates and inflation to the liabilities. The simplest form of LDI would be to replace the
standard broad market bond index benchmark with a long-duration index benchmark.

Historical development of LDI
LDI has been a growing choice for defined benefit pension funds wanting to reduce the
investment risk inherent in their portfolio, particularly due to future changes in interest rates
or inflation. In the UK, according to a survey by KPMG, the amount of fund assets managed
as LDI between 2011 and 2016 increased from around £400bn to nearly £900bn, with the
number of schemes using it more than tripling over the same period. The UK market has
tended to focus on achieving an interest rate and inflation hedge using government bonds
and swaps, typically using leverage.
In the US, the idea of managing fixed income assets with some regard to the liabilities was
widespread even in the 1990s, but the primary catalyst for growth came with the Pension
Protection Act of 2006, which focused the attention of plan sponsors on funded status and
on a definition of liabilities that was more closely marked-to-market than before. The US
market has primarily focussed on long-dated corporate bonds, with a duration overlay to
align with the liability duration. Use of leverage has tended to be relatively low.
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Determining the liability hedging strategy
The main liability-related risks faced by a defined benefit scheme are:



interest rates



inflation risk



longevity.

These are likely to be hedge-able using some combination of derivatives. The scheme will
need to consider the size of each of these unhedged risks, and the cost of hedging. For
example, longevity may be most expensive to hedge in the absence of a deep liquid market
with institutions with opposite risks that could efficiently swap the risk. Interest rates and
inflation can be hedged with relatively low dealing costs, due to the deep and liquid markets
for government bonds and swaps in these products.
However, when hedging any of these risks, the scheme will be ‘locking into’ the current
price. This could lead to losses if market prices change adversely. Therefore, liquidity and
collateral requirements are important.

In most cases, one risk can only be removed by the addition of another. So if swaps are used to
hedge interest rate or inflation risk, liquidity and counterparty risk are added, because if the swap
counterparty is not there to honour the deal at the end of the swap, the original risk has not been
hedged. Likewise any inflation risk that is hedged with equity-based products relies on the
correlation between equity returns and inflation. This introduces a basis risk in place of the
inflation risk.
Asset-liability modelling or risk budgeting analysis can help a scheme determine its target
level of interest rate, inflation and longevity hedging, allowing for current market pricing.
Depending on whether the focus is hedging the balance sheet or matching cashflows, this
could lead to a different approach. For some institutions the choice of hedging strategy
may have regulatory implications on capital or insurance reserves, and for UK schemes the
hedging strategy is an input into the risk-based component of the Pension Protection Fund
levy.

The UK Pension Protection Fund (PPF) is an organisation that operates a fund that aims to pay
90% of members’ pensions for schemes that have failed in the private sector. The PPF is funded
by a levy on solvent schemes, which is calculated each year. The PPF uses this source of revenue
to continue to pay pensions on the pot of failed schemes at the targeted level so that members
with private company pensions can feel safe that their pensions will not be completely lost in the
event that their scheme funding level drops below a critical level.
The PPF levy is mainly based on a solvent scheme’s funding level, with less well-funded schemes
paying higher contributions into the PPF. This acts as an incentive to top up funding levels and
avoid insolvency. The levy is also based on risk levels, whereby bond-based asset strategies
attract a lower levy than equity and property-based asset strategies. This has the impact of
encouraging a move towards LDI and bond matching strategies.
The PPF was introduced in the UK a number of years ago and has been growing steadily as
schemes fail and pension liabilities fall into the pot. It funds the payments on a pay-as-you-go
basis. Other countries have similar safety net systems in their pensions industry.
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The profile of the interest rate and inflation hedging assets may not be closely aligned to
that of the liabilities, due to practical constraints or to deliberately bias the hedge assets to
shorter or longer maturities. To the extent this is the case, interest rate and inflation curve
risks will arise.

Instruments used for LDI
The typical instruments used for LDI include:



bonds and bond futures



swaps



repo and total return swaps



swaptions



buy-in, buy-out and longevity swaps.

LDI implementation
An LDI implementation needs to consider various implementation aspects, such as:



segregated versus pooled – whether to engage in a bespoke, customised LDI
programme that targets the scheme’s liabilities as accurately as possible; or
whether to use a less customised pooled solution which may be easier and cheaper
to implement but less precise.

A pooled solution would result in adopting a strategy that is designed for the average
scheme in the pool, and would therefore result in certain risks not being accurately
modelled and hedged.


passive versus active – dependent on the scheme’s views on competitive or noncompetitive markets, the LDI programme may employ active or passive underlying
security, sector and asset allocation strategies.



buy-in or buy-out – a scheme can insure some or all of its liabilities through an
insurance company.
When the transaction is a ‘buy-out’ it removes the obligations to members as these
liabilities are transferred to the insurer in exchange for a premium.
A scheme can also enter into a ‘buy-in’ contract where the contract is held as an
asset of the pension scheme; that is, while the liabilities remain with the pension
scheme the scheme holds an insurance contract that matches the scheme’s
liabilities.
Buy-outs and buy-ins are particularly useful for hedging longevity risk.

Question
List the relative merits of buy-in versus buy-out.
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Solution
The advantages of a buy-in might include the following:


It is likely to be cheaper as the pension scheme retains the administration of the pension
payments and much of the regulatory work.



If at some point in the future the scheme ends up in surplus, there is a chance that the
employer can use the surplus, whereas once the scheme engages in a buy-out, any
surplus would be a profit for the life company.



A buy-in can be transacted without giving the life company the full data on every member
and their pension benefits, whereas a buy-out involves the life company taking over every
aspect of the pension and would require full information and data transfer.



By retaining the benefits inside the scheme, the sponsor continues to gain many
advantages such as the member goodwill from feeling that the sponsor is looking after
their future retirement benefits.



If a buy-out is undertaken, there is a risk that the life company selected will subsequently
transfer the liabilities to another company in due course. This company may be less
secure and reputable than the life company selected in the first instance, and leave the
members with a bad taste in their mouths.

The drawbacks would include the following:


The scheme must continue to undertake a lot of the administration work. This is perhaps
less of a disadvantage than it may seem, because in most cases there will be a rump of
members’ benefits that cannot be bought out due to a continuing salary link or some
other unknown feature. So the pension scheme will have to continue with a lot of the
work in either case.



The scheme will be exposed to expense risk and regulatory risk in the event of further
political tampering in the pensions industry.

LDI implementation – bonds based
Hedging interest rates and inflation with bonds can be achieved by constructing a portfolio
of bonds that achieve the targeted level of interest rate and inflation sensitivity or produce
the required cashflows.
This approach to eliminating duration risk can only be adopted if the scheme is fully funded,
or if it wishes to hold a partial hedge. Some schemes have adopted very long duration
asset strategies so as to maximise the amount of hedging achieved for a given value of
bonds held.
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This means that, if the scheme is only 90% funded and has a weighted mean term of liabilities of
(say) 20 years, the asset strategy would be to buy bonds with a weighted mean term of 25 years
or so. If interest rates fall and liabilities rise, the assets would be expected to rise at a faster pace
due to the longer term (and hence the greater ‘volatility’). But due to the fact that the assets
have a value of only 90% the value of the liabilities at the start, the net rise in total asset value
might be equal to the net rise in liability value.
Issues with this approach are that bonds may not be available at each annual interval and a
duration hedge may therefore be ‘lumpier’ in nature compared to the liabilities to be hedged.
Where corporate bonds are held, there will be credit risk, and corporate bonds are also
generally of shorter duration than the liabilities and seldom inflation linked. In addition,
even government bond portfolios can expose the fund to a very large amount of credit risk
with one, admittedly relatively secure, counterparty. It can also expose the scheme to a
change in the tax treatment of government bonds.

LDI implementation – bonds plus repo
By ‘repo’ing some of the fund’s existing bonds, and using the cash generated to buy more
long-dated government bonds, a scheme can increase its exposure to interest rates and
inflation above the level possible using bonds alone. This allows a scheme to adopt a
higher level of interest rate and inflation for a given allocation than otherwise, through the
use of leverage.
A full duration match can sometimes be achieved by using only a portion (say 30%) of the
scheme’s funds, leaving the remainder available to invest in other assets. If government
bond yields are higher than equivalent swap rates (net of funding costs), this can achieve a
higher yielding hedging portfolio than a swap-based hedging portfolio. The financing costs
for the repos (typically a fixed rate agreed at time of trade) will need to be covered by assets
in the remaining non-LDI portfolio.
A key drawback is that the repos must be rolled over on an ongoing basis, creating repo
‘roll risk’. The assumption is that there will always be a competitive repo counterparty
available at the time the roll is undertaken. Collateral will also need to be available since
repos are subject to daily margin calls to cover mark to market movements. As with a
bonds-based hedge portfolio, there is (leveraged) credit exposure to the government or
corporate entity whose bonds the scheme buys. There can also be significant counterparty
exposure, although daily collateralisation mitigates this. Where a haircut is applied to the
value of the repo (up to 5% is common), this creates additional counterparty risk.

These ideas will be familiar from earlier courses. The key ideas to consider when considering a
bond + repo approach are:


the yield available and whether it is higher than swaps rates



the availability in future of repo counterparties



the need to finance the collateral on repos, either with cash or other bonds. Where other
bonds are used the haircut becomes important.



the need to finance the borrowing rate using the non-LDI funds
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the ability to get full interest rate and inflation hedging achieved when the scheme is
underfunded



the ability to invest surplus funds in return-seeking assets to achieve a ‘LIBOR +’ return



the high exposure to government risk.

LDI implementation – bonds plus swaps
By overlaying a bond portfolio with interest rate and inflation swaps, a scheme can increase
its exposure to interest rates and inflation above the level possible using bonds alone. This
allows a scheme to adopt a higher level of interest rate and inflation for a given allocation
than otherwise, through the use of leverage. A swap-based hedge has the additional
advantage that a closer match to the sensitivity or cashflow profile can be achieved than
using bonds alone, given the greater flexibility of swaps.
A full duration match can sometimes be achieved by using a portion of the scheme’s assets
(say 30% again), leaving the remainder available to invest in other assets. The floating rate
for the swaps (either LIBOR or SONIA) will need to be covered by assets in the remaining
non-LDI portfolio.
The main drawbacks of swaps are the operational and legal complexities, and the need to
maintain sufficient collateral to cover foreseeable margin calls. During the financial crisis,
when certain investment bank swap counterparties went into administration, some schemes
experienced replacement risk, where they needed to replace swaps agreed with a bank that
was in administration. In some cases, swaps were more expensive to replace in the market
than the value of collateral held, resulting in losses.

When considering a bond + swaps approach the most important issues to remember are:


that full hedging can be achieved in an underfunded scheme



free funds can be invested in return-seeking assets to enhance returns over the long term



swap counterparty exposure can be diversified and collateralised



liquidity risk on collateral accounts is an issue if long-term interest rates rise sharply



the uninvested portfolio will be exposed to credit and perhaps equity and property risk,
but must earn LIBOR to fund the swaps. If the scheme is underfunded the uninvested
portfolio will be smaller, making it harder to earn LIBOR on the full swap portfolio.



government credit risk is reduced



more accurate hedging, without the ‘lumpy’ cashflows that exist in government bond
portfolios, is achievable, including swaps that are longer in term than the longest
government bond available in the market



swaps are illiquid to sell (although very liquid to enter). This means that the scheme is not
‘future proof’ to events such as transfers, buy-ins and buy-outs, ...
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LDI implementation – swaptions
Swaptions allow schemes the right to enter into a fixed / floating swap at a point in the
future. A scheme with duration risk to falling interest rates (ie where liabilities are longer
duration than assets, causing them to rise faster when interest rates fall) might undertake a
swaption to receive a fixed rate of say 1.5% and pay floating rates over a future period,
known as a ‘receiver swaption’.

A receiver swaption is an option to undertake a swap where the investor receives fixed.
Since the receiver swaption’s value will increase as swap rates fall, these profits will offset
the rising liability value. The benefit is that if interest rates rise, the receiver swaptions can
only fall to zero value, and cannot become a liability as happens with a swap. This can
leave the scheme with a net gain in a rising interest rate scenario. However, the gain would
have to be weighed against the premium cost of buying the receiver swaptions.

Question
Why does the value of a receiver swaption rise when interest rates fall?

Solution
The right to undertake a swap to pay LIBOR and receive (say) 1.5% pa for a period of (say)
20 years will become a very valuable option when market swaps offer ‘pay LIBOR receive 1% pa’.
The owner of the swaption can exercise the swaption, pay LIBOR to receive 1.5% pa for 20 years,
and then lock in the profit in the market by undertaking a ‘receive LIBOR pay 1% pa’ swap.

Question
The delta of a swaption is approximately 0.5 when it is ‘at-the-money’. Explain the meaning of
this statement and its consequences.

Solution
The delta is the change in an option’s price when the underlying asset moves in price. In the case
of a swaption the underlying asset is the long-term swap rate, which will be close to the long-term
government bond yield.
If the delta is 0.5 that means that when long-term government bonds move in price by 1%, the
same size of swaption portfolio will change in price by about a half that amount.
So to dynamically hedge all interest rate exposure in a set of liabilities using at-the-money
swaptions, the investor would need to buy twice as many compared to the size of the liabilities.
Any change in the liability value would then be offset by a change in the swaption portfolio,
whether interest rates moved up or down.
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The more common approach, however, is a buy and hold strategy (rather than a dynamic hedging
strategy). This involves buying the same amount of swaptions as the size of the liabilities being
hedged. At the expiry of the swaption, the swaption portfolio would be sufficient to hedge any
fall in interest rates from the point that the swaptions were put in place.

Swaptions may also be used by schemes with duration risk to falling interest rates wishing
to hedge at higher interest rates. Payer swaptions (where fixed rates are paid if swap rates
rise above the strike level) can be sold as an alternative to an implementation trigger
framework to enter into swaps in the event of interest rates rising.
The benefit compared to using implementation triggers is that the scheme would receive a
premium for selling the swaption. However, using swaptions instead of triggers could lead
to the scheme missing a de-risking trigger should interest rates rise during the swaption
term and subsequently fall prior to the swaption’s expiry.

The option diagram for such a trigger strategy might look as follows:
profit or loss
at expiry

receiver swaption

payer swaption

1.5%

Underlying yields
at expiry

3%

The scheme has undertaken a receiver swaption that would give an increasing payoff when rates
fall below the current rates of 1.5% pa. This would cost a premium up front to set up, and being
at the money, it would be relatively expensive. Because the scheme would be happy to move into
a fully-hedged bond-based portfolio if long yields rose as far as (say) 3% pa, it has also sold a
payer swaption to a counterparty at this level. This gives the holder the right to ‘pay 3% pa to
receive LIBOR’ which the holder will only exercise if market swap rates are greater than 3% pa.
Being out-the-money, this swaption would bring in a small premium.
By combining the profit and loss on these two dotted lines, it can be seen that the net profit or
loss makes a desirable shape for a trustee that has such a trigger in mind. The premium on the
sold option raises a bit of cash to offset the cost of the purchased option.
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The diagram above is however, at the expiry of the swaption portfolio. So as mentioned in the
core reading, if rates rise sharply to above 3% pa, the scheme would not have the ability to react
because most swaptions are European options. By the expiry date rates may have fallen again to
below 3% pa, and the trigger opportunity has been missed.
Such a strategy could be carried out using payer swaptions with a range of strikes to achieve a
more gradual move to full LDI, and could involve a range of expiry dates to avoid some of the risk
that the options may take too long to exercise.

Question
List other ways a scheme could ‘trigger’ a move to full LDI.

Solution
The scheme could simply set levels of government bond rates or swap rates at which LDI
portfolios are implemented. For example, at 2.5% pa, 20% of the portfolio is switched to bonds,
and at 3% pa, a further 20% is switched etc. This would require continuous monitoring and quick
action when the triggers are ‘triggered’.
A similar strategy could be set up based on real yields on government bonds, aiming to hedge the
scheme’s real liabilities at higher real yields.
Political and economic triggers could be set, such as moving to LDI when the central bank
announces a further tranche of QE, or the government’s budget deficit falls below 2% of GDP in a
year. Either of the above could cause bond yields to fall, the first through buying power, and the
second through a lack of supply. This might be considered a threat to the funding level of the
scheme.
Levels of inflation may act as triggers.

LDI implementation – pooled funds
Investment in pooled liability-driven investment funds involves the purchase of units similar
to investment in more traditional investment funds, without the requirement for derivative
documentation, appointment of custodian etc. These are particularly attractive to smaller
pension schemes, who do not have the size and scale to enter into direct counterparty
documentation and open a segregated portfolio to operate an LDI mandate.
Pooled liability-driven investment funds are typically available in ‘leveraged gilt’ (eg a 3x
leveraged portfolio of gilts, using repos) or ‘cash plus swap’ format. Swap-based funds are
designed to match the cashflows of a future period, for example between 2036 and 2040,
and are backed by cash collateral.

These structured products are discussed in earlier courses, where the positives and negatives are
described as follows:
+

Practical: investors may be unable to invest themselves in the underlying derivatives.

+

The structured product may provide a pre-packaged investment strategy that does not
require active intervention by the investor.
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+

Legal: the format may be designed to satisfy legal or regulatory requirements as to
accessible investments for retail or institutional investors.

+

Tax: the tax treatment from the structured product may be more favourable than direct
investment.

+

Accounting: for example, the product may be structured so as to avoid income statement
volatility from the underlying derivatives.

–

When investing in structured products, investors can find it difficult to assess whether a
quoted price is competitive. This reflects that a structured product is a composite of
several market exposures (which may themselves be opaque)

–

There may be counterparty risk based on the issuer.

–

Distribution costs are generally not explicit and are normally implicit in the quoted price.
Whilst it may be possible to track prices from several issuers for a simple structure, and
thereby establish that a competitive price has been achieved, this is much more difficult
to achieve with more complex or exotic structures or where proprietary indices are being
used.

Many of the above would relate to the specific structured product described in the core reading,
and many would apply to pension scheme investors (with the exception of tax advantages).

LDI risk management
LDI reduces market risk, but introduces new risks, for example:



counterparty risk (with the insurance company or investment bank providing the
derivatives used)



liquidity risk (due to the need to maintain sufficient collateral to cover margin calls)



leverage.

LDI may also increase the complexity and cost of the scheme although many schemes
would consider this complexity acceptable in exchange for a reduction in interest rate and
inflation risks.
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LDI terminology
PV01 and IE01 are commonly used measures for sensitivity to interest rates and inflation
expectations and quantify the impact on the net present value of a 0.01% or 1bp increase in
the relevant rate. When considering the hedge ratio for an institution with interest and
inflation risk in its liabilities:



the interest rate ratio can be calculated by



and similarly for inflation using IE01.

In other words the inflation risk ratio would be

PV01(assets)
PV01(liabilities)

IE 01(assets)
.
IE 01(liabilities)

The best target is 1 on either of these ratios. Most pension schemes would find that their assets
are too short, and their ratio would be less than one. But a ratio of more than 1 is equally a risk.
It is sometimes useful to have the exact definitions of the terms used in this chapter.
DV01 (Dollar Value) is the change in value of a bond (or liability) when interest rates change by
one basis point. If we take as an example a 10-year, annual coupon bond, with coupon 3.5% and
gross redemption yield 2.20%, we can calculate its price as 111.5561 per £100 nominal. If we
calculate the price using an interest rate of 2.21% (ie a move of 1/100th of one percent) we get
111.4612, which is a fall of 0.0949. The term BPV (basis point value) is used for a 100 bps change.
PV01 (Present Value) is the value of a one basis point annuity, ie equivalent to the change in the
value of a bond if the coupon payment changed by 0.01%. For a 10-year annual annuity, with
nominal of 100, and using a yield of 2.20%, PV01 is 0.08889.
If the bond had been a par bond, the DV01 and PV01 results would be the same (eg consider a
bond with coupon 2.2% and yield 2.2%).
In what follows, the difference between these terms is ignored, and PV01 is considered to be the
change in the value of an asset when exposed to a 1 bp change in interest rates.
These number can be approximated by the following formulae:

PV01 =

IE01 =

Net Present Value (NPV) x modified duration
10,000

Net Present Value (NPV) x inflation-modified duration
10,000

The negative sign on the bottom line of the PV01 equation is because, for a conventional bond,
the modified duration is positive, but the change in value caused by a 1 bp increase in interest
rates (PV01) is negative. The inflation-modified duration of an inflation-linked bond will be
negative, but the change in value of an index-linked bond when inflation is increased by 1 bp
(IE01) is positive. Therefore again we need a negative sign on the bottom line.
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The factor of 10,000 on the bottom line is due to the fact that PV01 refers to 1/100th of a
P
percentage point move, and partly to the fact that the modified duration is related to
which is
i
expressed as a percentage.

 Ct v t  t
The duration of a bond is defined as t

 Ct v t

.

t

The ‘modified duration’ of a bond which pays coupons with a frequency of m times per year, and
duration
.
has a gross redemption yield of y% pa (where the yield is convertible m times pa) is
y
1
m



The volatility of a bond is defined as



1 P
which is equal to its modified duration.
P i

Question
Describe in broad terms the concept of an ‘inflation-modified duration’.

Solution
The same concept can be applied to the sensitivity of cashflows that are inflation-linked, taking
account of the fact that an index-linked asset or liability payment that is index-linked for a term of
‘t’ will represent a greater exposure to inflation when t becomes large.
If we define e as the forecast rate of future inflation, then a measure of the volatility of a set of
cashflows that are inflation-linked with PV = P, to changes in the assumption e, is given by:

1 P
P e
Remember that the price volatility of a typical index-linked bond to changes in the inflation
assumption is quite low. This is because when the inflation assumption e is raised, the discount
rate i used to calculate the PV is typically also raised. Increasing the inflation assumption
increases both the future cashflows and the rate at which we discount the future cashflows.
To obtain an inflation modified duration measure we need to break this link and see what
happens to the price when the inflation assumption is raised, but the discount rate is not.
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 1 P 
Notice that the volatility of a conventional bond is a positive number 
 but that PV01 is
 P i 
negative; ie, bond prices fall when interest rates rise. However, the inflation modified duration of
1 P
P
an index-linked bond
would be negative because
would be positive and expressed as a
P e
e
percentage. This means that IE01 for an index-linked bond would be positive, given the negative
sign on the bottom line of the equation above.
A more accurate calculation of PV01 and IE01 would be to project and discount all assets
and liabilities on the relevant curves and then shift the inflation and interest rate curve by
0.01% upwards across all maturities and consider the change in net present value.

Question
Assume that there exists a zero-coupon strip bond that matures in 10 years time, and a zerocoupon index-linked bond that matures in 10-years time. Assume that 10-year zero rates are
2% pa and that 10-year expected inflation is 3% pa. The index-linked bond pays £100 indexed for
10 years at the maturity date, and the strip bond pays £100 at maturity.
(i)

Calculate the PV of both bonds and calculate their modified duration and PV01.

(ii)

Calculate the IE01 of both bonds.

Solution
(i)

The PV and PV01 of each bond

The strip bond has a PV = 100(1.02)10  82.035 or £0.82035 per pound nominal.
The index-linked bond has a PV = 100(1.03)10 (1.02)10  110.248 or £1.10248 per pound nominal.

 Ct v t  t
The duration of the strip is t

=
t
C
v
 t

100(1.02)10 10
100(1.02)10

 10 .

t

duration
where y is the interest rate used for discounting
(1  y / m)
and m is the frequency of compounding of that rate. In this case y = 2% and m = 1 as we have
10
assumed that the rate is an annual effective rate. So the modified duration is
 9.804 .
(1.02)

The modified duration is defined as

The modified duration of the index-linked bond is the same but negative.
PV01 for the strip is
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Net Present Value (NPV) x modified duration 82.035 x 9.804
=
  0.08043 .
10,000
10,000
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This can be checked by recalculating the value of the bond when interest rates are moved by 1 bp
to 2.01% pa. The bond value changes to 81.9545 which is a change of 0.0804 . This is the same
as PV01 obtained from the Core Reading formula. In an exam situation, there may be marks for
the Core Reading formula, therefore using this to calculate PV01 is recommended, rather than
simply calculating the change in value directly using a 1 bp change in discount rates.
The figures will never be exact due to the second order terms which change the duration as
interest rates change, but these numbers are easily accurate enough for pension scheme interest
rate hedging purposes, given the modelling difficulties and other issues that have been discussed
earlier in this chapter.
The PV01 for the index-linked bond is =

110.248 x 9.804
  0.10809 .
10,000

This is larger than for the zero-coupon bond because the value of the asset is greater therefore
we would expect the PV to change by a greater amount when interest rates change.
(ii)

IE01 of both bonds

The strip bond has no inflation-linked cashflows and therefore has IE01 of zero. Nothing changes
when we increase our inflation estimate by 1 bp.
The IE01 of the index-linked bond is

Net Present Value (NPV) x inflation-modified duration
10,000

where the inflation-modified duration is

This gives

10
  9.7087 .
1.03

110.248  9.7087
 0.10704 .
10,000

We can check this by calculating the value of the index-linked bond when inflation is increased to
3.01% pa. The value of the bond becomes 100(1.0301)10 (1.02)10  110.355 which is a change of

0.10708 . Again, this is close enough for LDI analysis given the modelling assumptions involved.

LDI case study
Suppose that a UK defined benefit pension scheme has the following assets and liabilities.

Assets
Equities:

£500m

Property and infrastructure: £300m
Alternative credit:

£100m

Index-linked gilts:

£800m

Total assets:

£1,700m

The Actuarial Education Company
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Liabilities
Total liabilities:

£2,000m with an average duration of 27 years and 80%
inflation linked

Question: Determining the current hedge ratio
Assuming that the index-linked gilts have an average duration of 18 years and the other
assets do not contribute to interest rate and inflation protection, what is the current hedge
ratio for interest rates and inflation?

This example simplifies the situation, as we would expect the infrastructure assets to offer either
interest rate exposure or inflation exposure, or both. We also refer to ‘modified duration’ as
simply ‘duration’.
Solution
Index-linked gilts have PV01 of

£800m  18
 £1,440,000 and IE01 =  PV01 using the
10,000

above approximation.

IE01 and PV01 will be the same (but opposite signed) for index-linked assets and liabilities. We
can think of an index-linked asset as having inflation-linked cashflows, discounted at a nominal
rate of ‘r + inflation’, where r is the risk-free real rate of interest, or the index-linked real yield.
Holding the nominal interest rate fixed and increasing the inflation assumption by 1 bp, is the
same as reducing the risk-free real interest rate by 1 bp.
Liabilities have PV01 of

£2,000m  27
 £5,400,000 and
10,000

IE01 of 80%  £5, 400,000  £4,320,000 .
Therefore hedge ratio for interest rates 

and for inflation 

1,440,000
 27%
5,400,000

1,440,000
 33% .
4,320,000

Question: adopting LDI
Assuming the availability of fixed and inflation-linked LDI pooled funds that have a leverage
of three times and a modified duration of 22 years (ie effective duration of 66 years), what
would the hedge ratio be when all index-linked gilts are replaced by an investment into
these pooled funds (80% into the inflation-linked LDI fund and 20% into the fixed LDI pooled
fund)?

The effect of this would be to give leveraged interest rate exposure on all of the funds invested in
these LDI pooled funds, and inflation exposure on 80% of the funds invested.
Solution
Total PV01 would be
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 £5,280,000 ie a hedge ratio of 98% for interest rates.
10,000
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The figure of 98% comes from looking at the ratio of asset PV01 to liability PV01, which comes to
£5.28m
.
£5.4m
... and given the 80% split, the same hedge ratio for inflation.

So the IE01 ratio between assets and liabilities would be

The Actuarial Education Company

0.8  £5.28m
.
0.8  £5.4m
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Strategy for investment within each asset class

10.1 General comments – the scope of the active-passive question
Adopting a passive investment approach (tracking a market index of some kind) is a
popular and relevant approach for many investors. Those who recognise they have no
competitive advantage (and don't believe they can find someone who does, at a reasonable
fee) will be most comfortable in a passive strategy. This will typically be delivered at low
cost and the results will be near the middle of the peer group. Certain asset classes lend
themselves more readily to passive management:



those where the market (index) is well-defined, which tends to favour equities and
fixed income.

There tend to be few nationally and internationally recognised market indices for assets
such as property, private equity, infrastructure or hedge funds because investments in
these asset categories are more diverse and disparate. There may be many indices that
are popular and capture certain aspects of the asset category, but few dominant indices
that have universal support.


where it is relatively straightforward for an investment manager to construct a
pooled investment vehicle tracking that index.

Question
List factors that would make it relatively straightforward to construct a tracking Collective
Investment Scheme (CIS).

Solution
The index should be clearly defined, including the weights, the rebalancing frequency and the
rebalancing rules.
The index should have supporting indices such as an income index, a yield index, and an accrued
interest index (if appropriate), which are all published frequently.
There should be a reasonable array of derivatives based on the index, including futures, options
and swaps.
The index should be followed by a reasonable number of other funds to allow relative
performance and risk statistics to be calculated and published.
It should have a long track record.
All the underlying components should be investible and relatively marketable.

Other asset classes, for example commodities, may have poorly defined benchmarks and
while this does not prevent passive management as such, it may mean that funds offered
have a limited coverage or incur comparatively higher costs.
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In some areas passive management is, by definition, impossible (for example, hedge funds)
although even here some investment managers have attempted to construct passive funds
that track the main ‘factor characteristics’ of hedge funds without engaging in any active
management as such.

10.2 Market capitalisation as a representation of the market
Although it is possible to manage passively with weightings other than market cap weights,
most passive management uses market cap weightings.

Question
Discuss some alternatives to market-capitalisation weightings that might be used by a passive
manager.

Solution
All passive managers track an index, so if market capitalisations are not being used, a new index
has to be created using whatever alternative method the passive manager is adopting. Otherwise
performance measurement and tracking error is impossible to compute.
Some managers produce ‘capped market capitalisation’ indices to track. These have the
advantage of being less exposed to some of the really large companies. This can be argued to
reduce specific risk and increase diversification without actually lowering returns (in CAPM
theory).
Indices have been produced that use weights that maximise diversification according to market
correlation statistics collected over a period in the recent past. These give maximum
diversification but may be heavily weighted to some small companies that happen to have low
market correlation. Modelling risk is also an issue, as well as the risk of ‘data mining’.
Weighting according to sales, or profits is possible. This would be difficult as profits are
announced after the event and may be subject to revision or manipulation.
Global weights can be used according to the GDP of the country concerned. This suffers from
extreme difficulty in obtaining timely reliable data for the index.

Where there is a well-defined opportunity set of assets, market capitalisation weighting
means assigning a weight in an index or a portfolio to each security in proportion to the
total market value of the total issuance of that security.
Note: In practice, if some holdings are considered closely held and not available to the
general market – for example, stakes held by governments or company insiders – then a
free-float adjustment is generally made to exclude those holdings from the calculation of
market cap.

The Actuarial Education Company
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This approach keeps trading to a minimum (since variations in prices affect the portfolio
and benchmark weights equally). Market cap weighting is the only weighting scheme that it
would be possible for all investors to follow at the same time. It also gives the investor the
widest and most neutral representation of the available opportunity set.
The total portfolio held by investors in aggregate is, by definition, a market cap weighted
portfolio. It also, therefore, follows that the return earned on average by investors is equal
to the market-cap weighted return.
The market price of any security is a balancing price: if more investors judge the price too
low than judge it too high, then they can be expected to buy and push the price up (and vice
versa if more investors judge the price too high). Markets are therefore generally very
effective as a means of aggregating the full range of investor opinions (weighted by the
extent to which investors are prepared to back those opinions with money).
Market cap weighting draws, then, on the wisdom of crowds. Investors who do not feel that
they have sufficient advantage over other investors to determine better weights to
securities can chose to save time and money by simply adopting the aggregate market
view.
For those reasons, market-cap weighting is generally the most appropriate basis for passive
management.
Under certain assumptions, market cap weighting can be an optimal portfolio weighting.
For example, this is implied by the assumptions made in the Capital Asset Pricing Model. It
is not necessary, however, for those assumptions to hold in order for market cap to be the
best representation of the market.

One of the main assumptions in CAPM is that the market is efficient, and investors are fully
informed and act rationally on their (full) information. If this is the case then the resulting
secondary market price will be the best one according to the multitude of clever rational investors
and therefore fairly reflects the worth of the company. It therefore represents a good weighting
for a passive manager.

10.3 Active vs passive management
Investors in aggregate earn the market cap weighted return (this follows from the definition
of market cap). In most markets, skilful passive managers are able to replicate this return
very closely. Where that is the case, it follows that other managers (the active managers) in
aggregate must also earn – before fees – the market cap weighted benchmark return.
Note: If active managers are permitted to invest outside the opportunity set in question, this
identity does not necessarily hold exactly.
Active management therefore represents, before fees, a zero-sum game: there must be as
many losers as winners. Once fees are included it becomes a negative-sum game.
Nevertheless, as was seen in Section 5.2 there will be natural imbalances in markets which
can be exploited by active investors. Also, some active investors will be more skilful than
others, resulting in a transfer of wealth from the less skilled to the more skilled.
Only investors who have a reason to believe they have an edge over others (or can find
someone who can, at a fair fee) should, therefore, prefer active management. Whether there
are grounds for such a belief is closely tied to the efficiency of the market in question.
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Another argument is that passive managers have to buy shares that are going to enter the index
and sell those that are going to leave. Active managers know that this buying and selling pressure
will lead to positive or negative performance, and can therefore act ahead of the passive
managers. This in theory should give them an advantage over the index, which of course buys
and sells the shares on a particular day (after many of the passive managers have pushed the
price up) and sells on a particular day (after the selling pressure has worked on the price).
Although this may not affect the relative performance between trackers and their index, it should
give a positive advantage to the active managers because the index is buying high and selling low.

Arguments for passive management - the wisdom of crowds
Some crowds are wiser than others. In The Wisdom of Crowds, James Surowiecki identifies
three conditions as being necessary in order for crowds to produce good answers:



diversity (many opinions)



independence (those opinions arrived at separately)



a particular kind of decentralisation, by which he means a way of aggregating views.

As we have seen previously, markets are very effective at aggregating views. Most major
markets have a large and fairly diverse number of participants. The independence of the
views of those participants varies. The homogeneity of the investor base is related to the
independence of inputs. If investors tend to herd in their opinions and actions, there is an
increased likelihood of inefficiency, including the tendency for bubbles to develop.
For example, equity markets vary in terms of:
(a)

broker coverage

(b)

liquidity

(c)

breadth (ie number of shares in the market)

(d)

concentration.

This variation makes some stock markets more appealing for active management than
others.

The US large-cap market for example would be a difficult place to find an inefficiency to extract a
profit from.
Some markets have a significant amount of activity from participants motivated by
non-price considerations (central bank activity in the currency markets, for example).
Therefore, some markets are likely to be less efficient than others, and hence present a
greater opportunity for skilful active managers to achieve a return above that of the broad
market. Because active management involves trading costs and (generally) higher
management fees, it is the net of fee return that must be expected to beat the passive
alternative for active management to be preferred. Costs and fees vary by market.
The decision of whether to invest actively or passively will therefore vary by market, and
may even vary within a market at different times.

The Actuarial Education Company
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Arguments against passive management
The main argument against passive investing is that it is analogous to going horse racing
and then betting on all the horses to win so as to minimise risk. It guarantees an ‘average’
outcome. Also, arguably, the focus on tracking error minimisation is misplaced. The
benchmark itself has a degree of arbitrariness – why choose one index provider over
another? – and therefore focusing on tracking error is quite myopic.

In other words by focusing on the FTSE All Share and minimising tracking error, the fund may be
increasing tracking error relative to the MSCI UK All Cap index, but there is no logical reason why
one index was chosen over another.

10.4 Factor exposures (smart beta)
Factor exposures were introduced and covered in Subject SP5.

Historical development
There are many ways in which the broad universe of equity securities can be meaningfully
sub-divided.
Broad sectors (consumer discretionary; utilities; energy companies and so on) have always
been recognised as having distinct characteristics, and these sectors can be further subdivided into industries (within the consumer discretionary sector, for example, car
companies are a distinct industry from hotels or online retail companies).
Equity securities can also be categorised according to other characteristics. This can be
seen at least as far back as the 1930s and Benjamin Graham (author of the influential books,
Security Analysis and The Intelligent Investor).
The formal sub-categorisation of the equity market was made easier following the 1984
launch of the Russell index series (now known as the FTSE-Russell indexes). These split
the US stock market into large cap and small cap stocks (with roughly 90% by capitalisation
being classified as large), and also into equal parts ‘value’ and ‘growth’. The academic
justification for this categorization followed with the 1992 publication of the influential paper
‘The cross-section of expected stock returns’ by Eugene Fama and Kenneth French.
In recent years, there has been an explosion of interest in factor exposures and the launch
of a large number of products based on many different types of factor. The expressions
‘factor-based investing’ and ‘smart beta’ are often used to capture this broad field.

Question
What are the arguments for and against categorising companies by industry sector for a passive
manager that is using a sampling approach to tracking an index?
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Solution
The arguments for would include:


many companies within a sector exhibit similar correlated performance. The lack of
correlation often happens between companies in different sectors. So by weighting the
sector exposure, the tracking manager may be eliminating one of the key sources of
tracking error.



it is a customary way to look at markets, and many other tracking managers use a similar
system



there may be sector indices on which derivatives can be based, which would help in the
drive to reduce tracking error.

Arguments against would include:


certain companies are involved across many sectors, and therefore have only been
classed in a sector due to a slightly heavier weight in a particular area.



even companies active in the same sector of industry could be doing completely different
things. For example an oil exploration company, an oil production and refining company,
and an oil support services company have arguably very little in common with one
another and the links to the market and economy may be very different.

Uses of factor exposures
Factor exposures can be used either as the basis for strategic positioning of a portfolio or
for managing tactical positioning.
For example, an investor may prefer to systematically overweight small cap securities
relative to large cap securities because they believe that small cap securities deliver, on
average, higher returns.
Another investor may use factor exposures as the basis for tactical portfolio positioning.
For example, following a strong run for small cap securities, this investor may judge that
they are now over-valued and prefer to underweight them until valuations revert to more
typical levels.

Large / small; value / growth
Categorisation according to the size of the company and the ‘value’ represented by the
security remain the most significant factor exposures today.
Capitalisation is a relatively simple concept – smaller companies may be expected to
experience greater variations in fortune (relative to their size) than large, with greater
potential for rapid expansion or failure. Capitalisation is also relatively simple to define and
measure.
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‘Value’ refers to the cheapness of a security. It is therefore measured by the ratio of price to
some measure of intrinsic value, such as earnings, dividends, sales, book value or some
other (perhaps proprietary) measure. Stocks that are cheap by those measures may have
different return expectations, and/or different risk characteristics than stocks with are
expensive on the same measure.
Clearly, if two stocks have the same current earnings per share (or are equal on some other
measure of intrinsic value), but one is more expensive than the other, this normally implies
that the earnings of the more expensive stock are expected to grow faster in the future.
Hence the complement of the value factor is generally referred to as ‘growth’. Growth can
also be measured directly – for example by looking at recent growth in earnings or analysts’
forecasted earnings growth.

Question
List the attributes of value and growth shares using the acronyms C BEDS, and REEFS.

Solution
VALUE

GROWTH

Cashflow yield

Return on equity

Book value (or NAV ps) to price ratio

Earnings growth (historical)

Earnings yield (ie 1 / PE)

Earnings revisions

Dividend yield

Forecast growth in profits

Sales to market cap ratio

Sales growth

Value and small cap in smart beta concepts
Value investing and small cap investing have been features of the investment landscape for
many years. They are also – in somewhat repackaged form – significant elements of some
more recent ‘smart beta’ developments.

Equal-weighted
Consider a portfolio that adopts an equal weighted strategy; that is, weights in the portfolio
are not chosen by market cap, but instead all stocks receive the same, equal weight. By
construction this portfolio will be tilted towards small cap stocks relative to a market
capitalisation weighted portfolio. And because a stock which rises(/falls) in value will be
sold(/bought) by such a strategy (in order to maintain equal weighting), an equal weighted
strategy will also tend to be tilted toward the value factor. Considered together therefore,
an equal weighted portfolio will have the characteristics of a small cap, value-tilted portfolio.

The tilt towards value is due to the fact that value shares tend to have lower prices (which
enhances the dividend yield and earnings yield). So if an index construction causes a manager to
sell shares that are rising in price and buy those that are falling it will tend to have a value bias. Of
course, the system will also give a contrarian bias, whereby rising shares are sold and falling
shares purchased. Contrarian and value can be linked in many cases.
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Over the years, a number of analyses have been conducted of randomly generated
portfolios. Since the portfolio generation algorithm typically assigns each security an equal
probability of being selected, these portfolios on average represent equal weighted
portfolios, and once again tend to behave like small cap value portfolios.

Low risk (defensive) exposures
Another major – and longstanding – category of factor exposures is that based on risk
factors.
Clearly, some securities are more risky than other securities. There are, of course, many
ways to calculate risk.



Simple historical volatility of the stock price is one possible measure.



Another is ‘beta’, which is derived from the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) of
the market and captures the extent to which a security varies in value as the overall
stock market moves.



It is also possible to define risk using fundamental measures, such as balance sheet
leverage (the extent to which the company is financed by debt rather than equity), or
stability of past earnings and so on.

Whichever measure of risk is chosen, it is natural to suppose that the return characteristics
of low risk stocks may differ from those of riskier stocks. Perhaps surprisingly, many
studies (such as Blitz and van Vliet’s 2007 paper, The Volatility Effect: Lower Risk without
Lower Return, and Baker Bradley and Wurgler’s 2011 paper, Benchmarks as Limits to
Arbitrage: Understanding the Low-Volatility Anomaly) have found that higher risk has not
been accompanied by higher returns in the past, even over fairly long periods. Even Fama
and French found that ‘in a nutshell, market beta seems to have no role in explaining the
average returns on NYSE, AMEX and NASDAQ stocks for 1963-1990’, a finding that is
inconsistent with the CAPM world view.
Partly for that reason – and partly because risk is important in and of itself – factor
exposure strategies based on risk-based factors are an important category of smart beta
products.

Other factor exposures
The list of factor exposures that can be used in portfolio design and in active management
is long and getting longer. This list includes



momentum (ie stocks which have performed well in the recent past)



liquidity, as well as



factors based on environmental, social and governance measures.

With reliable data on past performance patterns more easily available, and techniques for
positioning portfolios easier to implement, factor exposures have become, in effect, as
fundamental a building block in portfolio management as the securities themselves.
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Integration of factor exposures into portfolio structure
Under the typical institutional investor governance structure (see Section 2.2), strategic
allocation is determined by the asset owner directly, with day-to-day portfolio positioning
delegated to specialists. This structure means that care is needed in determining how to
introduce certain factor exposures.
One aspect of this is the pricing of portfolio services. Traditionally, equity market exposure
has been readily obtainable at very low fees (eg through passive index-tracking products),
while active security selection has cost considerably more (perhaps 1-2% of assets per
year).
Factor exposures sit between market exposure and skill-based security selection – indeed,
the same exposures might be presented in one place as an active management strategy
(and charged for accordingly) and in another as a much simpler exposure (at a much lower
price).
Another aspect is ensuring that incentives are aligned between the asset owner and the
investment managers. For example, active managers are normally given mandates based
on beating a benchmark index, perhaps with a constraint on the degree of deviation from
that index (maximum active risk). Such a mandate does not incentivise the manager to
reduce portfolio risk; indeed, since a lower-risk return pattern requires deviation from the
benchmark, reducing overall risk may actually be seen as increasing risk in the context of
the particular mandate.

The paragraph above refers to the situation where an active manager may be given a very limited
active risk budget around an index, which is perhaps quite a volatile index. The vast majority of
the risk is in the selection of the benchmark index, and constraining the manager to perform in
line with the index could be increasing the overall risk in the portfolio.
This benchmark-relative focus is one reason that has been put forward as an explanation
for why lower risk (as measured in absolute terms, rather than relative to the market index)
does not seem to have been associated with lower returns in the past.
Investors could implement a defensive (low risk) tilt at the total portfolio level by
incorporating it into the strategic asset allocation policy. This would generally require a
non-standard portfolio mandate (ie a mandate based on a defensive market index rather
than a broad market index).
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Measuring and managing risk

11.1 Risk management of the asset allocation decision
The key element in the risk management of asset allocation is being able to tell if things are
going wrong and be able to take corrective action. This is difficult as the feedback loop
from the asset allocation process can be quite long. In other words, it can be difficult to
determine exactly when things are ‘going wrong’ – normal price volatility will cloud an
underlying trend for some time. The best investment strategies will take account of this
problem and have methodologies that provide constructive feedback from the monitoring of
the investment experience.
Furthermore, although many aspects of investment performance are routinely and
frequently measured, it is surprisingly rare to ask the question, ‘how successful was the
asset allocation policy decision?’

Trustees are quite comfortable assessing the relative performance of an active manager, but not
so familiar with looking at the selected strategic benchmark and comparing that to other strategic
benchmarks that they could have selected. Looking at the risk that has also been created by the
choice of strategic benchmarks in the context of all the other possible strategic benchmarks is
even less common. However, conclusion such as ‘the fund would have performed better is the
allocation had more equities and less bonds’ is not uncommon, and is essentially a comment on
the strategic benchmark.
This is largely because of the nature of the decision: it represents a trade-off between
long-term risk and return considerations. It is relatively easy to look back over any period
and assess how one policy decision would have compared to another in terms of the return.
It is more difficult to look back and compare risk: a retrospective assessment of risk, like a
prospective assessment of risk, requires a risk model and assumptions. In effect, to fully
assess risk retrospectively requires knowledge of all the possible paths that were not, in the
event, taken. The risk of all possible paths that could have been taken cannot be effectively
evaluated using only the single observed path.

One reason this may be unpopular is that, as mentioned above, there is little historical evidence
that reduced risk actually reduces returns over the long term. One of the main reasons to assess
risk retrospectively is to look at it relative to the return achieved. If the trustees are not
convinced that there is a link, they will be less keen to make the effort.
Likewise, risk tolerance is difficult to assess even with hindsight. Indeed, while hindsight
could be said to be somewhat useful in comparing the risk of two strategies, it potentially
distorts an assessment of risk tolerance due to the behavioural characteristic known as
‘hindsight bias’. As described in an earlier chapter, hindsight bias refers to the tendency
for the human recollection of events to be coloured by subsequent events (in other words if
we fear something bad will happen but it does not, we tend to forget the fear that we
experienced earlier, even if the risk of that event happening was significant when measured
objectively). This can lead to any retrospective assessment of an investor’s risk tolerance
being significantly understated.
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11.2 Risk and portfolio objectives
In managing an investment fund established to cover liabilities, managers will typically face
two conflicting objectives:



to ensure security (solvency) and stability of costs

where ‘costs’ here refer to the costs of meeting the liabilities as they fall due, rather than
the expenses of management); and


to achieve high long-term investment returns.

The first objective encourages the matching of liabilities to assets, while the second
encourages a move away from a matched position into assets which are expected to
generate higher returns.
The investment policy therefore needs to reflect the extent to which the risks of lower
stability and security are to be taken on in order to aim for higher returns. This will typically
involve a two-stage process:
1.

Establishing an appropriate asset mix for the fund – the strategic benchmark. The
strategic (or policy) risk of the fund is the risk of poor performance of the strategic
benchmark relative to the value of the liabilities.

2.

The tactical implementation of this strategy by the selection of one or more
managers and a decision on the appropriate level of risk that these managers should
take relative to the strategic benchmark. This is known as the active (or manager or
implementation) risk.

There may also be some structural risk associated with any mismatch between the
aggregate of the portfolio benchmarks and the total fund benchmark.

Structural risk will always be there in a portfolio. For example, suppose that a fund begins the
year with the exact split of funds as set out in the strategic benchmark (say 80% bonds and 20%
domestic equities). Suppose also that it then finds that 3 months later due to good active
management by the equity manager and some upward movement in the equity market in
general, the fund is 83% in equities and 17% in bonds, whilst the benchmark has only moved to
82% and 18%. Then in the next quarter, some of the performance might be caused by the fact
that the fund and its strategic benchmark started the period with different portfolio and strategic
benchmark splits. Without rebalancing almost continuously between the parts of the actual fund,
it is hard to avoid this risk. When the benchmark rebalances back to 80/20, there could be a lot of
structural risk if the funds invested with different managers are not also rebalanced.
The overall risk is the ‘sum’ of the active, strategic and structural risks. For schemes that
are not very small, structural risks can be made very small, particularly if ‘peer group’
benchmarking is avoided. Style identification can be used to ensure that the best managers
(within each style) are picked while keeping the fund as a whole ‘style neutral’ (unless an
exposure to style risk is desirable).

Some believe that it is better to select a best in class value and a best in class growth manager to
achieve an outperformance with neutral style, rather than simply selecting a best in class general
equity manager. If value share and growth share selection are different skills then this may well
be the case. Likewise, if the trustee wants to eliminate the general active manager from drifting
between styles in an attempt to outperform, then this will also be achieved.
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11.3 Value at Risk
Value at Risk (VaR) generalises the likelihood of underperforming by providing a statistical
measure of downside risk. VaR assesses the potential losses on a portfolio over a given
future time period with a given degree of confidence. It can be measured either in absolute
terms or relative to a benchmark. VaR calculations can either be carried out using an ESG
or using historic data. In some cases, VaR is based on assumptions that may not be
immediately apparent. Some simpler VaR models assume a normal or lognormal
distribution of returns. If the distribution of returns is ‘fat-tailed’, or skewed, tracking error
(with its focus on the standard deviations of returns) such results may be misleading.

Question
An equity manager has a portfolio of £100m equities with a beta of 0.9. The risk-free asset return
is expected to be 1% pa and the excess stockmarket return above the risk-free is expected to be
7% pa. Suppose that long-term stockmarket volatility is around 17% pa. Calculate the monthly
VaR for the portfolio using a 98% confidence interval.

Solution
The VaR is calculated as the mean return over the month, less a multiple of the standard deviation
of the portfolio, where the factor is the number of standard deviations that are required to
include 98% of a standard normal distribution (one-sided).
The mean return on the portfolio is

1
1%  0.9  7%   0.6083% using R f   (Rm  R f )
12

The standard deviation of the portfolio is

1
 0.9  17%   4.417% .
12

Using  1 (98%)  2.054 , the VaR is 0.6083%  2.054  4.417%  8.5% , ie an 8.5% loss or a loss of
£8.5m in a month.

The disadvantages of VaR as a risk measure are well documented, including the fact that a normal
distribution is usually assumed, and the fact that the past is a poor guide to the future. This is
particularly true when looking at correlations, and when markets are in crisis. It is also arbitrary in
the choice of the tail to select. However, it is consistent with the direction that regulation has
taken in recent decades, and does lead to a relatively level playing field for comparison purposes.
Unfortunately, portfolios exposed to credit risk, systematic bias or derivatives may exhibit
non-normal distributions. The usefulness of VaR in these situations depends on modelling
skewed or fat-tailed distributions of returns, either in the form of statistical distributions
(such as the Gumbel, Frechet or Weibull distributions) or via Monte Carlo simulations.
However, the further one gets out into the ‘tails’ of the distributions, the more lacking the
data material and, hence, the more arbitrary the choice of the underlying probability
becomes.
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11.4 Tracking error
Until fairly recently, most attention has been devoted to measuring and managing active
risk. The most usual backwards risk measure adopted is the retrospective or
backwards-looking tracking error – the annualised standard deviation of the difference
between portfolio return and benchmark return, based on observed relative performance.
The equivalent prospective measure is the forward-looking tracking error – an estimate of
the standard deviation of returns (relative to the benchmark) that the portfolio might
experience in the future if its current structure were to remain unaltered. This measure is
derived by quantitative modelling techniques and depends on assumptions including:



the likely future volatility of individual stocks or markets relative to the benchmark



correlations between different stocks and/or markets.

Active money positions
The deviation from the benchmark portfolio for a specific position is usually termed the
active money of that position in isolation. If all the active money positions are zero, then the
fund is being run in a perfectly passive, index-like fashion. However, the active money of a
particular stock does not provide a complete picture of the ‘risk’ of such a position versus
the benchmark, since some stocks may be much more likely to perform very differently to
the benchmark than others.

Having £1m additional investment in a particular share with beta 1.3 is a greater risk than having
£1m less invested (relative to the index) in a share with beta 0.8. Active money positions can be
positive or negative. The magnitude of the position indicates the risk, and not the sign of the
active money position.

Historical tracking error
Historic tracking error may be calculated in different ways. The time-scale used can vary
(both the total period length and the frequency) and the weightings attached to different
sub-periods can vary. Such features must be considered when comparing results.

Information ratio
To combine historical risk and historical return (relative to a benchmark) a commonly used
statistic is the information ratio – the ratio between the relative return and the historic
tracking error.

The information ratio is a ‘return per risk’ measure, similar to the Sharpe and the Treynor
measures. The key differences are that the return on the top line is relative to the benchmark,
and not relative to the risk-free asset, and the risk on the bottom line is the risk relative to the
benchmark, rather than the total risk (Sharpe) or the systematic risk (Treynor) of the portfolio
itself.
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Downside risk
Downside risk measures can involve identifying the worst period underperformances in a
specified past period, looking at the frequency with which underperformance has been
experienced, or calculating the downward semi-standard deviation (the standard deviation
of returns below the benchmark). Further risk-adjusted measures have been evolved to
enable investors to decide whether or not active risk generates value. Empirical evidence
suggests that the total tracking error associated with active management and management
selection is of the order of 0% to 5% with a median figure of about 2%.

Strategic risk measurement
Measurement of strategic risk has been complicated by the fact that the value of the
liabilities may not be well-defined or objectively determined. However, recent trends toward
the adoption of more market-related approaches to valuing liabilities (such as IAS19 in
respect of pension funds or Solvency II for insurers) has meant that liability values have
become more identifiable. With this has come the realisation that funds were taking much
greater strategic risks – anything from 5% to 20% pa.

This simply reflects the fact that the variation in performance between asset categories such as
equities, property or overseas assets, and the bond-based assets that reflect the behaviour of the
liabilities, is generally very high. Small deviations from the liability-hedging benchmark will create
large amounts of risk as measured by volatility measures.

11.5 Stress testing
VaR methodology does not take into account the simultaneous increase in asset return
volatilities and correlations that is often observed during extreme market events. The risks
that are incurred by extreme market events can be identified and investigated by the
process of financial stress testing. This involves subjecting a portfolio to extreme market
moves by radically changing the underlying portfolio assumptions and characteristics, in
order to gain insight into portfolio sensitivities to predefined risk factors. This has
particular application to asset correlations and volatilities. There are two types of stress
test:



to identify ‘weak areas’ in the portfolio and investigate the effects of localised stress
situations by looking at the effect of different combinations of correlations and
volatilities



to gauge the impact of major market turmoil affecting all model parameters, while
ensuring consistency between correlations while they are ‘stressed’.

It might be useful for example to stress the correlations that are used in a risk budgeting model,
revising them all up by 20%. The resulting increase in observed risk might push the fund well
above its risk budget, and the impact of stressing certain correlations will make interesting
analysis.
A major part of establishing a comprehensive stress testing framework should therefore
focus on constructing stress test scenarios that apply to the specific portfolio. These
scenarios should be tailored to reveal weaknesses in the portfolio structure in terms of risk
exposure and sensitivity and should thus focus on the risk factors that the portfolio is most
exposed to.
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Practical examples of investment strategy

12.1 Dynamic de-risking
Until very recently, strategic asset allocation policy was determined on the basis of an ALM
exercise, and then remained constant until re-addressed in a new ALM study perhaps
1-3 years later.
Two developments in the early 2000s led to a variation on that approach. The first
development was an increase in the number of frozen pension plans. (No new pension
accruals occur in a frozen pension plan.) The second development was the availability of
estimated liability values on a monthly and, eventually, daily basis.
The preferred asset allocation policy for a frozen pension plan is far more sensitive to
funded status than for an open pension plan (ie one where new liabilities continue to
accrue). This is because for a frozen pension plan that is fully funded, the incremental
utility of additional returns is reduced: it is difficult to return any surplus to the plan
sponsor, and surplus assets cannot be used to offset the cost of future benefit accruals
(because there are none). Hence, the risk-return trade-off for a frozen pension plan that is
110% funded is quite different than for one which is 70% funded.
Pension plans therefore began to adopt dynamic de-risking glide paths that formally tied
asset allocation policy to funded status – analogous to the lifestyle investing described
earlier for individual members. The first formal documentation of this approach was as
recent as 2009* yet, within five years, it had become standard practice among many large
plans.
* Source: Liability-responsive asset allocation Gannon / Collie (2009).

12.2 Competitive approaches – different perspectives on risk and reward
The approaches above mostly have an academic rather than a competitive narrative. These
narratives usually contain implicit assumptions, for example that expected return and risk
are positively correlated. This perspective is intuitively appealing in some respects, but
also arguably too simplistic in other respects. Indeed, Warren Buffet, a famous investor,
has often used a narrative with the opposite assumption, for example:
‘I would like to say one important thing about risk and reward. Sometimes risk and reward
are correlated in a positive fashion. If someone were to say to me, 'I have here a six-shooter
[a type of gun] and I have slipped one cartridge into it. Why don't you just spin it and pull it
once? If you survive, I will give you $1 million.' I would decline – perhaps stating that
$1 million is not enough. Then he might offer me $5 million to pull the trigger twice – now
that would be a positive correlation between risk and reward! The exact opposite is true
with value investing. If you buy a dollar bill for 60 cents, it's riskier than if you buy a dollar
bill for 40 cents, but the expectation of reward is greater in the latter case. The greater the
potential for reward in the value portfolio, the less risk there is.’ – Warren Buffett.
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Buffett’s quote – while highlighting that risk is frequently one-sided (the downside matters
more than the upside) – suffers from a technical flaw. If everyone in the market knew and
agreed that it was really a dollar bill, its price would be exactly one dollar. The only way a
dollar would be available for sale for less than one dollar is if there was some uncertainty
over whether it really was a dollar (perhaps it is a fake), and the cheaper it is offered for
sale, the less likely it is that it really is a dollar. Once the quote is adjusted for that, the
‘expected’ pattern of higher risk demanding higher reward is restored.
Nevertheless, developing a better understanding, to the extent that it produces better
understanding than otherwise, arguably reduces risk, or as the same Warren Buffet said
elsewhere ‘risk comes from not knowing what you are doing’. Knowing what you are doing
– having an astute narrative of the investment world – is likely to not only to increase
returns but also reduce risk. Buffet also warned that ‘volatility [the measure of risk usually
used in investment strategy] is not the same thing as risk, and anyone who thinks it is, will
cost themselves money’.
Diversification is frequently seen as a way to reduce risk, and in many cases, this is
accurate. However, to quote again from Warren Buffet who said that ‘diversification may
preserve wealth but concentration builds wealth’, the investor's intention is of key
importance.
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Further considerations

13.1 Outsourcing
The extent to which institutional investors outsource responsibilities to specialist providers
has grown over time. This has been driven by several factors:



growing complexity of investment solutions (requiring specialist skills that those
investors may not have)



regulatory pressure (certain tasks needing to be performed by suitably qualified,
regulated or bonded persons)



a desire on the part of the institution to focus on its core competency and allow
others to take care of non-core functions.

Arguably fiduciary fear has played a part in this trend. A trustee who makes a loss due to an
intentional decision that was fully researched and understood, is less likely to be sued than a
trustee who was not aware that something represented a significant risk, and sleep-walked into
the situation. Therefore anything that a trustee feels uncomfortable with is likely to be
outsourced. The increasing sophistication of the markets has also played a key. There are ways
for trustees to outsource almost any and every part of the process if they so choose.
The use of external investment managers has long been established as normal for many
large funds, other than for very large programmes that have the scale required to build
in-house teams. Programmes that use in-house teams for some asset classes may choose
to use outside specialists for others. Even where day-to-day investment decisions are
made in-house, trading and custodial functions, for example, are almost universally
regarded as functions best delegated to outside specialists.
The outsourcing of strategic asset allocation policy is – for the reasons noted above –
relatively unusual. However, there has been a growing trend in recent years towards
increased outsourcing even of certain asset allocation decisions.

Multi-asset approach
A ‘multi-asset’ portfolio mandate, for example, may have a primary objective of a specified
rate of return (for example: 6%, 4% above LIBOR, 3% above inflation) that does not dictate
or imply a default allocation between market segments. The investment manager is
expected not only to manage within asset classes but also decide the overall allocation
most likely to achieve the overall objective. Notable features of such a mandate include:



From the investor’s point of view, it is in a sense irrelevant whether an objective is
achieved through asset class exposure (sometimes loosely referred to as ‘beta’,
although the original technical meaning of that term is only one form of asset class
exposure), through factors exposures (or ‘smart beta’) or through skilful selection of
securities within an asset class (loosely, ‘alpha’, or simply ‘excess return’). The
multi-asset approach reflects that indifference.



However, the pricing of asset management services has developed such that asset
class exposures can generally be achieved very cheaply, while skilful selection
within asset classes is priced more expensively.
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In other words passive funds are very cheap, whereas active management remains quite
expensive.
Where a mandate combines these elements, the pricing of the service will reflect
that feature.
It is curious to note that in some cases multi-asset mandates can resemble ‘balanced
mandates’. These were common in the 1980s and 1990s as an approach to managing an
institutional investor’s entire portfolio, and the approach is still common in the retail
investment space. Balanced mandates typically included exposure to equities and bonds,
but guidelines were silent on strategic allocations and performance targets were typically
framed in terms of exceeding a peer group measure or the return on a fixed weight equity /
bonds portfolio.
Subsequently asset owners became more directly involved in setting strategic benchmarks
and awarding asset-specific mandates, to improve risk controls. A key difference between
multi-asset portfolios and balanced mandates is that the newer mandates generally have a
risk or return target (or both), rather than relying on consensus or peer group targets.
Additionally, such mandates are generally only used for part of an investor’s portfolio, often
to gain exposure to some subset of the investment universe.

Question
List the positive and negative aspects of giving a pension fund manager a mandate of (say) 4% pa
return and a tracking error relative to cash returns of 3% pa.

Solution
The positive aspects include:


the fund manager will have much greater experience and skills at predicting asset markets
than the trustee. Therefore the most important aspect of the decision making, namely
the asset split, is left to the person most qualified to determine how to achieve it.



the trustees are less responsible for losses that arise from incorrect strategic benchmark
selection.



the fund manager will have much greater freedom to use asset classes that would have
perhaps been excluded by a trustee with a low risk appetite. The asset class may in fact
reduce the risk of the portfolio as a whole.



the use of derivatives to achieve the objective should be relatively easy for an
experienced manager.

The negative aspects include:


the trustees are ultimately responsible to the members. If a decision goes wrong, it is
difficult to plead that the decision was outsourced and therefore not the trustees’
responsibility.
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there may be many ways to achieve a return of 4% pa and a tracking error of 3% pa, and
some of the portfolios would look nothing at all like one another. This can lead to
confusion when it comes to attributing performance to specific tactical decisions made by
the manager. Performance attribution becomes almost impossible.

13.2 The role of the custodian
A custodian is a financial institution that holds customers' securities for safekeeping to
minimise the risk of their theft or loss. A custodian may hold securities and other assets in
electronic or physical form. Since they are responsible for the safety of assets and
securities that may be worth billions of dollars, custodians generally tend to be large and
reputable firms.
In addition to holding securities for safekeeping, most custodians also offer other services,
such as account administration, transaction settlements, collection of dividends and
interest payments, tax support, and sometimes foreign exchange. They may also assist in
the excising of equity voting rights on behalf of their custodial clients.
The fees charged by custodians vary, depending on the services that the client desires.
Many firms charge quarterly custody fees that are based on the aggregate value of the
holdings.
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Appendix

14.1 Empirical studies on the impact of environmental, social and governance
(ESG) factors
Friede et al (2015) – ESG and financial performance
This meta-study combined the findings of about 2200 individual studies which looked at
various aspects of the relationship between ESG factors and financial performance.
More than half of studies found a positive relationship between the two and less than 10%
found a negative relationship. The others had either mixed or neutral findings. A similar
pattern of results was observed for studies that considered E, S and G factors individually.
The results were inconclusive for the subset of studies relating to investment portfolios
(rather than the performance of individual companies): over 70% had mixed or neutral
findings. It is important to note that many of these portfolio studies predate modern ESG
investment approaches that seek to enhance financial performance.
Source: Gunnar Friede, Timo Busch & Alexander Bassen (2015) ESG and financial
performance: aggregated evidence from more than 2000 empirical studies, Journal of
Sustainable Finance & Investment, 5:4, 210-233.

Khan et al (2016) – Corporate sustainability: First evidence on materiality
This study differs from earlier ones in that it distinguishes between material and immaterial
ESG factors when studying the relationship with corporate financial performance. It did so
using industry-specific guidance on the materiality of ESG factors from the Sustainability
Accounting Standards Board (SASB).
It found that firms with good ratings on material ESG issues significantly outperformed
firms with poor ratings on these issues. In contrast, firms with good ratings on immaterial
ESG issues did not significantly outperform firms with poor ratings on the same issues.
Source: Mozaffar Khan, George Serafeim, and Aaron Yoon (2016) Corporate Sustainability:
First Evidence on Materiality. The Accounting Review: November 2016, Vol. 91, No. 6, pp.
1697-1724.

Barclays (2018) – The case for sustainable bond investing strengthens
Whereas much of the early research into ESG investing focused on equity markets, this
paper considers bond markets. It builds on Barclays’ 2016 paper that researched the effect
of ESG on US investment grade bond returns, extending the research to Euro-denominated
investment grade bonds and US high yield bonds.
The research found that tilting a credit portfolio in favour of bonds with high ESG scores,
while keeping all other risk characteristics unchanged, tended to lead to higher
performance in all three markets.
When looking at E, S and G scores separately, the 2016 study found that the strongest
effect was for governance, whereas the 2018 study found that environment had had the
strongest effect over the previous nine years in Europe and two years in the US.
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Source:
https://www.investmentbank.barclays.com/content/dam/barclaysmicrosites/ibpublic/docum
ents/our-insights/ESG2/BarclaysIB-ImpactSeries4-ESG-in-credit-5MB.pdf

14.2 Further reading on Economic Scenario Generators
The following papers provide additional background on Economic Scenario Generators:



Economic Scenario Generators – A Practical Guide. Pedersen et al, Society of
Actuaries. August 2016.



Economic Scenario Generators. Lessons Learned from History. Extreme Events
Working Party. September 2016 and November 2016.
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Chapter 11 Summary
Investment decisions always involve consideration of two distinct elements:


an objective (quantitative) element



a subjective (qualitative) element, which is more of an art.

Modern institutional investment strategy often revolves around the use of an asset-liability
model, and the choice of how much risk to take relative to the liabilities, where to take that
risk, and how much additional return to target.
When designing a method for investment strategy to be cascaded down the chain of
command, it is important that:


day to day security selection can then be delegated



the success or failure of each part of the decision-making process can be attributed
correctly.

The first stage of designing an investment strategy is often estimating and projecting the
liabilities to be met. This will involve subjective return assumptions, as well as more
quantitative modelling techniques. Any projections should be subjected to sensitivity
testing. The objective to meet liabilities will often be supplemented by Environmental, Social
and Governance (ESG) considerations.

ESG
ESG can be achieved by constraining the universe of investments, or by actively promoting
certain types of investment. Performance may be affected by such constraints.
When a financial institution is putting together its ESG policy, it should consider the
following:


What is the impact on the expected level of investment return?



What are the risks associated with the policy?



How will the policy be implemented?



Does the policy have broad stakeholder acceptance?



Is the policy properly documented?
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Chapter 11 Summary (continued)
ESG (continued)
ESG considerations are relevant at all stages of the investment process:


Investment objectives, such as having a positive social or environmental impact
through their investments



Investment beliefs, for example the way ESG factors will affect investment markets



Asset allocation, in that ESG factors may affect the expected returns and volatility of
those returns over the long-term, so should be considered when parameterising
asset-liability models.



Manager selection and monitoring, by including managers’ ESG beliefs, expertise,
policies and processes to form part of the selection process



Security selection



Portfolio construction and monitoring, by considering the overall ESG characteristics
of the portfolio, using individual metrics such as greenhouse gas emissions or
aggregate ratings covering groups of ESG factors



Exercise of ownership rights



Reporting.

ESG can be incorporated into investment decisions using one or more of the following
methods:


Integration, where ESG factors are explicitly and systematically introduced into
investment analysis and investment decision-making



Screening, where either securities are excluded due to certain ESG criteria, or certain
investments are encouraged due to their ESG features



Thematic, where certain themes are used to shape the portfolio, such as a
sustainable transport or affordable healthcare.

ESG also involves Engagement with regulators, policy-makers and relevant national and
international bodies (sometimes called ‘policy advocacy’), as well as active ownership
(voting / activism) to promote ESG causes.
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Chapter 11 Summary (continued)
Setting market assumptions
After determining the investible universe for an institution, it is necessary to determine
assumptions for market returns. This is normally based on historical returns, and historical
risk or volatility. Projected returns will be influenced by:


the projected time horizon and the date of the projection



credit risk



liquidity risk



currency risk.

There are many challenges to collecting non-spurious historical data, including:


the fact that regime change often makes data from the past irrelevant to the future



valuation criteria change over years (for example a prolonged fall in dividend yields,
or a prolonged fall in bond yields)



the influence of random variations over time that are simply noise



the unpredictable nature of correlation data.

Setting a benchmark for each asset class
There are various problems associated with fixed income indices:


the subjectivity of credit ratings, and the inconsistency between providers



the numerous rankings that different debt tranches can have from one organisation



the impact of term and coupon



concentration within the index to a few large debt issuers.

Tracking risk relative to a peer group is still important for competition reasons, but not as
important as it once was.
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Chapter 11 Summary (continued)
Using models to determine optimum asset strategies
Models can be used for various purposes, including asset modelling, asset-liability modelling,
economic scenario generation (ESG), optimising models. In all circumstances the limitations
of model output should be borne in mind, and the spuriousness of certain activities. When
using models for ESG, the calibration process can be challenging due to:


catering for multiple time horizons



the time periods chosen for measuring correlations between variables



capturing multiple markets



regime changes that affect historical data and may make it irrelevant



fat tails in asset returns



time period over which data is collected



having enough simulations to ensure that a full range of outcomes is modelled



incorporating nested loops at each time step, which increase the computing time
required.

An ALM is often used within the risk budgeting process, which is a process to select
appropriate levels of risk, determine where risk should be taken, and allow scope for
targeting higher returns whilst remaining within the risk limits. Continual monitoring and
rebalancing is required.
Risk-parity funds are constructed such that equal contributions of risk arise from each
component of the fund (eg equities, domestic bonds, etc).
Lifecycle investments (or target date funds) adjust the asset allocation as a target date
approaches, to leave the fund in a suitable condition to invest in an annuity at the target
date.
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Chapter 11 Summary (continued)
Liability-driven investment (LDI) is an approach that aims to limit exposure to various risks
such as interest rate, inflation risk and longevity risk, often using bond-based portfolios and
derivative overlays (such as swaps, repos, swaptions, and bond futures). It is often carried
out using an asset liability model. The implementation of an LDI policy often involves
decisions regarding:


whether a segregated fund (which allows customisation) or a pooled fund is suitable



passive versus active funds within the LDI programme



buy-ins or buy-outs, which can also remove longevity risk.

Liability-driven pooled funds offer the opportunity to pursue an LDI approach through
unitised pooled funds, some of which have a geared exposure to interest rates and inflation.
All LDI approaches expose the fund to:


counterparty risk



liquidity risk through collateral accounts



leverage risk through swaps, repos, swaptions, geared LDI pooled funds or futures.

LDI terminology
The interest rate ratio is calculated as

PV01 =

Net Present Value (NPV) x modified duration
.
10,000

The inflation risk ratio is calculated as

IE01 =

PV01(assets)
where PV01 is defined as:
PV01(liabilities)

IE01(assets)
where IE01 is defined as:
IE01(liabilities)

Net Present Value (NPV) x inflation modified duration
10,000
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Chapter 11 Summary (continued)
Asset strategy within each asset class
It is difficult to assess the success of an investment strategy retrospectively (and fairly
uncommon in reality). It is difficult to know what to compare the strategy adopted against,
as there are many different strategies that could have been adopted instead of the one that
was adopted. It is hard to assess whether the risk levels achieved mirrored the risk levels
targeted.
Within passive approaches market cap weighted indices are the most common. This is
because:


many market cap diversified indices exist



there are many relatively successfully tested methods to track such indices



it minimises trading and rebalancing



the aggregate of investors’ portfolio equates to the shares in issue in the market



if markets are efficient, the market price represents its true contribution to the
economy.

Arguments for an active approach include:


the ability to use inefficiencies in markets to gain an advantage



the fact that some markets can be impacted significantly by participants that are not
motivated by price (eg QE) which can lead to bubbles



not all of the market can be passive, or else there will be no-one determining the
correct price of securities.

Factor-based investing or ‘smart beta’ portfolios aim to design a portfolio around exposure
to certain factors such as small cap, large cap, beta, currency exposure, gearing level, sales
and revenue, momentum, liquidity/marketability, environment or social score ... It aims to
outperform passive approaches whilst keeping fees low. Examples include equal-weighted
indices, capped weight indices, maximum diversification indices.
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Chapter 11 Summary (continued)
Measuring and managing risk
De-risking can be carried out dynamically using triggers.
Risk can be measured using:


Value at Risk (VaR)



tracking error (historical or forward-looking)



active money position analysis



information ratio



downside semi standard deviation



stress testing and scenario analysis.

A ‘multi-asset’ approach selects a target such as 6% pa, or 2% above inflation, and leaves the
manager to determine the appropriate asset strategy to achieve this target return.

Outsourcing vs in-house
Investment management has increasingly been outsourced by institutional investors, other
than extremely large funds that have the scale to carry it out in-house. Decisions on asset
allocation and liability hedging are typically carried out in-house.
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Chapter 11 Practice Questions
1.1

A wealthy investor is reviewing the management of a large part of their wealth, which has for
many years been invested in a pooled fund with a well-known manager. The fund is actively
managed and targets the MSCI World Index. A friend has suggested that the fund could be
managed on a segregated basis by a boutique manager who aims to beat a return of 4% pa over
the long term, and invests in any asset category that is seen as offering value at the time.
Discuss the issues that should be considered before the investor transfers funds to the new
manager.

1.2
Exam style

[9]

A UK composite insurer has a well-diversified UK equity portfolio which comprises 5% of the quoted
capitalisation of the UK stockmarket.
The newly appointed investment director of the company has proposed halving the number of
individual holdings in each market sector while maintaining the current asset allocation by sector.
Discuss the issues involved in implementing this proposal.

1.3
Exam style

[7]

A large defined benefit pension scheme has a 20% allocation to UK equities, which have been
managed by a specialist manager against a benchmark of the FTSE All-Share index. The trustees
have been discussing the idea of changing to a ‘smart beta’ benchmark and have asked for your
advice on the following separate suggestions…
The fund should move its equity fund benchmark to one where:


the weightings for each share are based on the shares’ historical volatility and correlation
to the FTSE All-Share. The lower the volatility and the lower the correlation to the FTSE
All-Share index, then the higher the weighting within the new smart beta index.



the weightings are based on a mixture of cashflow yield, asset cover on debt, and sales to
market cap ratio. Again, the higher each of these factors, the higher the weighting within
the index.



the higher the proportion of a company’s earnings in developing economies (such as
China or India), the higher the weighting in the index.

(i)

Discuss the issues you would raise in connection with these suggestions.

[13]

The trustees have also asked for your views on how they can use triggers to manage the
proportion of their fund that is invested in equities and other risk-seeking assets, and the
proportion that is invested in liability-matching bonds and swaps.
(ii)

Explain the use of triggers and suggest some triggers that could be used at the current
time.
[7]
[Total 20]
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Describe Value at Risk including its usefulness, the assumptions that are usually involved in VaR
analyses, and any limitations in the use of VaR as a risk management tool.
[7]
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Chapter 11 Solutions
1.1

The existing manager will be focused on the benchmark index specified in the pooled fund
mandate, and will structure the fund to be based around this asset split.

[½]

This may not be relevant to the investor’s liabilities or even her long-term return forecasts.

[½]

The existence of the benchmark will constrain the manager to ignore many asset categories that
might offer good returns from time to time and focus only on the equity markets covered by the
MSCI World Index.
[1]
Unconstrained managers often produce better long-term returns in practice.

[½]

Tasking the manager to achieve only an absolute return removes the link to the benchmark index
and frees the manager up to explore any global market and to avoid over-bought markets.
[1]
By not specifying a time period over which the new manager will be measured, this frees the
manager to invest for the long term, which has in the past produced better returns for
investors.

[1]

However, assessing the manager’s performance will be more difficult over short-term review
periods.
[½]
There is no restriction on volatility of returns, which could lead to a portfolio of unacceptable risk
for the investor.
[1]
There is no restriction on ethical or social issues, which may not meet the investor’s
requirements.

[½]

In the current environment, 4% will be difficult to achieve without taking risk. Government bonds
yield around 1.7% (May 2018) and good quality corporate bonds offer around 2.5%, so real asset
categories will be required.
[1]
As time goes by, the 4% absolute benchmark may become completely unachievable, for example
if there is a large market crash, inflicting a loss on the portfolio that is unlikely to be recouped for
many years. Alternatively the 4% target may become unacceptably low, for example the world
enters a high inflation phase, where bonds yield 8% or more and equities are expected to achieve
considerably more than this.
[1]
The benchmark return would need to be reviewed on a regular basis, and mirror the level of
returns that are realistically achievable at the time.
[1]
[Maximum 9]
1.2

This is a very large portfolio in terms of overall value. It is also likely to be very large in terms of
the number of holdings.
[1]
Reducing the number of holdings may make the portfolio easier to manage in the long term.
There will ultimately be a reduced amount of administration (collection of dividends, decisions
about rights issues etc).
[1]
In the short term, reducing the number of holdings may result in some problems.
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Trying to liquidate large holdings may result in moving the price against the company, reducing
the return from the fund in the short term.
[1]
There may be substantial dealing costs.

[½]

Selling holdings may result in crystallisation of capital gains tax liabilities.

[1]

It may not be obvious which holdings should be topped up to maintain exposure to the particular
sector.
[½]
On the other hand, if the right holdings are chosen, this may improve the performance of the fund
overall.
[½]
Reducing diversification will increase the importance of stock-picking skills.

[½]

The company will need to consider any asset admissibility (solvency) implications.

[½]

Timing the operation will be important. The process may need to be carried out slowly over a
period of some months in order to avoid moving market prices unduly.
[½]
[Maximum 7]
1.3

(i)

Smart beta indices

General comments on all suggestions
Moving to an unusual index will cause problems when the trustees come to select a manager.
Most mainstream managers will have difficulty accepting a mandate against such a benchmark. [1]
Smart beta indices are more difficult to calculate ...

[½]

... and may require a specialist company to maintain the index and to record supporting indices
such as XD indices and performance calculations.
[½]
There will be subjective judgement required, particularly in terms of deciding over what period to
measure volatility and correlation, but these decisions will affect the components of the index. [1]
Moving away from market cap based indices will avoid the trap of increasing weightings to
companies that have performed well.

[1]

This contra-cyclical approach can increase performance over the long term.

[½]

In periods when bubbles form in the markets, such as the IT bubble leading up to the crash of
2000 to 2003, and the banking bubble leading up to the crash of 2007 and 2008, the performance
of these indices would have been better than market cap based indices.
[1]
Performance attribution will be very difficult and probably considerably more expensive. It will
not be possible to compare a manager’s performance against his peers as there are unlikely to be
many.
[1]
Managers will charge much higher fees to manage a fund relative to such indices.

[½]

In some cases the extra fees will remove any perceived benefit over the long term.

[½]
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Alternatives may be available that achieve a similar objective, but are cheaper to organise. Valuebased indices, or indices that have maximum weightings for larger shares are examples of this,
and are more mainstream.
[1]
First suggested index
This will focus on low risk, low volatility shares, which will reduce the volatility of the
fund.

[½]

The focus on low correlation will improve the diversification and remove specific risk from the
portfolio.
[½]
Market cap weighted indices can have large exposures to single entities, and have been shown to
be less diversified than indices that restrict exposure to a maximum of (say) 4% of the fund.
[1]
Second suggested index
The ratios suggested will lead to a value bias.

[½]

This will have the effect of reducing the likely losses in a crash, but limit the likely gains in a
growth period.

[½]

It will, however, give heavy weightings to shares that are in severe difficulty and have experienced
a price collapse.
[½]
Relative to historical earnings, these companies will have high cashflow yields and high sales to
market cap.
[1]
Being based on historical cashflow and sales will mean that some companies are being judged on
recently reported earnings, whereas others will be based on earnings from up to 24 months
previously, depending on when the results are announced.
[1]
High asset cover will focus on companies with low gearing and low risk.

[½]

But these companies may be focused on particular sectors where debt is difficult to raise, such as
consulting or telecommunications companies that have few tangible assets to secure debt
against.
[1]
Third suggested index
This index will have a high degree of subjectivity, in particular:


which countries to include in the ‘developing’ list

[½]



whether some countries are weighted higher than others within the list

[½]



whether the view should be changed following a period of good or bad performance
(ie how to maintain the active view)

[½]

The index will do well only if emerging economies perform better than developed economies. [½]
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The starting point will be extremely important, as an emerging market crash shortly after the
launch of such a fund could have a material impact on performance for many years or decades. [1]
Emerging economies are more volatile than developed, and we would expect companies that
service these economies to experience higher levels of risk. So the fund volatility would be
expected to be higher than average.
[1]
[Maximum 13]
(ii)

The use of triggers with examples

Many funds invest in risk-seeking assets in order to grow out of a deficit situation. As the deficit
improves, the desire to have such assets is reduced.
[½]
It is useful to set out in advance the proportions that the scheme want to have in risky assets for
different funding levels so that, when these levels are reached, further debate and delay are not
necessary and the switch can be carried out.
[1]
The triggers can relate to the proportion in risk-seeking assets and the proportion invested in LDI
assets such as swaps, ultra-long bonds, swaptions etc, and there can be multiple triggers for
multiple decisions rather than just one.
[1]
It is important, but not easy, to have the action spelled out when a trigger is reached, which may
involve a fund manager monitoring levels and carrying out large switches without further
notification.
[1]
Examples of triggers
The following are all examples of triggers:


at certain levels of deficit, the proportion in equities can be reduced/increased in favour
of bonds
[½]



at certain equity market levels, measured by the FTSE All-Share for example, the amount
of equities can be reduced/increased in favour of bonds
[1]



at certain levels of long-term interest rates, or swap rates, the amount of LDI matching
can be increased
[1]



at certain currency levels, the amount of overseas assets can be reduced/increased



on certain economic events, such as announcement of further QE, the proportion of LDI
assets can be increased/decreased
[½]



at certain levels of interest rates and equity markets, a buyout or buy-in is triggered

[½]



at certain inflation rates, the proportion of inflation-hedging LDI assets is
increased/decreased

[½]

at certain corporate bond yield spreads, a switch into/out of corporate bonds from
equities or government bonds.

[½]
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In reality, a combination of the above would be preferable to cope with the situation that equity
markets rise, but interest rates fall, leading to a less beneficial time to switch out of equities. [1]
[Maximum 7]
[Total 20]
1.4

Value at Risk (VaR) is a measure of downside risk.

[½]

It is defined as the:


maximum potential losses on a portfolio,



over a given future time period,



with a given degree of confidence.

[1]

For a pension fund it might typically be measured in terms of the decrease in value of the surplus
of assets over liabilities over a period of one or more years.
[½]
VaR is frequently calculated assuming a normal distribution of future investment returns.
However, a pension fund portfolio that is exposed to credit risk and/or derivatives will probably
achieve investment returns that are non-normally distributed.
[1]
In particular, the usefulness of VaR is likely to depend on realistically modelling skewed or fattailed distributions of investment returns.
[½]
This can be done either by:



using non-normal statistical distributions, such as the Gumbel, Frechet or Weibull
distributions

[½]

or more likely via Monte Carlo simulations.

[½]

However, it is difficult to assess accurately the exact shape of the tails of the distribution of
investment returns, and hence difficult to assess accurately the value at risk.

[½]

This is because little historical data is likely to be available relating to the ‘tails’ of the
distributions, and so the choice of the underlying probability distribution may be somewhat
arbitrary.

[½]

In addition, standard VaR methodology does not take into account the simultaneous increase in
asset return volatilities and correlations that is often observed during extreme market events. [½]
However, financial stress testing adapts the standard VaR approach by adjusting the model
parameters – ie increasing the variances and correlations of investment returns – to make them
more representative of those experienced during extreme market events.
[½]
An additional difficulty relates to the choice of valuation method for the fund’s liabilities in
particular, which will also affect the results obtained – eg internally-assessed or statutory,
discontinuance or ongoing basis.

[½]

Finally, it is always important to emphasise the subjectivity of the results obtained when
presenting the results of such calculations, so that the trustees do not have more confidence than
is justified in the accuracy of the results.
[1]
[Maximum 7]
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